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THE AMATEUR CHEMIST, by
A. Frederick Collins. Cloth avers,
size 6.834. 210

p.a.
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$1.50
illustrations. Price
An extremely simple but thoroughly
practiced

practical inf
information is
given, also how to make and do
thing. which will save time and
a mountof
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
by A. Prod Collins. Cloth avers,
is. 6.734, 276 orges. 108 $2.00
Illustrations. Price
Hers is a book that approach.. the
fascinations of chemistry in a n.w
way. Contains a vast store of interting and unusual material. THE
book for ezperim.tera.
HOW TO UNDERSTAND CHEMISTRY, by A. Frederick Collins.
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Cloth coves, zit. 5.71Z, 822
numerous Illustrations.
$2.00
Price
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r,.l plc but entertaining book
on the wonders of modern chemistry.
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POPULAR CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENTS, by John H. Winn.
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THE SEXUAL SIDE OF MARRIAGE. by M. J. Exn.r, M. D.
Cloth coven, sia. 6.7 H. 262 nages,
Illustrated.
$2,50

PATENTS, INVENTIONS. by F.
B. Wright. Paper coven, sis. 7
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you the pitfalls of most inventors.
SEXUAL IMPOTENCE. by Dr.
Wm. I. Robinson. Cloth coven,
MECHANICS
16
$3.00
EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS. lustr14.8o . °P' ce

of the universe as man through the simple manner. Just the book for
giant al.copee of today. An in- the young electrician.
formal conversation l style.
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by A. W. Marshall. Cloth ware.
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Cloth
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$0,75
size 6 3(x934. 696 pues.
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Practical Handbook no the ConPrice.
291 illustrations.
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phi, and many Static Electrical
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269 pua, 79 illustrations.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE INVENTOR, by Jaaph Rosman, Ph.
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16 illustrations.
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COMPLETE BOOK OF SEX
KNOWLEDGE, by Dr. Bernard
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SEX CONDUCT IN MARRIAGE,
by Dr. Bernard Bernard. Cloth
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THE
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BOOK.
by
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A. Frederick Collins. Cloth aven. nag.. Pries
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ALARMS, by N. II. Schneider.
ations. A moot valuable book.
Cloth oven, sae 714.6, 83 pages,
70 illustrations.
MISCELLANEOUS
WOMEN, HER SEX AND LOVE
$0.15
Price
HOUDINI'S ESCAPES, by Walter LIFE, by Dr. William J. Rebhan.
Thn book was written to explain to Gibson.
Cloth cover, size 634.834, 411
Cloth
covert,
13.8,
315
size
oractical language how an *latra Pales. Illustrated.
numerous anaami$3.00
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GENERAL SCIENCE
SANE SEX LIFE
SANE
TWO THOUSAND YEARS OF NEW AND ORIGINAL MAGIC SEX LIVING, by Dr.AND
H. W. Logs.
SCIENCE. by R. J. Harvey- Gibson. by Edward M. Mary. Cloth Cloth Doves. also 634.7
1M
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Pass. fully illustrated.
Price
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book
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fund of information for
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taxed between
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tog formation ova
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and gold. for
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EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE, by and mystery. Don't mise thin.
and Dr. W. F. Robs.
A. Frederick Collins. Cloth coven,
size 6.734. 280 Dales. 162 $2.00
MARRIED LOVE. by Dr. Marls C.
Price
Stope.. Cloth Doves, sa. 634
A
lth of outstanding and sur190
We cannot ship C.O.D.
/LIN
prising experiments are to be found
Pries
Our prices are net, as
in this book. Not only vastly .nt.rOver 000,000 copia of thin famous
taking, but also highly aatruetiv.
shown. Please include
book have bau sold already. It is
The book for amateur.
suffirent postage, for one of the most lucid. most delicate
and moat helpful book. ever written
Parcel Pont, otherwise
SCIENCE TODAY. by Watson
on use vital
bj.t of
intimate
books must be shipped
Davis. Cloth aver, size 6
834.
contact. of love in
iage. Io
by express collect.
810 Dag..
lifting
ban on this book Judge
2.50
Price
Woolay ha given th. people great
48 brief talks about the hast things
work.

SEX KNOWLEDGE FOR MEN
AND BOYS, by Dr. William J.
Robinson. Cloth covers, sae 634.7,
262 pages.

Price

$2.50

This is the one book that
man
and youth, ,encloua of hi. responsibilities and health should read. An
mll.nt program for the
donation of the boy makes it a doubly
valuable book to parent..

SEX, LOVE AND MORALITY,
by Dr. William J. Robinson. Cloth
oaers, size 6n734, 157 $3.00

maw

Price
is the book which data to be
different. After a Quarter of
century of daily aperiences. this
author concluda that the Drantday conception of love, sa and
morality in wrong. In thi. pioneer
book he outlines a rational onde of
total ethics which liberal and intangent people will b. eager to

Has

accept.

MARRIED LIFE AND HAPPINESS. by Dr. William J. Robinson.
Cloth cover, else 5x8, 260
$3.00

mtg.. Price
Ho. is a book that every husband
should read and see that his wife
read. It to. For gaulnlasting uwfulna, a better book for worn. has
ban written than this fa.cinatpig volume. Every age a crowded
with advice and Information.
AMERICA'S SEX AND MARRIAGE PROBLEMS. by Dr.

William J. Robinson. Cloth rovers.
s. 53(.8. 600 pogo..
$3,00
Price
Hover before hay. you read any
book so daring and so outspoken
Facta proved by over 200 ease. aka
from actual exariona.
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I Will ShowYou Too
How to Start a SpareTime or Full Time

Radio Service Business
Here are a few examples
of the kind of money
I train "my boys "to

make

$50 to $75 a Week

"The N:.ti..ual Rollo Institut,

put me its a position to make
more money than I ever made
I am in the
in good times.
Radio service business for myself, where it is possible for we
to make from $50 to $75 a
week.
Service work has increased because people, who in
normal times would buy a new Radio, now
are contented to bave the old one 'pepped
up'.' -BERNARD COSTA, Bos 83, Station
"G," Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Although only doing sparetime Radio work, I averaged

about $500 extra a year in ad.
ditlon to my regular Income.
Full -tine Radio work would net
me many times that amount.
My example and that of hundreds of other
N. R. 1. graduates should convince ow
skeptical person of the superiority of N. lt.
.

training. " -EDWARD
end,

H. FAWCEI'T,
Ladner, B. C., Canada.

Averages Me per month
In Spare Time
"I ant getting al g well in

my Radio work, always being
kept very busy. Since enrolling 1 have averaged around
$80 a month working on
Radios Just part time, since
1
am still holding down my
regular job in a shoe factory. "-JOHN B.
MORISSETTE, 733 Somerville St., Manchester, N. H.

My Free book gives you many more
letters of N. R. I. men who have
made good in spare time or full
time businesses of their own

SPECIAL Radio Equipment
for Broad Practical Experience
Civet's Without Extra Charge

I

, ni h,..., to
:1I
My ruurm 13 not all theory. 1
use toy special Radio equipment for conducting
which
Illustrate
circuits
building
and
experiments
set
important principles used in such well -known
Electric, Phila., R.
u Westinghouse. General
out
You
work
others.
and
Majestic
Victor.
A.,
with your own hands many of the things P.
uf
500-50
read in our lesson books.
learning at
ningThisa
home easy, interesting, fasd

cinating.

intensely

practical.

You learn how sets work. why
they work. and how to make

them work when they
are out of order.

r---

ti eiÌi",rJ
13C1.

The man who has directed the
Home-Study Training of more
men for the Radio industry than

the right men.

The world -wide use of Radio sets for home

any other wan in America,

My book tells you of the

in Radio, Talking Movies. Set
entertainment has made many opportu- opportunities
Servicing. Aircraft Radio, Television, Police
nities for you to have a spare -time or full - Radio,
Short Wave and other fields. Get it.
time Radio business of your own. I give
you instructions early in your course for I Will Train You at Home in

doing 28 Radio jobs common in every neighTime
Your
borhood. Many N. R. I. men make $5, $10,
$15 a week extra in spare time almost at Hold your job until you're ready for another.
once. I show you how to install and service Give me only part of your spare time. You
or college educaall types of receiving sets. I give you do not need a high school
Hundreds with only a common school
Radio equipment and instructions for con- tion.
won
bigger
pay through N.
have
ducting experiments, for building circuits education
R. I. J. A. Vaughn jumped from $35 to $100
and testing equipment, and for making tests a week. J. E. McLaurine increased his earnthat will give you broad, practical Radio ings 100 per cent. The National Radio Instiexperience. Clip the coupon below and get tute is the Pioneer and World's Largest Ormen
my free 64 -page book, Rich Rewards in ganization devoted exclusively to training
young men by Home Study for good jobs
gives you a full story of the and
Radio "
industry,
in the Radio
success of N. R. I. students and graduates,
and tells how to start a spare -time or full You Must Be Satisfied
time Radio business of your own without

Spare

-it

$500 a Year Extra
in Spare Time

Slough It

Without Capital

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute

capital.

will give you an agreement to refund every
penny of your money if you are not satisfied
with my Lessons and Instruction Service when
you complete my course. And I'll not only
give you thorough training in Radio principles, practical experience in building and servicing sets, but also Advanced Training in any
one of five leading branches of Radio opporI

Many N. R. I. Men Make ;$59
SI5 a week Extra Servicing Sets in Spare Time
any of the more than sixteen million
sets now in use are only 25 per cent
to 40 per cent efficient. I will show you
how to cash in on this condition. I will
show you the plans and ideas that have
enabled many others to make $5. $10, $15
a week in spare time while learning. Ford
R. Leary, 1633 Davison Road, Flint,
Mich., wrote: "My part-time earnings
while taking the N. R. I. course were
$651."

Get Ready Now for a Radio
Business of Your Own and
for Jobs Like These
Broadcasting stations use engineers. operators,a
to $6,000
station managers. and pay up
Radio manufacturers use testers, inyear.
and
spectors. foremen, engineers, service menRadio
buyers, and pay up to $6,000 a year. of servhundreds
employ
jobbers
and
dealers
pay up to
ice men, salesmen. managers. and ships
enjoy
$100 a week. Radio operators on and lodging
life, see the world. with board
Talking
get good
a week tg
$75 to
Movies
es D y as mucchasp$75

Special Free Offer
Art

and receive

now

kon

.

big

t

d

Free Book of
Facts
w book
my ned
Mail the Coupon for
"Rich Rewards in Ra- It points out
dio." It's free to residents of the U. S. and what Radio
Canada over 16 years
It tells of the
old.
special training I Offers You
you that has
made hundreds of men
successful: and exgive

plains the many tine
jobs for which my

you
trains
Mail coupon in e'.velope or paste
post card.

course

J. Z. SMITH,

Pres.,

Dept. )FB3
National Radio
Institute,
Washington,
D. C.

in
Irae

hook, Rich Reward, in
Radios' this Service >tanual on D.C.. A.C an
Battery operated arm.
dents could
Only
hava this book In the poet.
Now reader. of this m
who mail the ro
rit free. Overwill twelve
we
all
coming
ethum, noises
kinds. Udine signals. broad
tuning. hods and oscillations. poor distance reo mob.
Dtion. distort
signal, Pont r Audio
uent> amd Radio:
other vital
plification
slued
nformation a
Get . le, ropy by
mailing the soaw,.
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tunities.

J. E. SMITH, President,
National Radio Institute, Dept. 3FB3,
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: I want to take

uf

v

Send me your two books. "Troup
shooting in D.C., A.C. and Battery Sete' and "Rich lt.
wards in Stadio." I understand this request I s
obligate me. (Please Print Plainly)

Special Free Orter.

Name ____

rigge

Address
City

State

_
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Certified Circuits
SHORT WAVE CRAFT goes
to a large expense in verifying
new circuits published in this
magazine. Whenever you see the
seal shown here in connection
with any of the sets published in
this and future issues of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, this will be your guarantee that
this set has been tested in our laboratories, as well
as privately, in different parts of the country to
make sure that the circuit and selected parts are
right. Only "Constructional-Experimental" circuits
are certified by us.
When you see our certificate seal on any set described you need not hesitate in spending money
for parts, because you are assured in advance that
the set and circuit are bona fide and that this magazine stands behind it.
SHORT WAVE CRAFT is the only magazine that
thus certifies circuits and sets.

OUR COVER

This month's cover shows the handsome appearing and fine
working "Master Composite" Receiver which represents the
majority of the features recently voted upon by our readers.
Full illustrated description appears on page
80.
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LEARN RADIO N 10 WEEKS!

PAYAff
7

ER YOU GRADNUATE

am making an offer that no other school has dared to do.
I'll take you here in my shops and give you this training
and you pay your tuition after you have graduated.

Two months after you complete my course you make your
first payment, and then you have ten months to complete
your payments. There are no strings to this offer. I know
a lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these
days, but still want to prepare themselves for a real job so
they won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs.
I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in my
training to give them the training they need and pay me
back after they have their training.
If you who read this advertisement are really interested
in your future here is the chance of a life time. Mail the
coupon today and I'll give you all the facts.

d scene

in the big, busy Radio Shops at Coyne. Here you see
fellows working on real Radios-not reading about them from
books or lessons. This is THE way to prepare for the big money field of Radio!

TELEVISION and TALKiNG PICILIRES
Television is already here ! Soon there'll be a demand for THOUSANDS of TELEVISION
EXPERTS The man who learns Television now can have a great future in this great new
field. Get in on the ground -floor of this amazing new Radio development! Come to COYNE
and learn Television on the very latest, newest Television equipment. Talking Picture and
!

Public Address Systems offer opportunities to the Trained Radio Man. Here is a great new
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at Coyne on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

PREPARE NOW and be

ready for Radio's many
opportunities
-lay- -

offs unemployment I Don't be tied down to
Forget pay-cuts
an untrained man's future. You NEED TRAINING IN A FAST GROWING MONEY-MAKING TRADE. Here's your chance of a
lifetime to get it! Hundreds of opportunities now open in Radio.
My sensational offer, explained below, makes it possible for you
to START AT ONCE!
The right way to learn Radio is the Coyne way -not by books,
but by actual, practical work on actual Radio, Television and
Sound equipment. Here at Coyne you'll service and operate scores
of modern Radio receivers, huge Broadcasting equipment, late type
Television apparatus, Talking Picture machines, Code transmitters
and receivers, etc. In 10 weeks you can step into a REAL JOB,
leading to a salary of $50 a week and UP!

ALL PRACTICAL WORK
At COYNE in Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL WORE. You build radio sets,
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually transmit your own Television programs over our modern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture

machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating on
actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on useless
10
theory. We give you the practical training you'll need

-in

short, pleasant weeks.

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING
lack
You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne
Trainingistested- proven beyond all doubt. You can find out every-

thing absolutely free. Just mail coupon for my big free book!
H. C. LEWIS, Pres. RADIO DIVISION Founded 11100

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. 53-6K, Chicago, Ill.

Mail Coupon Today for All the Facts
H. C. LEWIS,

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School

S. Paulina St., Dept. 53-K, Chicago, III.
Dear Mr. Lewis: Send me your big FREE Book; details of
your FREE Employment Service; and tell me all about your
special offer of allowing me to pay for training on easy monthly
terms after graduation.

SOO

Name
Address
City
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....SHORT WAVE

ESSENTIALS

FOR MEMBERS OF THE SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
THE following list of short wave essentials has been prepared from the suggestione to the LEAGUE by its
members. A number of months were consumed in creating there short wave essentials for members of the SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE. All essentials listed are approved by headquarters of the LEAGUE.
A FEW WORDS AS TO THE PURPOSE
OF THE LEAGUE
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE was founded in 1930. Honorary Directors are as follows:
Dr. Lee de Forest. John L. Reinert., D.
E. Replogle. Hollis Baird, E. T. Somerset,
Baron Manfred von Ardennes Hugo Gernaback, Executive Secretary.
The SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is a scientific membership organization for the
promotion of the short wave art. There
are no dues, no fees. no initiations. in connection with the LEAGUE. No one makes
any money from it; no one derives any
salary. The only income which the
LEAGUE has is from its short wave essentials. A pamphlet setting forth the
LEAGUE'S numerous aspirations and purposes will be sent to anyone on receipt of
a 3c stamp to cover postage.
One of the aspirations of the SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE is to enhance the standing of those engaged in short waves. To
this end, the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies members with membership letterheads and other essentials. As soon as you
are enrolled as a member, a beautiful certificate with the LEAGUE'S seal will be
sent to you, providing 10e in stamps or
is sent for mailing and handling
charges.
Another consideration which greatly
benefits members is that they are entitled
to preferential discounts when buying radio
merchandise from numerous firms who have

coin

agreed to allow lower prices to all SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE members. The radio in-

dustry realizes that, the more earnest
workers there are who boost short waves.
the more radio business will result therefrom; and a goodly portion of the radio
industry is willing, for this reason, to
assist SHORT WAVE LEAGUE members
by placing them on a professional basis.
SHORT WAVE ESSENTIALS LISTED
HERE SOLD ONLY TO SHORT

WAVE LEAGUE MEMBERS
All the essentials listed on this page are
never sold to outsiders. They cannot be
bought by anyone unless he has already enrolled as one of the members of the SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE or signs the blank on
this page (which automatically enrolls him
as a member, always provided that he is
a short wave experimenter, a short wave
fan, radio engineer, radio student, etc.).
If, therefore, you order any of the short
wave essentials without filling out the
blank (unless you already enrolled as a
LEAGUE member), your money will be returned to you.

Receiving
Name
Address ..
City and State

-

Country
i enclose 10e for postage and handling for my
Membership Certificate.
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SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. es Perk Irate. Ne. York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
I am dmed> a
Bled member in the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
I am
attach

Plus mend me

the

for which I endow a

loaowiy

idiom wove

herewith.

,watiße

(The LEAGUE aeeepw moamy order. muh or

u.
Nam

tsewlistede

U. 9.
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l]
in this advertiwwat:

Ptmpe

e

16-331

C-25e each

Park Place, New York, N. Y.

98

eel
E.f

SNORT WAVE LEAGUE
(6.33(
MI Park Place. New York. N. Y.
I, the undersigned. herewith desire to apply for
membershlp In the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. In
joining the LEAGUE I understand that I am not
assessed for membership and that there are no
dues and no fees of any kind. I pledge myself
to abide by all the rules and regulations of the
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, which rules you are to
send to me on receipt of this application.
I consider myself belonging to the following Om
(put an X In correct eparel
Short Wave Es.
perimenter Q Short Were Fan Q Radio Engineer O Student Q
I own the following radio equipment:
Transmitting

A -50e

....--

Inasmuch as the LEAGUE is international, it makes no difference whether you
are a citizen of the United States or any
other country. The LEAGUE is open to all.

Application for Membership
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LETTERHEADS
A beautiful letterhead has been designed for members' correspondence. It is
the official letterhead for all members. The letterhead is invaluable when it
becomes necessary to deal with the radio industry, mail order houses, radio
manufacturers, and the like; as many houses have offered to give members
who write on the LEAGUE'S letterhead a preferential discount. The letterhead
is also absolutely essential when writing for verification to radio stations either
here or abroad. It automatically gives you a professional standing.
A-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE letterheads, per 100....
._.
..SUC
OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LOG AND CALL BOOK
Here is the finest book of its kind ever published. It contains the largest
listing of short wave stations in the world, much larger in fact than the list
published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT and other magazines. All experimental
stations, no matter where located, are listed. A large section is provided where
calls can be listed in a proper manner. This log section gives dial settings,
time, date, call letter, location, and other information. Another section has
squared -paper pages on which you can fill in your own frequency curve for
your particular receiver. It helps you to find stations which otherwise you
could never log. It is the only book of its kind published.
B- Official Log and Call Book
Prepaid 25C
RADIO MAP OF THE WORLD AND STATION FINDER
The finest device of its kind published. The world's map on heavy board is
divided into 23 sections, while the rotary disc shows you immediately the
exact time in any foreign country. Invaluable in logging foreign stations.
Also gives call letters assigned to all nations. Size 11 "x22 ",
C -Radio Map of the World and Station Finder..___________.Prepaid 25C
GLOBE OF THE WORLD AND MAGNETIC COMPASS
This highly important essential is an ornament for every den or study. It
is a globe. 6 in. in diameter, printed in fifteen colors, glazed in such a way
that it can be washed. This globe helps you to intelligently log your foreign
stations. Frame is of metal. Entire device substantially made, and will give
an attractive appearance to every station, emphasizing the long -distance 'work
of the operator.
D -Globe of the World._-_._-- _..-_ ............._.._- Prepaid $1.25
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE LAPEL BUTTON
This beautiful button is made in hard enamel in four colors, red, white, blue
and gold. It measures three quarters of an inch in diameter. By wearing this
button, other members will recognize you and it will give you a professional air.
Made in bronze, gold filled, not plated. Must be seen to be appreciated.
E -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel buttonPrepaid .33C
EE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE lapel button, like the one described
above but in solid gold_
_.Prepaid á2.O0
SHORT WAVE LEAGUE SEALS
These seals or stickers are executed in three colors and measure 1% in. in
diameter, and are gummed on one side. They are used by members to affix
to stationery, letterheads, envelopes. postal cards and the like. The seal signifies that you are a member of the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. Sold in 25 lots
or multiples only.
G-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE seals
__ -per 25, Prepaid
SHORT WAVE MAP OF THE WORLD
This beautiful map, measuring 18x26 in. and printed in 18 colors is indispensable when hung in sight or placed "under the glass' on the table or wall
of the short wave enthusiast. It contains a wealth of information such as
distances to all parta of the world. political nature of the country in which
a broadcast station is located, etc., and from the manner in which the map
is blocked off gives the time in different parts of the world at a glance.
F -SHORT WAVE Map of the World.
....
Prepaid 2JkC
PLEASE NOTE THAT ABOVE ESSENTIALS ARE SOLD ONLY TO
MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE -NOT TO NON -MEMBERS.
Send all orders for short wave essentials to SHORT WAVE LEAGUE, 98
Park Place, New York City.
If you do not wish to mutilate the magazine, you may copy either or both
coupons on a sheet of paper.
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Patience In ShortmeWave Tuning
\-)

An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
lost for the time being. Even experienced short -wave listeners sometimes pay little attention to such exceedingly
faint signals, only to find that, if they try again, that the
signal can be built up into a powerful sound. The reason,
of course, is simple. It frequently happens that shortwave stations fade in and out. You may pass over a faint
whistle while the carrier is at its minimum and is hardly
audible. Three minutes later, it may be very loud, because the signal will be at its maximum. "Old- timers"
know from experience that the faintest whistle may be
built up into a loud signal if the controls are handled
right. This is particularly true with sets of the regenerative variety, where the regeneration can be increased to
full maximum. All this, requires patience with a big "P."
It can't be done if you wish to get results in a hurry.
In addition to this, most disappointments by beginners
are traceable directly to the old bugaboo, "time difference." The newcomer to short waves simply cannot realize that when it is 10 o'clock in the evening, let us say,
in the Middle West, it is 4:00 a. m. the next morning
in London, 6:00 a. m. in Moscow, and 2:00 p. m. in Sydney, Australia. For that reason, the seasoned short -wave
listener will never attempt to listen haphazardly, but
keeps his Time -Conversion chart in front of him, so that
he will know exactly at what time to listen.
Then, too; the wavelength or frequency is of the greatest importance. The short -wave beginner will foolishly
start to listen in for a station in the 20 -meter band at,
say, 11 p. m. This, as a rule, cannot be done because
from daybreak until mid -afternoon; and, usually, during
bright daylight, only stations between 13 and 22 meters,
23,070 to 13,630 kilocycles, should be listened for.

A MAN who has never driven a car cannot expect, by

any stretch of the imagination, to jump into one and
drive off immediately without having mastered the intricacies of the different levers and pedals, to say nothing of
watching the various gauges, and other instruments before
him.
He knows that, before he attempts to drive a car he
must master its control details; and, after he has done
all this, he must then become used to the road, traffic con-

ditions, and many other things.
Yet, when the average individual buys a high -priced,
short-wave receiver he immediately expects to pull in
stations from the four corners of the earth. You can no
more do this immediately than you can drive a car without
any previous training or experience.
The difference between a short -wave set and an ordinary
broadcast set is enormous. The broadcast set can be
tuned with little difficulty, and particularly fine tuning is
not necessary unless you are quite distant from transmitting stations. In short -wave work we have an entirely
different situation. To begin with, tuning is exceedingly
sharp. By that is meant that there may be as many as
twenty stations, all comprised in a single division of the
dial; in other words, crowded into the space of less than
one -tenth of an inch. It is then the operator's job to
"fish" these stations out of this cramped space. This requires not only a firm hand and careful and accurate tuning, but above all, PATIENCE! The difference between
the short-wave listener who "logs" all continents regularly
and the man who gets a distant station only now and then
is represented in the single word, patience. If your temperament is impatient, then the short waves are not for
you. You will never successfully "log" hundreds of foreign
stations unless you have that one important requisite.
Of course, there is nothing new about all this, and it
has been said many times before; but the point is that
thousands of new short-wave enthpsiasts come along every
month and many of them become disappointed,-particularly the owners of expensive sets, -when they do not
immediately, the very first night, tune in every station in
Europe and Asia.
Frequently, the owner of an expensive set is dismayed
because some young boy with a simple one- or two -tube
set "pulls in" almost everything in creation, whereas he
himself cannot do so with his expensive outfit. On the
other hand, if the youngster is given a chance to play with
the "big set" he will not only duplicate his own former
success, but will pull in many additional foreign stations
besides.
Even the experimenter who has been in short waves for
some time has many surprises in store for him. It is the
easiest thing in the world to pass right over dozens, and
even hundreds, of stations, simply by turning the dial too
fast! Good sets usually have a high -ratio transmission attached to the dial; so the control advances any point of the
dial exceedingly slowly. Even that is not slow enough;
because a faint whistle may be passed over if there are
other noises in the room, and that station, therefore, is

Then, to the east of the listener, from about noon to

10 p. m., stations between 20 and 35 meters are the ones
that come in best. To the west of the listener, this same
band is as a rule best from about midnight until shortly
after daybreak. After dark, it is the rule among many
listeners to try only for stations above 35 meters; any-

thing below this band will not, as a rule, come in satisfactorily.
These simple rules hold good, no matter where you live
on this globe. Naturally, there are exceptions. Short
waves are often tricky and frequently have surprises in
store for you. Thus for instance, it happens once in a
while that stations below 20 meters can be picked up from
distant points in the late evening; but such results are
the result of freak conditions and are not usual.
Then too, there are other circumstances which often
will mar reception; atmospheric conditions, meteorological
conditions, magnetic storms, sun spot activity-all have
a great deal to do with reception. Even veterans in shortwave reception do not find it possible to pull in certain
stations day after day, all year round. Electrical storms
between the transmitter and receiver frequently play
havoc with signals, giving rise to static which often ruins
good programs. Of course, these conditions are exceptional, but they should be known, because eventually they
will be met by every listener.
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Short Waves Valuable
AID TO POLICE OF VIENNA
European Police Systems are up to the minute when it comes to
"short- wave" communication between the "men on the beat" and
headquarters -yes they even have "pocket" transmitters.
The Vienna policeman we see at
right is sending reports to headquarters by means of the portable
short -wave transmitter hung on his
chest. Left -sending and receiving
antennae at Vienna Police Head-

4

quarters.

THE accompanying photos show
some of the quite unusual shortwave and receiving equipment now
being used by the Police Depart-

ment of Vienna.

Not only is Aushooked up with the International
Police Radio -Net but she has a very
elaborate intercity radio "safety
service." Some of the patrol cars
are fitted with complete short -wave

tria

Headquarters in Vienna where messages
are received and transmitted.

Left- Special

giant, loop type, short -wave receiver
in use by Vienna police expert for listening in on
"unlawful" radio transmissions.
Above
o rt a bl e
short -wave, loop receiver

-p

One of the principal pieces of shortwave apparatus frequently used by the
Vienna Police, is a portable "loop" receiver used for listening in and locating

"unauthorized" transmitters.

-

for listening in on unlawful transmitters. Right
radio truck of the Vienna
police fitted with radio cabin
and aerial on the roof.
used

transmitters and receiv-

ers, as one of the photos
shows, and also there has
been perfected
a

short -wave

"transmit-

ter" which
be

can

carried by

the policeman
and operated

"while
beat "!

on

What the up -to -date Vienna police "radio -car" looks
like. The radio operator in the photo above has just
received a dispatch from headquarters and he is handing it to the officer. In the portable transmitter carried
by some policemen, the batteries are put in the pocket;
the transmitter, with special tube, is worn on the
breast; weight two pounds. Signals have been transmitted up to 1.25 miles.
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League of Nations
Station

at
GENEVA
By CONSTANCE DREXEL
Officially Accredited Correspondent. League of
Nations, Geneva.
(Specially written for SHORT WAVE CRAFT)

One of the world's most important
and powerful short and long wave

broadcast stations is that located at
Geneva

-A

Above
view of the antenna masts at the powerful League -of- Nations
station at Geneva, Switzerland. It was from this

station that the Leagueof- Nations report on
Manchuria was transmitted, the signals having
been picked up in practically every important
country of the world. See
page 8, May issue.

Photo at left shows interior of main radio apparatus

room at the

League -of- Nations high power station at Geneva. The aerial system includes three groups of
beam aerials and three

omni- directional aerials.

WITH the completion of the League
of Nations' wireless station at
Geneva, Switzerland, one of the world's
most comprehensive experiments in
short wave transmission is ready to add
its contribution to human knowledge
and human understanding. It is being
used for many purposes in wireless
telegraphy and telephony, among them
a regular broadcasting program to
which you can listen on Sunday evenings for three quarters of an hour,
beginning at 10 p. m. (Greenwich Mean
Time) which is 5 p. m. Eastern Standard time. Preceding the regular program one hears signals and tests for
about 15 minutes; then a fifteen minute talk, first in English, then in
French and for the last quarter of an
hour in a third language, usually
Spanish, for the benefit of Central and
South America.
The various wavelengths used by
Radio -Nations, depending upon time of
day or night and direction desired, are:
15.83, 16.25, 20.64, 20.74, 31.3, 38.74 and
40.3 meters. The wave lengths 20.74
and 38.74 are good for the U. S. A.
Technical Description
For those interested in the technical
side, let us state that Radio -Nation's
transmitting station at Prangins (near
Geneva) comprises two short wave
transmitters belonging to the League of
Nations, and a medium wave trans-

mitter provided by the Radio- Suisse.
One of the short wave transmitters was
supplied by the Société Française
Radio -Electrique of Paris, and the
other by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., of London, which firm like-

wise erected the medium wave trans-

mitter.

The French short wave transmitter
has a waverange from 14 to 40 meters
and is quartz crystal controlled. This
transmitter is at present working on
three waves, the change from one wavelength to the other being effected in a
few minutes. The Marconi transmitter
has a waverange of 14 to 100 metres
and is driven by a master oscillator.
This transmitter is at present working
on four wavelengths, and the change
from one to the other can be made in a
couple of minutes.
Both transmitters can be used for
telegraphy as well as for telephony.
SHORT

WAVE

CRAFT

would

be

pleased to hear from you in regard
to these programs, both as to how
well they reach you and what you
would like to hear from Geneva, and
your letters will be forwarded to the
proper officials at the League of Nations.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The two short wave transmitters are
situated in a large room on the ground floor, and the machines and cables in a
room directly underneath the transmitters. The two shortwave transmitters can be connected to any of the
aerials through an aerial switch.
The aerial system consists of three
groups of beam aerials, and the station
possesses three omni -directional aerials.
They are divided into day and night
array. These six aerials are directed to
Japan, Java, North America, Mexico,
Australia and South America. The two
short wave transmitters have an aerial
power of 20 k.w. This is sufficient for
reaching the most distant countries.
The medium wave transmitter of 50
k.w., belonging to the Radio -Suisse, is
installed in a special room. This transmitter can work on waves between 3000
and 5000 metres, and it is possible to
establish by means of it communications with any point in Europe.
Radio-Nations' receiving station at
Colovrex (near Geneva) is equipped
with three groups of receivers, i.e., one
group of three short wave high speed
receivers (of which two are of the
Telefunken System and one of the Bell
Telephone Company) ; another group of
seven Telefunken receivers for waves
between 10 and 30,000 metres, and a
third group of Marconi receivers for
medium waves.
(Continued on page 124)
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"JAVA" and Other Stations
HOT

from the

PERCOLATOR

By PERCY T. BOOTH
Many novel short -wave receivers have been submitted to the
editors, but one of the neatest and most attractive 2 -tube sets
we've seen is that built in a coffee percolator; it operates with
battery tubes and has brought in stations from all over the
world, including VK2ME, Australia. Plug-in coils are used,
covering all bands.

Left -The

young

The

tuning

lady is pouring out
some hot jazz from
Java.

and regeneration
control of the set

built

within the
percolator are adjusted by means of
the external knobs

Battery
current for the
shown.

tubes is taken in
to the set through
the wires passing
through the spout.

HOW'S your morning "Java," fans?
Does it come ready mixed with
South American coffee, Hawaiian
sugar and New Jersey cream? If it
doesn't, it's time to renovat.; that old
electric percolator of yours and make
it ultra -modern. My old aluminum
coffee pot having come from a very
good A. C. line, it seemed a shame that
its usefulness should end just because
of a burned out element, so with a new
mixture of tubes, condensers, coils,
etc., she was made to "perk" again
stronger than ever.
The primary consideration throughout in constructing this novel two tube
short wave set has been low -first cost
and efficiency, coupled with valuable
expense -saving "kinks," practical for
use to beginners and set builders with
limited funds and tools. There is a
great deal of satisfaction to be had

-

in enjoying the thrills of short wave

reception from a set built with the
least possible outlay.
First the burned out element and
heating plates were removed, thus
making the interior accessible from
top or bottom. Next came the problem
of finding room enough to assemble
the various parts in the limited space.
A midget condenser for tuning? No.
They cost money, so I made one. The
junk box supplied an old type 23 plate
broadcast tuning condenser which was
altered as follows. It was torn down
completely and the original pins supporting the stator plates removed.
Brass bolts of the same diameter and
114 inches long put in their place.
Three stator plates were put back and
spaced as before except for one extra
spacing washer being added between
(Continued on page 119)
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This diagram shows interior arrangement of the short -wave receiver parts.
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Here we have a close -up view of the "coffee- percolator" 2 -tube receiver. which has
brought in world -wide 4 -W stations from
many foreign climes.

TAN

biSOV

The center diagram, above, will make it clear to the uninitiated just how the various
parts comprising the "coffee pot" 2 -tube short wave receiver are connected or wired.
Th. ..E,..A,.
a... .,_.___receiver open and the ingenious plug -in coil arrangement.

.
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A SIMPLE 5-TUBE
S -W SUPERMET
By A. H. MATTHEWS
A 2 -volt, battery- operated superheterodyne short-wave receiver, built from an old Crosley 6 -Tube Bandbox `B.C."

receiver.
THE following is a description of a dependable shortwave battery- operated super-heterodyne which any beginner can build at very little expense; most beginners
seem to think a super -het is very difficult to make -really
a super is just as easy to build as a straight set. In this
super I have purposely avoided trick tubes, except in the
I.F. stage, which uses a 32 or 22; the results obtained from
the set using the battery tubes are well worth the trouble
of making it. I made a very good set out of an old Crosley 6-tube "Band-Box" broadcast (200 -550 meter) receiver. This is an all -shielded set with copper cans over the
R.F. coils and with very slight changes it becomes a firstrate super-het. L4 and L5 old "B. C." coils.
The choke coils are 300 turns No. 30 D.C.C. wound on
34 inch dia. hard rubber tube (jumble wound; i. e., haphazardly-not in even layers). The old tuning condensers
1

INCMEt OVERALL

CLIP ¡ .R f'ORIO TUBE

are made use of, by cutting off all but four of the rotor
plates. Remove all the old hook-up wire and test the
audio transformers and wire up the filament for whatever
tubes you intend to use. The hook-up works well with
12; OlA, or the new 30 tubes. I made my set to cover the
40 meter band only, but of course plug-in coils can be
used to cover the other bands, simply by putting in an
extra socket, as shown in the sketch. The tickler coil for
the second detector is made by winding 60 turns No. 36
on cardboard tubes same diameter to fit inside of I.F.
coil as shown. In tuning the set the oscillator control is
set about half-way in and the regeneration control set
so that a smooth wave is heard; in this position stations
can be heard all over the dial, without resetting the oscillator dial. The regeneration should be moved to bring
the station in at its best point; I have received a number
of European stations on this set with
crystal -sharp clearness and good volAt left -Plan view
converted
Crosley "Bandbox"
broadcast receiver,
of the

after

re-arrangement as a "super het" for shortwave reception.
iagram of
Below
the 5 -tube super BUS BAR ,ROM

C2ro1.3

Photos above show rear and top views of
the 5 -Tube S-W Snperhet built by Mr.
Matthews from an old Crosley "Bandbox"
B.C. Receiver. Drawing above -front
panel of converted set.

het as evolved by
Mr.

Matthews

from a Crosley
"Bandbox" broadcast receiver. The
values of the vari.
ous components
are given in the

text.
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ume.

-2

L1
turns No. 24 D.S.C.
L2 -12 turns No. 24 D.S.C.
L3 -Wound on small tube inside L2 18
turns No. 30 D.C.C.
R1
meg. grid leak
R2
meg. grid leak.

-2
-2

R3- German

silver resistance choke (about

8,000 ohms, No. 40, wound on 3G" dia.
wood rod)
Cl, C2, C3- Tuning condensers
C4, C5, 03, C7-.00025 fixed condensers
C8, C9-1 mfd.
TC- Trimmers (.0005 mf.)
R.F. Ch. -Choke coils, 300 turns No. 30
D.C.C. on 34" dia.
L4, L5, R.F. coil; L6, 60 turns No. 36
D.C.C. wound on small tube inside L5;
T1, T2, audio transformers
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OSCILLODYNE

A5 -Tube
de Laxe

By J. A. Worcester, Jr.

The Oscillodyne circuit, representing a new idea in regenerative receivers, was invented by Mr. Worcester, who
described a "baby" model, using but 1 tube, in the April
issue of this magazine. In the May issue he described
a peach of a 2 -tube "Oscillodyne" receiver on which the
editors heard stations 12,500 miles distant. The present
powerful 5 -tube model A. C. "Oscillodyne" combines
improved selectivity and great volume of signal, thanks
to the use of the proper tubes, plus the high gain afforded by the special properties of the "Oscillodyne" circuit.
THE third article of a series describing the Oscillodyne circuit is
here presented. The set to be described
differs from the two previous models
in that a stage of radio frequency amplification has been added. An additional stage of audio frequency amplification has also been added to give
more volume on the loudspeaker and
a built -in power supply has been
included for complete A.C. operation.
The stage of radio frequency amplification has been added from the standpoint of selectivity rather than sensitivity. As users of the previous models
are doubtless aware, the detector alone
is capable of amplifying any signal
that is not hopelessly lost in the noise
level.
Due to the nature of the impulses
flowing in the detector circuit, however, the selectivity is not all it might
be. These highly damped impulses,
whose production was described in the
first article, are not unlike in nature to
FANT

C.6
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SY0.6

/

M

S.O.

_`44

TOP VIEW
OF SOCI[ET5

K4.1

TOO Vltw
OF SOCKET

V

(5
C7

58

L2

q

detector stages is essential for two
reasons. In the first place, as mentioned above, it is necessary to prevent
feedback of the detector impulses into
the antenna circuit which would tend
to nullify any beneficial results from
the additional stage. Secondly, complete shielding of the detector circuit
is necessary in order to eliminate direct pickup by the detector inductance
and associated wiring which would, of
course, render useless any selectivity
signals emitted from an old- fashioned in the antenna circuit.
The schematic diagram of the respark transmitter and have a similar
effect on the selectivity. These signals ceiver connections is shown in Fig. 1.
are capable of setting up currents in a
detuned circuit by a process known as
General Layout
"shock excitation," the detailed treatThe general layout of the parts will
ment of which would be out of place be noted from the photograph. All
in an article of this nature.
the parts are mounted
a special
It is obvious, however, that any at- Blan chassis which can beonprocured
altempt to improve the selectivity by ready drilled and "folded.'
merely adding additional tuned circuits
Plug-in coils are used to eliminate
would be to no avail, since being losses that would necessarily
be introcoupled to the detector circuit they duced in the antenna circuit
would be "shock excited" by induction. tapped coil construction were ifem-a
ployed. The use of such a construcHow Selectivity Was Improved
tion in the detector circuit, such as
By inserting a screen grid tube be- was employed in the last receiver,
tween the two tuned circuits, how- would, of course, be entirely feasible.
ever, it is possible, by taking suitable However, in order to make the two
precautions in regard to shielding, to circuits as nearly identical
as possible
practically eliminate all feedback from for ganging purposes, plug
the detector circuit into the input cir- were used in this position also.-in coils
cuit. This enables a degree of selecThese coils plug into Hammarlund
tivity to meet the demands of the isolantite sockets mounted
above the
average short -wave listener.
panel by means of 1" fibre bushings.
Complete shielding of the R.F and To facilitate coil changing,
holes are
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Hook -up of Apparatus used in building Mn Worcester's

5 -tube
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"Oscillodyne" Receiver.
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A. C. RECEIVER
cut in the shield box directly above the
coil sockets. These holes are normally
covered by caps, as shown in the
photographs.
A type 58 tube is used as the R.F.
amplifier and a type 56 as the detector.
The output of the detector is coupled
to another 56 by means of a Thordarson T -5736 transformer employed in a
"choke" style connection. The output
of this tube couples to a type 47 pentode through a second T -5736 transformer used in regulation manner.
The audio amplifier equipment,

The Oscillodyne a Wow!
Editor

SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

This is the first time I have bought
the SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine and
I believe it is the best magazine I have
come across. From this issue I have
constructed the S. W. Oscillodyne receiver and boy! how it works! The first
day without any trouble I received
Spain, England, France, and other foreign countries. Amateurs! why I never
knew there were that many until now.
With the one -tube Oscillodyne I bring
in more stations on one plug-in -coil,
than with a set of coils on different
short -wave sets. If any one is trying
his luck on short-wave sets it will be
worth while to construct the one -tube
Oscillodyne.
I have tried some of the things that
Don C. Wallace tells about in his article "Some Things You Don't Know
About S. W. Aerials," which improved
my reception greatly. I believe amateurs, fans, and experimenters depend
on your magazine for their advancement in the short -wave field. Before I
say 73, I repeat once more the Oscillodyne can't be beat and I would like
to hear from anyone who tries his luck
78
at it.

PAUL KORNEKE, Jr.,
2032 Lautner St.,
N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

along with the power supply, is
mounted on the back portion of the
chassis, as shown. The power transformer is a Thordarson Type T -4900.
Loud Speaker Details
The loud speaker used in connection
with this set is a Jensen type 3007A
having a built -in transformer designed
to couple to a single type 47 output.
The field of this speaker has a resistance of 1800 ohms and is used as the
choke in the power-supply filter. Connections to the loudspeaker are made
with an Alden four prong Connectorald
which inserts into a four -prong wafer
socket mounted on the back of the
subpanel. The proper method of making connections to this socket is shown
in the diagram.
(Continued on page 118)
Photos at right show, from top to bottom
-front view, top view and bottom view of
the 5 -tube "Oscillodyne" Receiver.
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Schematic wiring diagram of the 3 -tube band spread receiver
here described. The two condensers Cl and Cl are ganged.

IN designing the receiver here described, a number of items were
taken into consideration. Among these
was that the receiver complete, including coils and tubes but less power supply unit, should not cost more than
twenty dollars. In order to maintain
this low cost the set had to be of such
design that the chassis or foundation
could be made at home with the usual
tools found in the experimenter's workshop. The saving on this part of the
set allowed the incorporation of many
refinements that otherwise would have
been impossible at this low cost.
The aluminum used for the base of
the receiver is of 1 /32nd inch stock.
Material this thin would be far too
weak if it were not for the particular
design used in forming the base and the
mounting of the two shields which form
the compartments for the tuned R.F.
and detector stages.
Metal Base and Shields
When bending the base and shields
the only tools needed were two pieces
of wood and two "C" clamps together

Bottom view of Mr. Shuart's

3 -Tube

The receiver described in this article is one of the
"sweetest" little short-wave jobs we have ever
had the pleasure of describing for the benefit of
the "home constructor." The aluminum shields
are easily bent at home, and the completed set presents a truly professional appearance.
As far as operation is concerned, nothing more
could be desired in the way of smoothness of control and over -all sensitivity of response. This
"high gain" 3 -tube circuit, employing pentodes of
the latest type, makes the use of earphones unnecessary, as practically all received signals are
strong enough to operate a "loud speaker" directly! Although designed primarily for the popular
20, 40, and 80 meter "amateur bands," Mr. Shuart's
instrument is also a superlative receiver for "general" short-wave reception.

with a small vise. The "C" clamps
can be purchased in any hardware
store for about ten cents. It is advisable to have the aluminum cut to size
when buying it rather than trying to
cut it at home with a pair of tin snips.
The cost of the aluminum cut to size
as indicated in the drawing was only
$1.25, not including the front panel. If
care is taken in measuring and bending
the material a very neat and sturdy
chassis can be turned out.
Kind of Tubes Used
As can be seen, this set uses a type
58 as the tuned R.F. amplifier and a
type 57 as detector, with a 47 as audio
amplifier, a 56 can be used instead of
the 47 if ear phones are to be used.
When using a stage of tuned R.F.
ahead of an autodyne detector it is
absolutely necessary to have some sort
of R.F. gain control if overloading of
the detector is to be eliminated. Therefore a type 58 is used in order to obtain
control of volume by the cathode
method. This type of control is very
quiet in operation and has very little

effect on the tuned circuit. As can be
seen in the diagram, the grid circuit
of the R.F. stage is decoupled by a
250,000 ohm resistor and a .01 inf. condenser. This helps to prevent the R.F.

stage from detuning the detector and
allows the full benefit of the shielding.
Screen grid voltage is obtained with a
100,000 ohm resistor which adds to decoupling and eliminates one wire in the
cable. Isolantite coil forms and sockets
and tube sockets are used because of
their low loss.
Coupling R.F. to Detector
A separate winding on the detector
coil form provides the R.F. coupling be-

tween the R.F. stage and the detector.
This is the most efficient means of
coupling and should be used when ever
high gain and stability are required.
Bypass condensers are used freely but
no R.F. chokes are shown because no
benefit was derived from them.
The type 57 was chosen as the detector because it oscillated much better
at the higher frequencies than any
other type. The detector circuit is of

Band Spread receiver is shown at the left, while we have an excellent top
view of the receiver
at the right.
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Loud Speaker Set
Rome,

Paris,

By GEORGE W. SHUART
WZAMN.W2CBC

and London on
the loud speaker! Yes Sir,
and with only 3

tubes! Thanks
to the ingenious circuit
here presented
by Mr. Shuart,
plus the utilization of three of
the latest style
tubes, this set
provides unusually high amplification. This
is one of the
finest receivers
we have ever
had the pleasure of describing to our read-

.

40

N!D

san

ers; moreover,

it provides

"band - spread"
on any band.

The

receiver
can be built for
less than $20 00.

the electron -coupled type. This allows
the use of five prong coil forms and it
is also more stable when oscillating.
The feed -back coil is wound separate
from the grid coil and is spaced about
This method is pre34 inch from it.
ferred rather than tapping the grid coil
because it is not as critical and allows
better control of regeneration.
There is no spacing between turns
because distributed capacity was not an
important item; in fact the opposite
was desired. The total capacity across
the grid coils is 135 mmf. when the
condensers are tuned to maximum. The
coils are wound so as to have high "C"
(capacity) on any of the amateur
bands. High "C" tends to make the
circuit more selective and this is needed

5551

LONG

ANT

ANT

T

I

in the amateur bands more so than for
general short -wave reception.
The R.F. plate coil is threaded right
along with the grid coil of the detector,
beginning at the ground end. The wire
for the R.F. plate coil, the tickler and
the antenna coil is No. 34 silk covered.
The grid coils are wound with No. 24
silk covered wire. The coil forms are

Hammarlunds, intended for ultra short

waves. These coils are small but provide ample room for the windings for
all bands.

Regeneration Control Feature
Regeneration control is one of the
most important items in any short wave
receiver, and deserves careful consideration. To obtain smooth and noise-
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less control of regeneration one must
bear in mind that when regeneration
is controlled by varying the screen grid
voltage with a potentiometer, the voltage across the potentiometer should be
only slightly higher than that required
to make the tube oscillate and that the
resistance of the potentiometer should
be large enough to allow a very fine
adjustment of this voltage. With the
number of tickler turns designated in
the coil table and 22 volts across the
potentiometer, which is of 100,000 ohms
resistance, it is possible to swing the
regeneration control all over the scale
without affecting the tuning of the detector circuit. It takes a swing of
about one-half inch to bring the tube
(Continued on page 117)
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uninitiated reader, who may find the schematic wiring diagram
Picture wiring diagram drawn especially for the benefit of theshould
have no difficulty in following the wires connecting the varishown on the opposite page too difficult to understand. You
ous pieces of apparatus in this diagram.
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Dual

RI

Abu%e -Front

panel appearance of the "Dual Regeneration Control" Short Wave Receiver, which worked very smoothly in the Editors' tests.

One of the smoothest- working, 2 -tube, short -wave receivers we
have yet seen is the one here illustrated and described
embodies dual control of regeneration. There are two schools
when it comes to regeneration control; one favors the throttle

-it

condenser method and the other the potentiometer method of
controlling the potential supplied to the screen -grid of the
detector tube. The present set utilizes both methods, which
have their advantages under different operating conditions.
IF there is any one problem that
bothers the short -wave "beginner"
more than any other, it is probably
that of smooth and reliable control of
regeneration. The set illustrated and
described herewith was suggested and

tried out by Mr. J. F. Bucher, Jr.
There is nothing particularly new, but
Mr. Bucher, as well as the editors in
their test of the set found that this
combination of condenser and resistance control of the regeneration

c,1

2.5

SEC.
G

MM

R.F. CHOKE

TOF

worked out very nicely indeed.
The plug-in coils, incorporating the
grid and tickler windings, may be of
the Gen-Win, Na -AId, or other type
suitable for operation with a .00014
inf. tuning condenser. The first control element of the regeneration is a
.0001 mf. variable condenser of the
midget type, while the second control
element in the set here illustrated, and
successfully tested by the editors, is
a 50,000 ohm potentiometer. Mr.
Bucher suggested a 500,000 ohm potentiometer, which would probably
work as well, particularly if the voltage applied to the potentiometer was
in the neighborhood of 90 volts or
more, but the standard practice in
practically all of the short -wave receivers at present is to use a 50,000
ohm potentiometer, so that was the
one chosen. Many short-wave fans
find that the value of the grid -leak
is important and that with certain
tubes and circuits greater sensitivity
is sometimes obtained by using a grid
leak of more than two megohms resistance; it is a good idea to use either
an adjustable grid -leak or else to obtain several grid -leaks of various values from '/z megohm to say 7 megohms. Mr. Bucher states that he tried
leaks as low as 1 /10 megohm successfully; also that when using this circuit with A. C. tubes (a 24 tube detector stage and a 27 tube in the audio
stage) most of the short wave stations
came in on the loud speaker; in fact,
he received a Spanish station on the
loud speaker.
Cost of Set Reasonable
The cost of building the dual regeneration control receiver here illustrated is very low, considering the very
fine results and strong signals obtained
with the two very economical tubes
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Picture wiring diagram which

even the

uninitiated can readily follow in building this smooth -working "Dual Regeneration Control" short -wave receiver.
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Regeneration Control Set
V..

used, viz., a 32 screen -grid detector
and a 33 pentode in the audio stage.
These tubes can be operated from
ordinary dry cells or from a 2 -volt
Air -cell battery (or from a 2 -volt
storage battery, a new model of which
has just been placed on the market
and one type of which resembles a No.
6 dry cell in size and appearance).
The type 32 tube draws but .06
ampere at 2 volts, while the 33 pentode draws .26 ampere at 2 volts. The
screen -grid and plate potentials can
be supplied either from "B" batteries
or from any good "B" eliminator, and
we mean by "good" one using a well filtered plate system. If you have
trouble from hum when using a "B"
eliminator with any short -wave receiver, you can usually eliminate a great
part of the hum by adding an additional filter section to the "B" eliminator.
As will be seen from the diagram, the
screen-grid detector tube is impedance capacity- resistance coupled to the 33
pentode, which will be found to give
very good quality, and a minimum of
trouble from howling and other transient disturbances to which many
short-wave receivers are subject.
Note that the R. F. choke used in
the detector plate circuit is of the new
National 21 millihenry type, while
the main A. F. coupling choke (iron
core) may be either the National
type S101, or an A. F. transformer
such as the Silver-Marshall type used
in the set here illustrated, the primary
and secondary windings of which are
connected in series to give a high impedance. In passing, the short -wave
fraternity will undoubtedly be pleased
to know that the transformer and
radio manufacturers have recently developed special high impedance A. F.
chokes for the particular purpose of
coupling screen -grid tubes to A. F.

By H. WINFIELD SECOR

Rear view of the Dual Regeneration Control receiver which you will find t. ha< <
good "wallop " -thanks to the excellent audio stage incorporated.

antenna serin condenser (about IO to
25 mmf.) or Hammarlund equalizer.
type E.C. 35.
I tuning condenser Hammarlund MC 140
m. (cap. .00014 mf.)
1 set
S -W plug -in coils, Na-ald; (GenWin ; Kresge; I.C.A. etc.) or other coils
suited to match .00014 mf. condenser.
1
regen. control cond. Hammarlund MC100M (Cap.-.0001 mf.) (or National).
1 4
prong zocket Na -ald (or Eby)
socket Na -ald (or Eby)
1 5 prong
socket for coil Na -ald
1 4 prong wafer
(or Eby)
1 50,000 ohm
potentiometer, Frost.
cond. (for potent.) .1 mf..
1 by -pass
Flechtheim.
2 .00025 mf. condensers, Aerovox.
I grid -leak, 5 meg., Lynch.
1
'/z meg. resistor (couples grid of pentode to ground).
Frost.
1 20 ohm rheostat,
National, 21/2 m.h. (milli1 R.F. choke,

T

ANT.
CLIP

I

1

1

henry).
, Aerovox.
.01 mf. cond
A.F. Choke; National type 5101; or
Silver- Marshall A.F. transformer with
sec. and prim. con. in series.
32 type 2 vt. B.G. detector tube, Triad
(R.C.A. or Arcturus).
33 pentode. 2 Vt. output tube, Triad
(R.C.A. or Arcturus).
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volt tubes -so here's your meat! It
matter, of course, to also
employ the 6.3 volt auto type tubes
with but slight change in the circuit
and the same principle holds true in
(Continued on page 113)

stages; one of these is the National
S -101 type mentioned; another is the
new Acratest 800 henry A. F. choke.
Many requests have been received
for receivers of the type here illustrated and designed to operate with
11

l'ARTS LIST-DUAL CONTROL
SET
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Insuline Corp. of

America).
pair 4000 ohm, high impedance phones,
to suit pentode; Trimm "featherweight."

-B+ 45V
Schematic hook -up, showing the simple arrangement of the relatively few and inex
pensive parts required for building the 2 -tube set here described.
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Here we see the "Master Composite" 4 -Tube Receiver, which embodies all
of the desirable features you readers voted for, undergoing its test. This
set is designed to operate a "loud speaker"; at the right a complete set of

National plug-in coils
are observed in a new
handy dust -proof coil
cabinet.

4 -Tube "MASTER
COMPOSITE"
By Clifford
Denton
E.

THREE thousand S. W. fans cannot
be wrong. Results prove it, because
tests on the receiver which was voted
ideal by so many sure does the job 100
per cent. Stations all over the world at
loud speaker volume, low back -ground
noise, plus a very satisfactory degree
of selectivity, are the result.
Permit the author to express his

thank., to the manufacturers of the
components used. They have presented
material for use in this set that will
give maximum efficiency, highest gain
and sturdy, long -life construction.
There are other manufacturers making
similar equipment that will give equal
results but the manufacturers listed in
the parts list are to be commended for

their visiun and aid in developing
equipment that will permit "real"
short-wave reception.
Description of Receiver
Looking at the set from the front
one will note the new National 7 inch
straight line tuning scale. This is of
great assistance in logging stations and
makes for easy tuning.
Note that the coils are plugged in
from the front
real convenience for
the fellow who wants to change from
band to band quickly. It is possible to
place the set in a metal case for further shielding and still be able to
change coils without fuss or bother.
The tuning dial control is located at
the center of the panel between the
two coil hand -hole covers.
Starting from the left -hand side of
the front panel and looking at the bottom row of knobs, we find that the
first knob is the antenna potentiometer.
This is used as a volume control when
the set is used with a conventional
antenna. When a doublet antenna or a
Lynch transposed lead -in system is
used, then the leads from the potentiometer are disconnected so that the
primary winding of the antenna coil is
not grounded. This permits balanced
input conditions.
The second knob from the left controls the antenna compensating condenser and it "works like a charm."
The third knob controls the switching of the phones into and out of the
circuit. When the phones are in use
no signal will come from the speaker
and when the speaker is in use, no signal will come from the phones. The

-a

At two

a. m. in the morn'-and your arm is tired perhaps,
from lifting the lid of a
receiver cabinet to change plug -in coils,
you will give thanks for this method of
changing plug -in coils, incorporated

in the "Master Composite"
described.

receiver

here
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Several months ago the editors
asked the readers of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT to vote on a ballot, which was printed in the
magazine, and to indicate the features they would like to have in
this "ideal" short-wave receiver.
The "Master Composite" shortwave receiver, incorporating all
the major features for which you
readers voted is here described
and illustrated. The set was designed and constructed under the
supervision of Clifford E. Denton,
well-known short-wave engineer,
who has described so many good
S -W receivers in past issues.
Features of the present set are
only 4 tubes and therefore economical operation; together with
the latest method of changing
plug -in coils from the front of the
set; a non -detuning regeneration
control, and a powerful A.F. output stage, using the new 59 tube.

-

Photo at right shows rear view of the 4tube "Master Composite" S -W Receiver,
showing the shield cans, inside of which
are the plug -in coils. National 6 -pin coils
with the R -39 low -loss forms are used.

The Set YOU Voted For

Bottom view of the "Master Composite" receiver, showing the
neat arrangement of the various resistors, R.F. chokes and
by -pass condensers.

www.americanradiohistory.com

phones are permanently connected to
the two binding posts provided on the
rear of the chassis.
Regeneration in the detector stage is
controlled by the remaining or fourth
knob and is very smooth in action. The
potentiometer of 50,000 ohms gives a
noiseless variation of the voltage applied to the screen of the 58 type tube
used as the detector. The action of
the 58 type tube, as far as regeneration is concerned, is superior to the
results obtained with a 57 type tube.
Of course, the two aluminum covers
marked ANT and DET mark the placing of the openings through which the
coils are inserted in their respective
coil sockets. It is well to note at this
time that the two coils used for any
particular band are identical in construction.
When looking down on the top of the
receiver it will be seen that the actual
chassis is small in size.
The tuning condensers are mounted
on the center line and are flanked by
the two coil shields. Directly back of
the coil shields are the two shields and
tube sockets for the 58 type tubes. The
shield to the left holds the R.F. amplifier tube and the shield to the right
holds the detector tube.
The special detector coupling impedance is mounted to the rear of the
detector tube and has the high inductance choke, coupling condenser and the
grid coupling resistor mounted in the
can. This method of coupling is more
satisfactory than the standard resistance plate coupling so often used with
screen-grid detectors. The main advantages are higher gain and smoother
regeneration control.
On the right of the audio coupling
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phone binding posts are located in the
center and they are flanked to the right
R11
C13 C8
(under the 59 output tube) by the plug
0
P1
and socket for the loud speaker con58
L2
A
8 L
nections. The remaining plug connecA
59
tion is for the power cable; five wires
o/ n
± \
l
are all that are necessary for these connections even though the designer used
a six-connector unit.
1Note that the front panel is fastened
Ri
to the chassis mechanically in five
\ (72
V3
C4
i
C7
places, four by means of the threaded
REMOVE
RIO
A F.1
brass rods and the fifth by the brass
FOR.
RB
x
COMET
collar used under the end -section of
Cit
the tuning condenser.
RFC
TS
R - R4
The antenna volume control and the
0
R5
antenna compensating condenser are
e+ 180V
mounted on the front panel and the
R6
phone-speaker switch and the regenera5+
tion control are mounted on the chas764
sis and are controlled from the front
panel by means of the flexible couplings
CHASSIS
GND.
and the 5 -inch long, % -inch diameter
58
58
56
59
pMD 4pp:\
bakelite rods. This layout permits of
C121
17
9
easy wiring and much shorter leads,
which improves the stability of the re2.5V,
A.0
V2
ceiver and its general operation.
vi
Examination of the receiver from
Te.
underneath shows the layout of the
various by -pass condensers and resistSchematic diagram of the "Master Composite" 4 -Tube Short -Wave Receiver which
ors.
embodies the major features which thousands of readers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT
Three .01 mf. mica condensers used
voted for.
as by- passes in the R.F. stage are
unit is the first audio stage; a 56 type
Space is provided on the rear of the mounted by a single through bolt near
tube is used here. The output of this chassis to the left for an output trans- the R.F. tube socket. The two .25 mf.
tube is resistance -coupled to the power former if it is desired. The plate cur- paper type condensers by- passing the
tube, which is a 59. This tube is more rent of the 59 should not be allowed plate of the R.F. stage and the screen
satisfactory than a 47 for one impor- to flow through a pair of phones or a of the detector are mounted one above
tant reason -less hum. The 59 is a magnetic loud speaker as it will destroy the other, by means of small brass col
cathode type (heater) tube-which ex- their efficiency.
lars.
plains the hum reduction.
On the rear of the chassis, the
The small resistors, radio frequency
ANT.
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Picture wiring diagram, showing in A -13 -C style just how to build the `Master Composite" short -wave receiver. You will find
this set easy to build and also easy to tune -and speaking of a "hot" signal -wait till you hear it!
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POWER. PACK

TOP VIEW OP

LAYOUT

DIND

BEND DOWN
ON

ALL

OUT

DOTTED LINES

SEND
OUT

1/1-

EMIT

13

121-,"
UNLESS OTNERWISE SPECIFIED ALL HOLES ARE Nt.1S

The two photos at

bottom. The diagrams at right show wiring dia
left show the plate supply unit from the side and from the
gram for the plate supply unit and lay -out of the metal subpanel.

chokes and mica condensers are held in
position by the wiring. Therefore be
sure to test every soldered connection

for mechanical strength.
The detector grid condenser and the
5 megohm grid -leak are soldered into
place before the coil socket of the detector tube is fastened into its shield.
Coil sockets are held away from the
ends of the coil shields by means of
1 -inch long collars drilled and tapped
for a 6 -32 thread.
Power Supply Unit
The power supply unit is simplicity
itself and should offer no problems to
the constructor, but a few words of
NEC 32
SCREW

description, together with the photographs, may prove helpful.
Many set-builders are not equipped
to build the chassis. For that reason
two possible sources of supply have
been mentioned in the parts list. One
of the chassis makers builds his chassis
out of steel and the other uses aluminum.
If the chassis is obtained ready- drilled,
then the job of assembly and wiring
can be finished in "jig time."
Mount the power transformer,
chokes, and electrolytic condensers on
the chassis and the voltage divider
(R), with the 180 volt by-pass condenser, under the chassis, as shown in

TWO
HOLES
DRILLED
IN
FORM

9

ROUND

the photographs here reproduced.
Place the rubber grommet in the
hole on the side of the chassis; this
will serve to prevent chaffing of the
power cable.
The power switch is mounted on the
side of the chassis near the power

transformer.
Wiring can be done in less than 20
minutes after the soldering iron is
heated. Follow the pictorial wiring
diagram, if you are not familiar with
the regular wiring diagrams.
Solder all connections carefully and
be sure that there are no cold rosin core connections if you want the best
(Continued on page 125)
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The two drawings at left show respectively how to make plug-in coil handles and also how to wire up the "coil" sockets.
data for winding the National type plug-in coils for the "Master Composite" 4 -tube receiver are shown at right.
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A 4 -TUBER
THAT
"BRINGS HOME

THE BACON"!
By DR. A. S. HUNTER

The three photos above show the "business -like" appearance of Dr.
Hunter's final evolution of an efficient -working "4- tube" short -wave
receiver. The upper left -hand view shows the front; top photo, above
-inside view and lower picture, a bottom view.

$20.00 March Prize Winner

AS a charter member on your subscribers "log," having sailed with
you in the good old craft over both
many lands and seas, we wish to thank
you for the many thrills, benefits, and

its intensity, men have begun to look
for real dependability from a smaller
number of tubes. After many experiments we used for over a year a very
efficient 4 -tube, self-powered converter,
working into a well -built ten -tube
broadcast A.V. control "super."
We were able to make the magic circle bringing in both trans -Atlantic and
Pacific reception -but with fourteen
tubes, and with every tube contributing
to the raise of noise level with every
increase of signal, much was generated
and received that we did not want.
I went back to using an old reliable
4 -tube A.C. job for short wave recep-

happy landings.
You promised a publication of interest for the short -wave "gang," you
have not only done this but you have
exceeded the most exacting expectation.
AN EVOLUTION OF MR. INGRAMS DE LUXE PRIZE WINNER
(Sept. SHORT WAVE CRAFT) DRESSED
UP IN FULL MAN SIZE CLOTHES.
With the converter craze abating in
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Schematic wiring diagram of the

4 -tube
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half the length, reserving the other for
audio.
With the first experiment the results
were such that I found it would merit
doing anything for improvement. We
found that no single choke used as
an input would function equally as well
over the entire band coverage.
Read article by R. Wm. Tanner, May

I

4

+

tion. When I opened my September
number, the De Luxe presented such a
clean cut business like appearance, I
found myself plundering in the old
junk box. On the check up I found that
I had all the needed parts with the
exception of six prong coil forms and
socket.
My first impulse was to build the
job in a discarded Knapp "A" eliminator cabinet, but finally roughed it in
on the left end of a metal chassis
9 x 18 x 1% inches, placing the detector and R.F. in a shield covering

0 e.21565.

receiver as finally evolved by Dr. Hunter

after many experiments.
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Dr. Hunter is a dyed- in -thewool short -wave experimenter and some of the valuable
discoveries he made while
trying out dozens of differ-

ent combinations of coils,
condensers, and tubes are
set forth in this valuable article. An improved antenna
coupling choke was devised
and this is described in detail, as well as a stable audio
amplifier with a "hot "output.
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$500.00 PRIZE

SS

CONTEST

Grand List of Prizes Offered to Contestants
title

should have
A good
IN our May issue we
some allusion to radio or
a
$500.00
announced
DONORS
The
PRIZES
and
their
short waves, and the higher
Prize Contest which conprizes will go to those who
1st PRIZE-One "Royal Star" 2 -Tube Short-Wave
cerned itself with the front
have the best titles. To
cover of that issue.
Receiver, donated by HARRISON RADIO CO.,
give you an idea what is
For those readers who
New York City. Value $25.00.
meant, a few titles are
did not see that issue, the
2nd PRIZE -One
"Powertone" 2 -Tube Battery
given at random:
following information will
Operated Short -Wave Receiver, donated by TRY give them the details:
"Mom Rules the Waves"
MO RADIO CO., Inc., New York City. Value $20.00.
Between Sleep
"Wavering
a
depicted
The cover
PRIZE
-One
3rd
-Wave
Model
Science"
"Midwest"
C
-4
Short
and
the
m.
in
a.
scene at two
"Short Waves vs. Shorter
Converter, donated by MIDWEST RADIO CORP.,
morning. Pa and a young
Hours"
Cincinnati, Ohio. Value $16.75.
hopeful son are in the midst
These are just a few
4th PRIZE -One 2 -Tube "Doerle" Receiver, comof assembling a "shorttitles that we thought up
wave" set. Blue-prints, solpletely wired, donated by RADIO TRADING CO.,
in a hurry. We are sure
dering iron, tubes, and plug New York City. Value $8.90.
that you will be able to
in coils are strewn about
5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th PRIZES
1 -Tube
think up a better title than
the table. Suddenly, the
Short -Wave Receiver, donated by CHARLES
any of these.
"disturber" in the guise of
HOODWIN CO., Chicago, Ill.
Prizes will be awarded
Mother, dressed in her
for the best titles submit11th, 12th, 13th PRIZES -One transmitting type
night shirt and holding a
ted.
T -10 S Tube, donated by TRIAD MFG. CO., INC.,
candle (it must be the rural
Pawtucket, R. I.
district) makes a dramatic
Rules pertaining to this
appearance. Wrathfully she
contest:
14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th and 20th
points to the clock. Pa
1.-A suitable title is
PRIZES -Various radio parts to be selected by
looks on sheepishly and the
wanted for the front cover
winner from Hammarlund catalogue, donated by
y o u n g experimenter is
of this month's issue.
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO., New York City.
"scared stiff." Here then is
2. -The title should be
a situation familiar to every
21st and 22nd PRIZES -One complete
"Lynch"
self- explanatory and should
radio ham. The editor could
Short -Wave Antenna Kit, donated by LYNCH
have in it some reference to
not think of a good title
MFG. CO., New York City.
radio, short -waves, or both.
he
washed
so
the
cover,
for
It should be humorous, if
PRIZES
24th
-One
23rd
and
Short
-Wave
Tuning
the
whole
of
his hands
possible.
by
NATIONAL
donated
COMPANY,
Condenser,
readthe
asked
affair and
3. -You may submit as
Malden,
Mass.
missing
the
ers to supply
many titles as you wish.
in
prizes
title.
25th and 26th PRIZES -One "Majestic" Output
$500.00
There is no limit.
were to be awarded for the
Transformer, Model 70 or 90, donated by MAU4.- Titles must be subbest title.
RICE SCHWARTZ & SON, Schenectady, New York.
mitted on slips of paper
size of a postal card,
These prizes, as also was
27th, 28th and 29th PRIZES -Four each No. 27
3'4x5% inches, or you can
stated in the May issue,
type radio tube, donated by MAURICE
send your title on a one were not cash prizes but
SCHWARTZ & SON, Schenectady, New York.
cent postal card, if you premerchandise donated to the
30th and 31st PRIZES -One "Stromberg & Carlfer to do so. Only one title
contest by a number of
son" High -Power Transformer and Prize 31-one
must go on one sheet of
radio manufacturers, also
"Dubilier" 11% mf. high voltage filter condenser
paper. Use only one side of
advertisers of SHORT WAVE
block, both donated by AMERICAN SALES COMpaper. If the paper or
CRAFT, and to whom the
PANY, New York City.
postal card is larger than
editors are indebted for
that size the entry will be
their liberality and fine
32nd, 33rd, 34th, 35th, 36th and 37th PRIZES
thrown out automatically.
spirit in making this a sucyear's
subscription
to
SHORT
WAVE CRAFT,
One
5. -Write in ink or typecessful contest. The editors
donated by SHORT WAVE CRAFT Magazine, 98 Park
write the title; no pencilled
here wish to thank the radio
Place, New York City.
matter considered.
manufacturers in the name
6. -Name and address
of our readers for having
must be given on each title,
made this contest possible,
and we know that the lucky prize win- PLE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY no matter how many you send in.
7.-This contest is open to everyone,
ners will be happy also to thank the TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU
manufacturers for helping along the FULLY UNDERSTAND WHAT whether you are a newsstand reader or
THIS CONTEST IS ALL ABOUT.
subscriber.
good cause.
Understand that this is not a "cash"
8.-From the contest are excluded
The entire contest has been arranged
in such a manner that practically contest. The $500.00 is the actual employees of SHORT WAVE CRAFT magevery contestant will get a prize. worth of the radio apparatus which azine and their families.
9.-This contest closes on May 30,
Anyone who can think up a fair has been donated by radio manufacturtitle has an excellent chance to win ers and other radio firms toward this at which time all entries must have
contest.
been received.
one of the prizes. There are so many
10.-The editors of SHORT WAVE
radio items that the judges will not
CRAFT will be the judges of this conhave much trouble in assigning a
test, and their findings will be final.
prize to almost all, always providing
In Next Issue!
11. -No correspondence can be enthat the editors don't become "snowed
gaged in on this contest, nor letters
under" with too many thousands of
answered, nor the entries returned.
really good titles, but this, as a rule,
of
12. -In the event of "ties" the prizes
is unlikely.
THE WORLD-FAMOI
tied for will be awarded to the contestWhat then, is wanted in this contest
is a good title explaining the cover
ants so tying.
The prizes will be sent from the
illustration of this issue.
The World's Smallest
radio manufacturers and radio firms to
READ CAREFULLY AND DON'T
Short
Wave
the winners at the end of the contest
JUMP AT ANY CONCLUSIONS. IN
Broadcasting Station
and the results giving the winners'
A CONTEST OF THIS KIND READnames will be published in our August
ERS USUALLY DO NOT READ INAs Told by
issue.
STRUCTIONS AND CONDITIONS
Its Owner and Operator
Address all entries to Title Contest
CAREFULLY AND AFTERWARDS
Amando Cespedes Marin
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 98 Park
ARE DISAPPOINTED WHEN THEY
Place, New York City.
WIN NO PRIZE. READ THE SIM-

-A

-

1
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The "Voyager"
2-Tube
Receiver
By CLIFFORD E. DENTON*

The two photos above and at
right show the very latest
"red- hot," 2 -tube receiver designed by the well -known
short-wave expert, Clifford E.
Denton, whose many excellent articles on short-wave receivers you have enjoyed in
the past. This set employs
two of the latest tubes, a 57
and a 59. It is A. C. operated with battery or rectified
A. C. supply for the plates
Smooth control of regeneration in
ONE of the most popular receivers
described some time ago in SHORT the screen circuit, results in a very
WAVE CRAFT was the two tube "All - smoothly operating detector stage.
The series antenna condenser is variWave" job. Hundreds of set -builders
wrote in to the editor telling of the able and is mounted on the front panel,
excellent results which had been ob- so that the best coupling between the
antenna and tuned circuit can be obtained.
The "Voyager" is an adaptation of tained very readily for all wavelength
the original circuit improved in many bands.
Several interesting changes, as above
respects by the addition of more modern parts and newer types of tubes. described, coupled with the inherent
Being A.C. operated, it is necessary to "high- gain" and distance- getting abilhave a power -supply of some kind. Lat- ity of the original receiver tend to
er on in the article an interesting make this receiver ideal for real DX
wrinkle will be disclosed, showing how reception. Most of the readers of
this receiver can be operated from any SHORT WAVE CRAFT are familiar with
of the standard midget receivers, or the original 2 -tube All -Wave Receiver,
any other standard receiver, using pen- and will note the marked similarity to
the Voyager.
tode tubes in the output stage.
Among the improvements in design
The necessary power supply for this
over the original two tube All Wave set can be built up of material already
receiver that will be found in the new available, or the receiver can be used
Voyager will be noted the use of the with a standard broadcast receiver us59 type tube in the output stage. This ing 47 type tubes in the output, as will
tube has rather similar characteristics be shown later.
to that of the 47, except that it is
The "B" supply can be any voltage
equipped with a cathode. This mate- from 180 volts to 250 volts. The maxirially reduces the hum to such an ex- mum power can be obtained with 250
tent as to make the set really very volts and the most sensitive condition
quiet in operation. This point is ap- for detecting in the 57 type tube will
preciated best when phones are used be obtained when the voltage is 180
instead of the loud speaker. The 57 volts, or a little higher.
type tube is used in the detector cirThe filament supply is A.C., of
cuit. The main feature differentiat- course, and should be capable of deing this receiver from the older one livering 2% volts at 3 amperes. Most
is the use of an impedance load in the every experimenter has a small 21/2
plate circuit. This is a special 800 volt transformer, which will safely carhenry iron core choke.
ry the load of 3 amperes, so the filament supply should offer little diffiChief Engineer, Federated Purchaser, Inc. culty to the constructor.
www.americanradiohistory.com

No batteries are necessary in the operation of this receiver, as the bias for
the power tube is automatically taken
up by a bias resistor under the chassis.
Under normal operating conditions
a pair of phones will be uncomfortable
as far as volume is concerned. In
fact, most stations, especially the high powered ones, can be received and
tuned in directly on the loud speaker.
When using the phones it is well to
use a coupling transformer so that the
direct current is kept out of the phone

windings.
The circuit of the Voyager is very
simple and essentially follows the older 2 -tube All- Waver. The small antenna coupling condenser, which is
mounted on the front panel, gives the
maximum values of coupling between
the antenna used and the tuned circuit, which consists of the plug -in coil
and the .00015 mf. tuning condenser.
Grid -leak and grid- condenser detection is used and the grid return of the
tuned circuit goes directly to the cathode, which is connected to the
ground. The standard feed -back plate
coil is in the conventional place, and
the radio frequency energy is prevented from getting into the audio amplifier by means of the radio frequency
choke and the .0001 mf. mica by-pass
condenser. Regeneration is controlled
by means of the 75,000 ohm potentiometer connected between the chassis
and the 150,000 ohm resistor. This
series resistor drops the maximum
voltage of this circuit to the point that
will permit smooth regeneration con-
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the maximum signal strength and minimum background noise. The chassis
cannot be grounded when used with a
doublet type antenna and a transposed
lead -in.
When the circuit is operating under
conditions for the highest gain, it is
necessary to have a tuning dial with
a control ratio of such a value as to
permit satisfactory tuning. The tuning condenser for this receiver is controlled by means of a very ingenious
tuning dial, giving a very satisfactory
ratio of condenser plate displacement
to knob movement. It has the distinct

trol and provide the maximum sensitivity.
The screen circuit is by- passed to
the chassis and ground by means of
the 1/i mf. metal -cased by -pass condenser, connected between the middle
arm of the potentiometer and the
ground. Smooth control of regeneration is obtained by means of this method and has the added advantage of
minimizing the detuning effects. The
critical point and maintenance of
smooth regeneration control can best
be obtained by variation of the gridleak, which in most cases seems to be
most satisfactory when a 2 meg. leak
is used with this receiver. Variation
of the capacity of the antenna series
condenser will also effect the smoothness of this control and experience in
operation will enable the set builder to
obtain the maximum and smoothest results.
Very satisfactory loud speaker results can be obtaited with this receiver,
making it, under good conditions, unnecessary to use ear -phones. The maximum output is obtained from the 57
type detector by means of the specially wound 800 henry inductance, which
makes up the plate load for this tube.
A .01 mf. coupling condenser and a 1
meg. ohm grid resistor complete the
coupling arrangement between the detector and the type 59 Pentode tube
used in the output circuit. An additional post is furnished on the antenna ground strip so that changes can be
made in the antenna connections and
various types of inputs employed for
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the front panel. Mount the antenna
series condenser on the left-hand side,
being sure that the rotor plate of this
condenser is isolated from the chassis
by means of insulating washers.
Mount the output speaker terminal
on the rear, as well as the antenna
ground terminal strip. You will note
that there are holes supplied in the
chassis for this purpose, so that all of
these parts will fit together readily
and accurately. Put the edge of the
tuning dial into the wedge drive of the
tuning control shaft, and slide the tuning condenser into place, after two 5"
lengths of wire have been connected to
the soldering terminal of the stator
plate and the rotor soldering lug terminal. Do not depend on the chassis as
a return circuit for the tuning circuit.
Run wires to all points in the high frequency circuit. This is necessary if
maximum results are to be obtained.
One of the simplest ways to place
the Voyager Short Wave Receiver in
operation is to use the power pack and
the dynamic loud speaker of any of the
radio receivers now on the market
which use the 47 type power tube in
the output. Examination of Fig. 3
shows how a five prong plug can be
connected to the end of the cable so
that the filament supply, the B voltage
and the speaker connection can be taken up simply without changing any of
the wiring in the standard broadcast
(Continued on page 122)
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which are furnished with the kit;
then mount the 75,000 ohm regeneration control on the right -hand side of

added advantage of being very quiet
in operation. Most dials used on short
wave receivers become noisy at the
higher frequencies, especially when the
gain due to regeneration is pushed up
to receive very weak signals.
The chassis for the receiver comes
already drilled with the sockets
mounted in place. These sockets are
held in place with rivets so that there
will be no danger of loosening it or
causing noisy moving parts. The tuning condenser is equipped with stay
bolts so that they can be slipped into
the holes provided for them in the
chassis and fastened securely. Before
mounting the panel onto the chassis it
is important that the small drive unit
of the tuning dial be inserted into
place, as it will be impossible to put
this on after the panel is bolted to the
chassis. After fastening the small tuning drive unit into place, mount the
panel to the chassis by means of the
two small 6/32 round head screws
SEP.*.
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FIG.3
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1

left of the diagram, we have details of the plug -in coils used with the "Voyager" 2 -tube receiver. The schematic
wiring diagram is shown at the top of the drawing at right. One of the smaller drawings below shows connection of the doublet
with
transposed lead -in and Fig. 3, lower right, shows how SW set can be plugged into output socket of your "broadcast"
antenna
Above, to the

receiver.
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"Super.Wasp" Becomes Real "Super"
HERE'S real news for the Super Wasp owner. Now that the Super Heterodyne is coming into such prominence among short -wave amateurs and
enthusiasts, those possessing the older
R.F. receivers feel somewhat behind the
times if they are unable to build a real,
punch -packing, globe- trotting shortwave set. So this article is dedicated
to those owners of Pilot Super -Wasps
who desire the ultimate in short -wave
reception. It will be possible, as well,
perhaps, to apply the same changes to
other receivers.
Some while ago a friend of mine who
owns a Super -Wasp asked me to use
the set for some time, and give him
my opinion as to what changes might
be made that would be beneficial. I had
not used the set more than a few hours
when I decided that it would be possible
to make an honest -to-goodness Superhet out of it, with only a slight change
in the R.F. end of the set. Examination
of the wiring diagram further convinced me that the plan was a good one.
Further use of the set showed that one
of its faults would prove an advantage.
While the same might not be true in
all cases, most Super -Wasps I have had
occasion to use do not tune the same
on R.F. and detector dials; i.e., the two
dials do not "track." In most instances
the R.F. dial, when the two circuits are
in resonance, shows a much lower reading; and were the two dials set at the
same reading the detector would be
tuned to a higher frequency than the
R.F. stage. Now, I doubt if any of the
readers of this article do not know that
a Super-Heterodyne depends upon such
a difference in frequency between the
oscillator and first detector. So, if we
change the circuit somewhat, so as to

-

-:411,*.-

By William J. Vette
Thousands of short -wave
fans own Super-Wasp S -W
Receivers and Mr. Vette here
explains in clear style how to
make a "superhet" out of the
old set, with very few changes

use the detector ('27) for the oscillator,
and the present R.F. stage ('24) for
a first detector, it will be seen that we
have a Super- Heterodyne converter arrangement, which, when the dials are
tracking, gives us the necessary frequency difference between the two circuits, without altering the coils or condensers. The addition of a few intermediate stages with a second detector
and possibly an audio stage, gives us a
very satisfactory super- heterodyne. So
much for the theoretical side of it. Now,
on to how it is actually done.
We have decided to discard everything except the R.F. and detector
stages for the time being, so the first
thing to do is remove all of the audio
stages and their auxiliary equipment.
Remove, also, the regeneration condenser. This will not be used in the superhet assembly. After all other apparatus
has been removed except that relating
to the R.F. and detector stages, the
back halves of the two shield cans
should be taken off, giving access to the
wiring contained within them. Reference now to Fig. 2 and comparison with
the diagram in Fig. 1 of the Super Wasp before any changes have been
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made, will show that very few changes
are made in the wiring of these two
units. It will be noted that the R.F.
stage is converted to act as the first
detector with the tube used as a spacecharge Detector, coupling to the Oscillator being obtained through the control (cap) grid, which is connected
through a 100,000 -ohm fixed resistor to
the oscillator tickler coil. This form of

coupling is very satisfactory, and in
this case quite convenient. The grid leak and condenser are removed from
the detector stage and inserted in the
screen -grid lead of the '24, and except
for this insertion and the reversal of
grid connections permitting of space charge operation, no other changes are
made in the circuit. The plate terminal
on the socket is left open for the time
being. Since the tube will operate as a
grid -leak detector, the cathode is
grounded, and the by-pass condenser
and bias resistor laid aside for later

use.
We will turn now to the re-wiring of
the detector so that it may be used as
an oscillator. First, the coupling condenser (.2 mf.) in the coil -condenser
ground is removed, and the resistor in
the coil lead also taken out. This resistor, as well as one of the sides of the
.2mf. condenser, are connected to the
F: prong of the coil socket. This prong
is then grounded. A grid -leak and condenser are necessary in this circuit, and
are connected as shown in the diagram
(Fig. 2). The regeneration condenser
has already been removed, so the next
thing to do is to remove the R.F. choke
coil from its present circuit position
and insert it in the position shown in
the diagram (Fig. 2). The regeneration condenser is replaced by a fixed
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condenser of about .0005 mf. value. The
plate lead is brought to the B+90 post
through the R.F. choke just taken from
the detector plate lead. After all of
the above wiring has been completed
the shields may be replaced. At this
stage it is perhaps advisable to test the
set by applying the voltages necessary,
and using it as a converter, in connection with a broadcast set. The plate
voltage to the detector may be applied
through the resistor removed from the
R.F. screen or plate, and coupling to
the antenna post on the B.C. set through
a small .00025 mf. fixed condenser.
These connections are shown in the
dotted lines in Fig. 2. Using it as a
converter will make possible the selecting of the correct intermediate frequency, as in this case the intermediate
frequency is easily 'variable. The frequency at which the set operates best
should be noted for future reference.
Assuming that the foregoing units
have been put in working order, we are
ready to add the intermediate frequency
stages. There is room on the subpanel,
in the space taken up by the audio
stages, for two intermediate frequency
stages and second detector, which will
suffice for most "ham" work. It will be
necessary to buy or procure three intermediate frequency transformers. Winding data for these will be found at the
end of this article if you care to wind
your own. If the constructor desires
to wind his own the secondaries may
be tuned by small spring-type equalizing condensers. Little more need be
said about the intermediate frequency
stages except that if one so desires he
may add regeneration to the second
detector for reception of CW signals.
About 16 turns on the second detector
coil with an .00025 mf. fixed condenser,
should suffice. Regeneration may be
controlled by means of a resistor in the

2

89
1 Pilot J -5 antenna condenser (Capacity, .000015 mf.)
2 .00016
mf. tuning condensers

(Pilot)

2 .0001 mf. grid condensers (Aerovox Type 1460)
1 .00025 mf. grid condenser ( Aerovox Type 1460)
6 5-prong

Eby)

1 .0005 mf. fixed condenser (Aerovox Type 1460)
8 .01 mf. by -pass condensers (7 if

tone control not used) (Sprague)
1 .5 mf. by-pass condenser ( Aerovox

r

J

400 0...45

PENTODE

uoV,
A.C.

How the few but important parts used i
building a plate power -supply unit are
wired up in accordance with Mr. Vette's
instructions.

Cartridge)
1 10 mf. pentode bias condenser, 50
Volt. (Trutest)
1 400 -ohm
pentode bias resistor
(Trutest)
2 100,000 -ohm resistors (Trutest)
1 3 meg. grid -leak (Trutest)
1 2 meg. grid -leak (Trutest)
1 SW. RF Choke (Trutest, or one
in set)
4 BC. RF Chokes ( Trutest)
1 200 -ohm resistor (Yaxley Grid)
1 25,000 Var. resistor, volume control (Clarostat)
1 100,000 Var.
resistor tone -control
(optional -Clarostat)
3 Dejur -Amsco Varitors, for IF. tuning
3 Trutest shielded RF Coils, (or wind
as per instructions.)
2 Lafayette type '27 Tubes, or 2 Lafayette '56's
1 Lafayette type '24 Tube, or 1 Lafayette '57
2 Lafayette type '35 Tubes, or 2 Lafayette '58's
1 Lafayette type 247 Tube
Dynamic
1 Lafayette Model "MB"
Speaker
(Trutest and Lafayette parts are mar-

plate lead. If the constructor desires
an audio stage he may add a pentode,
as shown in the diagram. This may be
placed between the two shields, up near
the front.
It might be well to mention here that
this circuit does not have to be used
with a Super-Wasp. The constructor
who is wanting a simple, easy-to-build
Superhet may use this circuit as well.
For this reason all values are given at
the end of the article. Any inquiries
addressed to the writer concerning this
set will be answered promptly if postage is included to cover the reply.
PARTS LIST
1 Pilot AC Super -Wasp short -wave
keted by Wholesale Radio Service
receiver -or,
2 Sets Pilot short -wave coils (RF & Company, 100 6th Ave., New York City)
(Continued on page 124)
Det.)

and 6 Volt Tube "Oscillodyne" Hook -Ups

ñ

CATHODE
(OPTIONAL-USE-C-EAT.Oa
MANY readers who became interNEW 6.3V.
B +ANT,
ANr.
PENTODE
ested in experimenting with the nov6.3V.
30
89
37
el new high -gain circuit of the OscilTusEJ
Cl,
C3,
3)
Ct
lodyne of the 1 and 2 -tube types, which
appeared in the April and May issues
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT respectively,
have asked for more data on how to
Ose battery type tubes with these models of the Oscillodyne.
We show herewith a circuit for the
one tube Oscillodyne rearranged for
N
use with a 2 volt, 30 type tube. For
t6Ov
those interested in trying a 6.3 volt
600
tube the socket does not have to have
vÁria
its connections changed in the 1 -tube
C.-G. TO
by
model of Oscillodyne as described
CAP
Mr. Worcester in the April, 1933 issue
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The 37 type,
6 volt tube is interchangeable with the
27 type tube, as there shown.
Referring to the 2-tube Oscillodyne
described by Mr. Worcester in the May
IV
number of SHORT WAVE CRAW no num(TOP vIEW
L
B- p
B+
OC SOCKET PM
bers of interchangeable battery tubes
M.
-A=
.30V
NEW 89 TUBE)
1 TUBE
were given. For those interested in
"- 6.3V-'
OSCIL LOOYNE
trying the 6.3 volt battery tubes in the
V.
TUBES.)
TUBE
(FOR
6.3
OSCILLODYNE
2
(r0a 2 VOLT TUBES)
2-tube Oscillodyne a revised circuit is
given herewith and has been brought
at left shows how to rewire the 1 -tube Oscillodyne for use with a 2 -volt, 30
up -to-date, so as to use the very new- Diagram
at right shows 2 -tube Oscillodyne wired for use with 6.3 volt
est output pentode tube, the type 89. type tube. Diagram tubes
of the 37 and 89 types, respectively.
With 180 volts plus on the plate, 18
volts minus C bias from a C battery,
or a small B battery unit, is applied issues, respectively, may refer to those voltage automatically. The advantage
as indicated in the diagram. The de- issues for the values of the various of this method over the "C" battery
is that the bias voltage will then drop
tector tube may be the number 37. condensers, resistors, coils, etc.
As shown in the diagram the builder in proportion to the fall in "B" or
Those who have not read the original
article on the 1 and 2-tube Oscillo- may use a grid -bias resistor in the plate potential as the B- batteries age
dynes described in the April and May cathode lead, so as to provide the bias and lose potential.

i

r

sockets (Pilot Universal;
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New 2. Tube ShortWave Converter

A

new converter, which enables you to receive short -wave stations by simply connecting it to your "broadcast" receiver, is
illustrated above.

A NEW short -wave converter known
as the ICA Short Wave Scout is
here illustrated; one of its features is
that it utilizes but two tubes and it can
be instantly switched into circuit by
means of a switch mounted on the
front of the converter. The same
switch, when thrown in the opposite
direction, connects your broadcast re-

ceiver for regular 200 to 550 meter reception. This converter, which is
mounted in a very neat and small walnut cabinet, may be connected to any
broadcast receiver and complete instructions and wiring diagram come
with each converter.
It is a very simple matter for the
purchaser to quickly connect the con-

verter to his broadcast receiver. The
antenna wire is disconnected from the
regular broadcast receiver and is connected to a post on the converter. A
marked wire from the converter is connected to the antenna post of the "BC"
receiver. The ground connection is left
on the "BC" receiver and after that
(Continued on page 121)

"PrizeWinner" ShortWave Receiver
This Set Works on 110 Vts., A. C. or D. C.

FOR the short-wave enthusiast with
a

modest pocketbook who

desires

By M. K. Baker

Herewith is presented constructional
data on this set, which is a self -powered
AC-DC outfit.

regenerative grid-leak arrangement.
The grid-leak found most satisfactory
was 5 megohms, and the grid condenser .0001 mf. Regeneration is smoothly
controlled by means of a 50,000 ohm
a magnetic or small dynamic speaker potentiometer of the carbon element
on many local signals. The circuit uti- type in the '78 screen lead, by- passed
lizes a sensitive type 78 grid -leak de- with a .5 mf. condenser. The tuning
tector, a 43 power amplifier, and a condenser has a maximum capacity of
25Z5 rectifier, a combination of tubes 165 mmf. or .000165 mf. and about 9
which adapts itself readily to both mmf. (.000009 mf.) minimum capacity.
A.C. and D.C. operation with practi- This, coupled to a 10:1 tuning dial,
cally identical performance.
makes for fairly easy tuning.
Aside from the use of the '78 tube,
In the antenna circuit, a small "trim
the detector circuit is a conventional mer" of 40 mmf. maximum has beenincluded for the elimination of deadLeft-neat professional appearance of the spots.
front panel of the "Alan" 110 Volt A.C:
(Continued on page 121)
D.C. Short -Wave Receiver; it uses but 2
tubes, a 78 and a 43, with one of the new
25 -Z -5 rectifiers,
GIANT

sensitivity and volume together with a
quiet, built -in power supply, the Alan
Though primarily intended
head"Prize Winner' will be of interest. phone operation, this set willforoperate
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Wiring diagram of the new "Alan" Short Wave Receiver
employs plug -in coils
to change the wave bands. The tubes are
operated in series with a small resistance
across the line.
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This Power Supply Unit

USES NEW

25405

TUBE

By CLIFFORD E. DENTON
At left we have
top view of the

pow e r

25 -Z -5

supply

unit

built

by Mr.

designed

as

and

Denton. No power t r a !Wormer
is required and

among other
features, voltage
doubling can be
obtained.
Close -up view of
the new 25 -Z -5
rectifier tube is
shown at right.

This very latest type S-W power
supply unit designed by Mr. Denton
utilizes the new "25 -Z -5" tube, and
does away with the cost of a power
transformer. Voltage doubling is
effected when the proper size condensers are used.
tube manufacturers
are bringing forth new tubes that
permit radical changes in the design
of radio sets, audio amplifiers and
power- supply units.
One of the many tubes announced is
the 25-Z -5, which offers several inducements for the short -wave fan. It
does away with the cost of a power
transformer when used as the rectifier
for small and medium size short-wave
sets. It has satisfactory regulation
and is not noisy, being of the high
vacuum type. Gas-filled tubes have no
place in the short -wave receiver power EVERY day

pack.
The following characteristics covering this tube are given for reference,
as every one is interested in having as
much tube data on hand as possible.
25 -Z -5 Tube

25Z-5

I.

2i-2-'S

I

RL

Pl2

DOUBLING
RECTIFIER
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too
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...VOLTAGE

Ct

20

84

C3

120
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K2
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1SV

260

r

V. TUBES\
SERIES.
.3 AMPS.

CURRENT

ti

/

\/JL

H

TOP

H

VIEW OF

SOCKET

FIL
FOR 25-Z -S TUBE
VARIATIONS IN PLATE VOLTAGE
Heater Rating: Voltage, 25 volts;
AND PLATE CURRENT wITN
DIFFERENT VALVES AT Cl
current, 0.3 ampere.
Operating Conditions and Character- The graphs shown above, at left, tell the story of the variation in size of condensera
the complete
istics: A.C. Voltage per Anode, 135
used in conjunction with the 25 -Z -5 rectifier. Wiring diagram for R3.
rectifier is shown at the right. 0- 50,000 ohm resistor is
maximum RMS volts; D.C. Output
Current, 100 maximum ma.; Voltage
Remember
maxi- netted in the filter circuit as indicated given will be satisfactory.
between cathode and heater,
with the
for
use
is
of
R2
value
this
noise
reduce
to
help
will
This
X.
Plate
Current,
at
mum peak volts; Peak
.3 ampere;
tubes
consuming
volt
6.3
If
cases.
many
in
line
the
power
from
300 maximum ma.
voltages other than the high any other tubes will require different
With the circuit as shown in Fig. 1, additional
be obtained from the resistor specifications.
are
voltage
voltage doubling can be obtained, de- power supplyto unit,
use a series feed
Parts List
pendent on the values of condensers circuit with a paper by -pass condenser
connected at Cl. These condensers at C5. The value of R3 will depend on Two Flechtheim By -pass Condensers, 4
should be selected for their efficiency; the voltage required and the current
mf., 250 volts (Cl)- (Wego; Aerolow power losses and high internal revox)
in the circuit. In general this
sistance per microfarad will permit the drain
screen voltages for One Flechtheim Electrolytic Condenser
supply
will
circuit
results.
best
4 mf. Cardboard type (C2)- (Wego;
screen grid tubes, so the current
Aerovox)
When building the power supply unit through R2 will never be great.
study the chart in Fig. 2, which tells
circuit as shown Two Flechtheim Electrolytic Condensupply
filament
The
for
just what values of Cl must be used
sers 8mf. Cardboard type (C3, C4)is for use with four 6.3 volt tubes in
a given result. For example, if 200 series with a total current drain of .3
(Wego; Aerovox)
volts is required at 100 ma., then con- ampere. If more tubes are used in this One Eby six-prong socket
densers Cl should have a value of 16 circuit it will be necessary to change Two Federated Purchaser, No. 2505
Power Chokes (Chi, Ch2)
mf. each. Select the smallest value of the value of resistance at R2.
capacity that will provide the required
in using the fila- Two Acratest Shielded Resistors, 310
those
interested
For
ohms, 300 ma. (Rl, R2)
current at the proper operating voltage ments of the tubes in the radio set in
and that will be the only change from parallel, it will be more economical to One 25 -Z-5 Rectifier (Sylvania)
the specifications given.
use a small separate filament supply One power cord and plug
The rest of the power supply unit transformer. As a great number of the One wooden baseboard, 7 by 111/2 by
% inches
should follow specifications as shown. short -wave sets in use today have four
Wire, wood screws, etc.
A radio frequency choke can be con- tubes, the resistor recommendations
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Mr. Ingram

Provides
A POWER -PACK

for His
De Luxe Set
Besides a number of worthy refinements in the 3-tube receiver itself,
the "prize winner" described in the
September issue of this magazine
The extreme compactness and neat design of Mr. Ingram's S -tube prize receiver
and "hornless" power unit, can be seen front this photo.

By EDWARD G. INGRAM

NUMEROUS requests have been
received by the writer for information on the design and construction of
a small power-pack suitable for operating the three -tube De Luxe prize winning receiver described in the
September issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
Such a power pack has been built and
the writer is pleased to disclose its
features in SHORT WAVE CRAFT in
conjunction with some further refinements in the receiver, made in part to
keep pace with recent developments in
the field of vacuum tubes.
Type 58 pentode tubes in the R.F.
and detector stages which, owing to
their high A.C. plate resistance, call
for the latest type of National coils,
combined with a 56 tube in the audio
stage, markedly improve the performance of a receiver that has already
given a very good account of itself.
Advantage has been taken of the
recently introduced National 2% millihenry R.F. choke, wound on an isolantite form and having an extremely low
distributed capacity, further to increase the efficiency. Two of these
chokes are used, one in series with the
Interior view of Mr. Ingram's receiver, also the power supply unit, which
required
larger choke in the plate circuit of the
much research to remove the hum.
detector and the other in the plate drcuit of the R.F. stage.
Tuning is facilitated by the provision
Compactness being a requirement, it high- frequency receiver operation is the
of a 270 degree National condenser, was felt the employment of only one provision
by -pass condensers from
having an insulated rotor bearing and filter stage would be desirable if ade- each side of
of the A.C. line to ground,
isolantite mounted stator, used in con- quate. With this point in view, two which tends
to eliminate line noises
junction with a type C dial of the by -pass condensers of 8mf. each and a of radio frequency.
same make.
large 30 henry choke were used. An
With the space limitations imposed it
Consistent with the design of the re- R.F. choke was placed in the positive was
necessary to search for a small
ceiver, compactness was aimed at in side of the line before the filter.
power transformer and the one found
the development of the power supply
meets the requirements nicely, having a
How "Hum" Was Removed
unit, which is built on an aluminum
width
2% in. and a length of
chassis measuring but 5 by 7% inches
Filtration proved adequate except 3 in. ofIt only
manufactured primarily
with a height of 2 inches, and which for a residual hunt which appeared for small is
short -wave converters and
will fit into a suitable aluminum box when receiving below 20 meters. As has a 200 -200
secondary with a
having a height of 7 inches.
an experimental check an additional current output ofvolt
25 milliamperes. The
The small size of the receiver and filter stage was added, but provided no current consumption
of the receiver is
power unit makes it convenient to improvement in performance and so it less than this
carry the combined outfit about; all was removed. Buffer condensers were regulated by the and voltage must be
incorporation of suitthat is required to put it in operation tried between the plate
to the able resistance. As a voltage divider,
being an electric outlet and an aerial. rectifier tube and ground, leads
but gave no a 50,000 -ohm potentiometer is used
A ground connection is not really nec- help. A 1 mf. by-pass condenser
placed across the output.
movable arm
essary in most locations.
before the R.F. choke somewhat re- of the potentiometer The
provides an adThe power pack is also suitable for duced the hum. This choke and
con- justable screen-grid supply.
the
operating many other small short -wave denser
were removed entirely and set in its present form currentWith
for the
receivers such as the "Two -Tube Relia- the humthen
almost
disappeared.
Returnscreen
-grid
of
the
R.
F.
tube is taken
ble" described in the August, 1932, ing the 1 mf. by-pass condenser,
which from the plate
(in the set)
issue.
merely augments the 8 mf. electrolytic through a 100,000supply
ohm
fixed
resistor,
To arrive at the best final results a condenser before the
choke, which provides a voltage of about 100
number of preliminary experiments proved the final solution filter
to
the
diffiwith
a
58
tube.
The
voltage
for the
were conducted, the power-pack first culty.
detector screen
may then be rebeing set up on an inverted cigar box
An innovation that tends to make duced from 100-grid
to about 50 at the set
for a chassis.
the power unit more satisfactory for terminal
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I'arts For Receiver

93
IF SET FAILS
TO OSCÍLLATE

ANT

1-Pilot variable condenser, .0001 mf.
2 -Aero R.F. choke No. 65 (choke of from
30 to 60 m.h. can be used)
3, 6, 9, 15, 17, 22 -Fixed condensers .01
mf., Aerovox and Pilot
4, 14-Eby sockets taking either 5 or 6prong tubes
5-350 -ohm, 1 watt resistor, Lynch

TICKLER.y

REVERSE LEADS
X G X

8

27)

100,000 ohm, watt resistor, Lynch
7S. W. transformer coils, Nos.
8- National
62, 63, 64

28

1

GND.

6+50K

IC

m.h.

-Grid leak, 5 meg. Lynch
-Fixed condenser, .0001 mf. Sangamo
13- National Tuning Condenser SE 90,
.00009 mf.
16 -Frost roller type potentiometer, 50,000 ohms
18 -Fixed condenser, .00025 mf. Micamold
85

TWISTED LEA05

2.5 V

11
12

e

'8+'180

.._
a.t

7r

Z ¡g:

tl
9

No. 26 Audioformer (secondary used as choke)
23-11 meg. resistor, Lynch
24-Fixed condenser, 0.5 mf. Aerovox
25-2000 ohm, 1 watt resistor, Lynch
26-Pilot 5 prong tube socket

midget jack

28-Two -pole, single -throw switch (optional)
Other Parts Required
National type C dial (200 to 0, vith light.
Six Eby binding posts with bakelite bush-

ings and washers, Aluminum Chassis and
box (see SHORT WAVE CRAFT, Sept., 1932).
Parts For Power -Pack
1, 2 -Fixed condensers, .003 Sangamo
Trutest power transformer No. 4C
4

-Eby

(400 v. center tapped, 25
socket for '80 tube

5, 10 -Fixed

condensers,

m.a.)

mf.

1.

8- Trutest dry electrolytic condensers,
8 mf.
R 196
7- Thordarson 30 henry choke,
potentiometer 50,000 ohms,
9- Electrad
m.a.
6,

7.6

11
12

-Pilot Resistograd
-Eby tube socket,

200 ohms to

meg.

1

prong (for terminals)
aluminum box if
(and
Aluminum Chassis
desired)
Trutest parts obtainable at Wholesale
5

Radio Service Co., New York.

Data on National Coils
SW6 (For '35 Tubes)
2
yÇl;

No. 11
No. 12
No. 13

No. 14

14

to 25M. 0}

23 to 41M.
40 to 70M.

11

65 to 115M. 341

iE
G

ili

á
9

d

iC

F

Kn.
En.

'St

24 En.

211

18

71

34 En.
34 En.

34

ll C.

_

Ai;

D.8

3
3

.12

4

32 D.8.

32 D.S.

New Type Coils for '58 Tubes
(Approximate changes from above)
No. 61, 131 to 25 M. Primary 51 turns; Tickler, 2 turns.
Na 62, 23 to 41 M. Primary 91 tarns; Tickler, 2 turns.
No. 63, 40 to 70 M. Tickler, 4 turns.
No. 64, 65 to 115 M. Tickler, : 'rns.
(Coils No. 61 and 62 have slightly heavier gauge wire for
primaries.)

$ 20.00

l21
2.5V.

CABLE TO
SET

and built by Mr
Wiring diagram for the De Luxe 3 -Tube Receiver as designed description
in the
original
Ingram. Many readers have built this set from theresults
with it.
September issue and report excellent
The 2% -volt secondary winding of
Control of Plate Supply
the
power transformer for supplying
is
prosupply
plate
Control of the
to the tube heaters is center current
varivided by a 200 to 1,000,000 -ohm
If the heater wires to and in
tapped.
able resistor which permits the voltage the set are of equal length the center
to be adjusted to 180. Owing to the tap may be grounded. In case there
low current consumption of the set it is an inequality in the length of the
is possible to run the voltage up to leads it may be necessary to place a
about 240 if desired.
30 ohm resistor with an adjustable
center tap across the secondary, which
can be regulated for minimum hum.
Partial Log of Stations Received
The latter arrangement has the obCou. 61
jection of putting an additional drain
Meters
Dial
14.27
on the heater transformer of about .8
31'¢Argentina
ESN
16.88
7732
Holland
PHI
ampere. Since the leads to the set are
19.56
109
U. 8. A
W2XAD
about 3 feet long and the voltage is
19.68
III
France
Pontoise
19.81
low, there will be quite a voltage drop
112
Engaad
CBE
in them, so it is desirable to hold the
Cot. 62
25.20
46
France
Pontoise
drain on the transformer to a mini46lz
U.8.A
WSXK
Heavy leads are electrically ad2528 mum.
46
England
OSE
25.40
vantageous, but are clumsy. The writ48
Italy
2110
25.53
49' í
England
GS»
er uses two No. 16 gauge wires for
49!2
Germany
ND
each lead. The actual voltage at the
51
Canada
VE9JR
30.40
94
tubes is slightly over 2, which is about
Spain
RAQ
31.30
99!'z
England
GSC
the minimum for satisfactory cathode
31.48
I00yx
t S. A
WIXAZ
emission.
101!t+
England
GSB
109
If there is any reason to believe that
YVQ
Venezuela
a hum is coming from the heater cirCott, 63
49
cuit disconnect one side of the circuit
Columbia
46.50
69! z
U. 8. A
WOO
from the set. Because of the heat
48.88
92+
U. S. A
W8XK
stored in the elements the receiver will
92!¡
U. S. A
W2XE
93
continue to function for a few seconds,
Canada
VE9DW
49.59
95England
GSA
but the hum will disappear if it is com49.83
96
Germany
DJC
ing from this source.
49.96
96
..
Canada
VE9DR
If there is a persistent tendency to
hum at some or all dial settings, a
An ordinary tube socket is used for faulty tube may be the cause. Good
of
the terminals so that the leads from tubes are essential to the operation
the set may be plugged into it easily. an A.C. short -wave receiver. This is
A six -prong socket is provided, but especially true in the case of the deteconly five prongs are used with the pres- tor. If several tubes are available
(Continued on page 123)
ent arrangement.

Prize Monthly For Best Set

THE editors offer a $20.00 monthly prize
for the best short -wave receiver submitted.
monthly
If your set does not receive the
prize you still have a chance to win cash
to pay
will
glad
be
editors
the
as
money,
space rates for any articles accepted and
CRAFT.
WAVE
SHORT
published in
You had better write the "S -W Contest

Editor," giving him

-8+

1

10

ac

M.H.)

3-1500

6+'S0V

1

21- Pacent

27- Carter

I

VL`180V.

MNt

5

No. 60 (about

20 -Aero R.F. choke

¡I-. R

RFC

61,
10, 19-National No. 100 R.F. chokes, 2%

short description of

the set and a diagram. BEFORE SHIPPING
THE ACTUAL SET, as it will save time and
expense all around. A $20.00 prize will be
paid each month for an article describing the
or
bat short -wave receiver,
adapter. Sets should not have more than five
tubes and those adapted to the wants of the
average beginner are much in demand.
Sets must be sent PREPAID and should be

CAREFULLY PACKED in a WOODEN boil
The closing date for each contest is sixty
days preceding date of issue (June I for the
August issue, etc.).
The judges

will

be the editors of SHORT

WAVE CRAFT. and Robert Hertzberg and
Clifford E. Denton. who will also serve on
the examining board. Their findings will be
final.
Articles with complete coil. resistor and
condenser values, together with diagram.
must accompany each entry. All sets will be
returned prepaid after publication.
REQUIREMENTS: Good workmanship always commands prize- winning attention on
the part of the judges: neat wiring is practically imperative. Other important features

will note are: COMPACTNESS.
NEW CIRCUIT FEATURES, and PORTABILITY. The sets may be A.C. or batteryoperated, Straight Short -Wave Receivers.
or
Short -Wave
Converters.
Short -Wave
Adapters. No manufactured sets will be conBE
BUILT BY
sidered; EVERY SET MUST
THE ENTRANT. Tubes, batteries. etc.. may
be submitted with the set if desired, but this
is not essential. NO THEORETICAL DESIGNS WILL BE CONSIDERED! The set
must be actually built and in working order.
Employees and their families of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT are excluded. Address letters and package. to the SHORT WAVE
CONTEST EDITOR. care of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT Magazine, 96 -98 Park Place. New
York. N. Y.
the judges

SHORT WA
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7Tube

A MULTIWAVE

Receiver with Band -Selector
Switch
This receiver employs "band- pass"
tuning and has a 3 -gang switch for
changing the coils in the R.F. and
detector stages to tune in the various frequency bands. It has a push pull A.F. output stage using
two 45's.

Front view of the Whisk "short" and
"broadcast" wave receiver, including loud
speaker grille. The short wave control
panel is at the top.

THE interesting 7 -tube multi-wave
receiver here illustrated was built by
Samuel Whisk, well -known to radio experimenters. A glance at the diagram
shows that instead of plug -in coils, the
various frequency bands are selected by
the three -gang, five -point switch. The
photos show the short and broadcast
band receivers arranged on two different panels, with the power amplifier on
the lower shelf just behind the loud
speaker. This is only one of the many
possible arrangements and the average
00014-

mi

([ACM

LI

L2

l3

ÿ

L4.

constructor will probably have a cabinet of some other shape in which he
will desire to install such a set, with
panel arrangements to suit himself.
Therefore, we will confine ourselves
to a general consideration of the circuit and its component parts as supplied by Mr. Whisk. The antenna is
connected to a two -point switch as
shown, so that it can be connected to
either the band -pass tuner for broadcast reception, or to the lower point,
when it is connected to the blade of
the first five -point switch and the grid
of the second R.F. tube, only one R.F.
stage being used for short -wave reception. After the signal leaves the plate
of the 24 detector tube, it passes into
the grid of the first A.F. tube, which is
of the 27 type, the detector and first
A.F. stages being resistance-capacity
coupled as the diagram indicates. After
the signal current leaves the plate of
the first A.F. stage, it passes through
the A.F. transformer, of the push -pull
type, into the grids of the two 45 amplifier tubes, the amplified signal passing
through the primary and secondary of
the push -pull output transformer, Ti,
to the loud speaker, which may be of
the dynamic or magnetic type, the
windings of the proper impedance to
Rear view of Mr. Whisk's receiver, which
match the output transformer.
contains "short" as well as "broadcast"
(Continued on Page 119)
range units.
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a

1
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A
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7
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-tube Multi -Rave Receiver, which employs a 3 -gang 5 -point switch to change the
coils for the various frequency bands.
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A "TNT" Transmitter
for 160 Meters
By HAL SULLIVAN, WIAAD

The author describes how to convert a regular high frequency
TNT transmitter to operate on a wavelength of 160 meters.
The values of the various components are given.
160
Front view (above) of Mr. Sullivan's
meter TNT transmitter. Top view (below).

..ANr

't0

C4

L2
1

\

C4

1

LI

C2

C2

M`

Cl 1

_

tpi,yp '
Top view of the 160 meter transmitter is
built by Mr. Sullivan. Compactnessand
but one of its many virtues. Coil
other values are given in the article.

-

_

(and

"cussed ") sun spots seem to be work-

efing a sort of reversed depression

fect on the normal amateur transmitting bands of 20-40-80 meters, thetoamathe
teur fraternity is moving back
long deserted 160 meter band for "local" and medium distance transmitting
work. Due to the fact that most of
the present -day amateurs were not in
the game when the waves in the neighborhood of 200 meters were the regu-

higher frequency transmitters work on

CI

+

DWR

KEY

,

1

\

i

1

C2

IM`
R2,

~FIL.

7

RL

i
-C3

r

KEY

r

transmitter for 16.
Regular TNT circuit at left; at right. the converted TNT
set.
remain
Inductances
meter
amf. variable; LI
mf.;
C4-.0005
0OÓ25
C3ch
C2-.002
mf.;
C1-.005
Constant:
32 D.C.C. magnet wire; L316 turns No 12 enameled copper
wire;

L2-60

This will permit the circuit to be reasonably "high C," using the ordinary
tuning condenser. Next in order is the
grid coil, which is, we'll assume, of
tube
the usual plug-in type, wound on a with
base. This coil should be wound
60 turns of number 32 D.C.C. wire and

discussed

,

R.FC.

the
this band and what to do about
antenna situation. Probably the most
popular of the amateur transmitting
version of the
circuits is the TNT
tuned- plate, tuned -grid arrangement,
using a type '10 tube, and so this article will describe the changes neces-

much

C2,

Li

+ _

lar amateur channels, there is some
confusion as to just how to make the

the

-

R2)
FIL.

4

-

RC3

nary in such a set to convert it for 160
meter operation.
The essential changes in the set itself are, of course, larger plate and
grid coils. For operation on the highera
frequencies the tank coil is usually
self-supporting affair of copper tubing. Using the regular tuning condenser, a tank coil of this type for opbe
eration in the 160 meter band would
impractical, so a coil consisting of 16
turns of number 12 enamelled aerial
wire, wound on a 3 -inch diameter tube,
with approximately r1/4S inch spacing be-

As

r
L3

111M

R.FC.

as

i

11,

i,2
t

'10

tween

turns,

should

be

constructed.

u

s No.

no spacing between turns is required.
All other parts of the outfit remain "as
is." Now let's consider the radiating

system.
The popular antenna for the TNT
seems to be a stretch of wire measuring from 127 to 134 feet, measured
from the extreme end to the connection
at the set. This length is inadmirably
conjuncsuited for 160 meter work
tion with a counterpoise or ground. A
true counterpoise necessitates considerable "back yard" space and is, therefore, impractical for the majority of

amateurs.
On the other hand a ground is apt
to be conveniently located and can be

made to serve quite successfully. As
a good ground is very important to the
working of the set, considerable care
(Continued on page 115)

A "Hum less" Power Supply

previously given good service for
strength on distant stations, ne- had
work, I encountered a most
SHORT-WAVE receivers require a signal
broadcast
supply
power
a
of
use
the
The receiver
power supply quite superior to those cessitatesunusually free from residual exasperating condition.
that is
while oscillating but
quiet
fairly
for ordinary broadcast reception. The
was
hum.
and tunable
out of oscillation, the hum effecextreme sensitivity of a good shortConnecting up a power -supply that when
wave receiver, together with the low
tively drowned out the weak stations
I was trying to get. Changing tubes,
coils, and voltages helped but slightly.
Eventually I decided to get at the root
of the trouble and overhaul the entire
"B" eliminator.
The resulting hook -up is shown in
Fig. 1. The chokes T-1, T-2, and T -3
are the primaries of audio -frequency
transformers. The resistors in series
with the chokes were found to be quite
necessary to get the exact voltage on
the tubes for humless operation. Using
head -phones, with volume control full
supp
y
power
less"
a
"humof
conception
on, and listening to a weak station, I
Fig. 1- Diagram above shows Mr. Reed's
Henry iron core chokes; found this power supply had eliminated
c rcuit. Ti, T2, T3-Audio Transformer primary; T4-30
C8mf. filter condenser; C6. C7,
Jess M. Reed.
Cl, C2, C4, C5 -2 mf. filter condensers; C30--8
every trace of hum.
variable resistance.
1 mf. filter condenser; RI, R2, R3- 50,000 ohm

By
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"Ham" Radio Foils Ransom Plot
Middelton,
By A. D.

WBUC, W4CA
landing on a night like this," returned
the exasperated elder Cameron, "we
might go down in the night-besides
the wind is rising strong."
"What do I care about that? Shove
off! Land's off the starboard about
forty miles. Get going!"
By this time the sailboat had
coasted almost up to the dock. When
the boat rubbed the side of the dock,
a man rushed to the edge and stood,
as if on guard, above them.
"I said don't come on land here.
Turn the boat out to sea and keep
moving!"
"But man!" pleaded Mr. Cameron,
"what is the meaning of this? Common decency would permit us the use
of your dock until daylight."
"Nothing doing-this is a special
dock and we don't want nobody hanging around."
Billy had been looking the place
over in the meantime and nudging his
father he whispered, "Look over
there!"
At the far end of the dock lay a
cabin cruiser.
Black, with rakish
lines, and a sense of mystery increased
by the hooded device on the bow
there were few doubts as to the identity of their unfriendly hosts. Rum
runners!
"Hey you! Get away from that
boat," shouted the man on the dock as
Billy began to edge the catboat nearer
the cruiser. "Shove off or I'll put a
slug into ya."
" . . Now for the testi" cried Billy, pressing the key down. The bulb in the wave"What's the noise about, Tony ?"
meter glowed faintly. That got It! Now for tuning up!
Then he switched the
questioned another voice, obviously
transmitter on and slowly tuned It up to the proper point as shown
on
the wavemeter one in authority.
"Here we go! ... Let's try to raise some land station!"
"Aw, Chief, it's only a couple guys
in a sailboat, say they want to land
"LOOKS like the storm is lifting and the water was rapidly turning
to for the night, but I tells them to keep
some, Billy," cried the elder Cam- ink when
Billy shouted, moving as we don't want nobody
eron as he shifted his position to the "Look! Dad,suddenly
a light over there to around here when we take that
least uncomfortable spot.
port!"
load
"
"Sure does, Dad!" yelled Billy, givMr.
"That'll be enough, Tony, I'll take
stood up and peered
ing the tiller a jerk to swing the toss- throughCameron
darkness. Sure enough care of this."
ing catboat back into the wind. Sails there wasthea light
"What is the meaning of this outsome kind -far
tied down, decks awash, the boat had away and very dim of
rageous treatment ?" asked Mr. Cambut
there
-just
the
all appearances of an egg shell tossed same. They headed the boat straight eron, still trying to tie up the tossing
about on the rough water.
for the welcome light.
boat.
"Seems as tho' I showed poor judgThe light grew brighter as the boat
"Come ashore at your
risk.
ment this morning, when I said we'd plunged forward. They could soon see This is a private island and own
we do not
go for a sail."
that it was not from
boat. It welcome strangers here."
"That's all right, son, you couldn't was far too steady. another
"Give us a hand with the rope,"
It
must
be an
tell it was going to storm."
island! A few more minutes and Mr. snorted Billy. "Let's argue this out
It had not looked stormy that morn- Cameron sighted
faint outline of on land. I'm tired of this wet seat."
ing when the Camerons had taken the a low building on the
The man on the dock reached down
top
of a slight rise
catboat out for a few hours sail up the from the water. The light
and grasping the rope Billy handed
took
shape
coast and back. But a storm had come
was
from a window of the up, snubbed it on a post. The Camup and blown them out to sea. They house on coming
erons jumped out onto the dock.
the island.
did not know how far the mad rush
"Doggone glad to be
As the Camerons drew closer they
of that."
had carried them or what their next could see a small dock extending into Billy heaved a sigh of out
"Hey!
port -of -call would be, for they were a cove. Billy slipped the boat in What you doing with relief.
that rock
out of the regular lane of coastwise towards the dock and they hailed the HEY!"
traffic.
island.
A Mysterious Move
After several minutes of
The wind died little by little until "high
yelling, a voice
Billy and his father turned and stood
at last it was safe to lift a bit of sail. answeredpressure"
from the dock.
frozen in amazement. The man had
It was four o'clock and if they were to
"Who are you and what do you dropped a large rock into the cockpit
avoid a night on the water they would want ?"
of their boat. The rock crashed thru
have to find a harbor soon. Turning
"This is
catboat DEE EX of the thin planking and the boat filled
the boat in the apparent direction of Point Flame,the
and we want shelter for rapidly as the water gushed thru the
the mainland, Billy and his father set the night!" shouted
Billy.
jagged hole.
the sails and settled back for a cold,
"We don't care for squealers, especiwet ride.
You Can't Land Here
ally tonight," angrily returned the
Darkness came on all too soon, leav"You can't
here!" came the man called "Chief." "You'll stay on
ing them still forging ahead towards angry cry fromland
the land, "this is a this island until we take you ashore
what they hoped was land and safety. private dock."
and that'll be a long time
"
The darkened sky was growine black
"Whv- TOO /I v.... 1.e.04 ..ei..ee
na"y emu MS 1aLner excnangea

-
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-
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You will be fascinated by this exciting tale of the experiences
of "Billy" Cameron and his father, who are captured by a band
of bootleggers and held for ransom. Billy Cameron, like many
other young Americans, has mastered the art of handling a "ham"
station and his expert radio knowledge comes in mighty handy.
You will find yourself quite amazed at the method used by
Billy in building an "emergency" transmitter from a broadcast
receiver, and how he managed to "tune up" the transmitter
and broadcast a distress call for help -And it worked!
glances of bewilderment and then Mr.
Cameron spoke up- "Well, at least
we're not going to drown -"Not
tonight," cut in the Chief.
Billy spun around and retorted "Or
anytime I guess
"Shut up, you two and follow mewatch your step."
Gingerly the Camerons trailed after
the man towards the building where
the light showed thru the window. The
door opened and the Camerons entered
a large room, hazy with tobacco
smoke.
A jumble of conversation
ceased as the Chief entered. "Here
they are, boys." "What'll we do with
'em ?" queried a burly red -headed
tough. "Let's drop 'em over the dock
or tie 'em on behind tonight!"
"No rough stuff-yet," the Chief
seemed definite. "They can't get
away. I sunk their boat and they
can't swim forty miles."
The Chief left the Camerons and
went over to the group of men sitting
around the plank table. There were
low mumbled words as the men apparently discussed the unexpected
arrival of Billy and his father.
Presently the conference ended and
the Chief and his right-hand -man,
Tony, came back to the Camerons and
questioned them as to their connec-

-"

-"

tions on the mainland. Eager to do
anything to insure the safety of his
son, Mr. Cameron was a little too enthusiastic with his promises of reward
for their return to land.
"What do you say to five grand ?"
asked the Chief.
"What do you mean five grand
for what ?"
Five Thousand Dollars or"Don't be a fool. You know what I
mean. We want five thousand in our
hands before we set you ashore and
we're going to get it or else
He
drew his finger across his throat in an
only too convincing manner.
"Man," angrily snorted Mr. Cameron, "that's impossible. I haven't
even that much in cash at the bank."
"We'll settle that later. Get into
that room there and keep quiet. If
you're good boys we'll bring you some
grub." The Chief pushed them into a
small room off the main part of the
shack and locked the door behind
them.
Billy lit a few matches and they
peered around. They were in a store
room filled with bales of straw and
burlap sacks. Each sack was stamped
with figures and symbols which
brought a smile of recognition from
the elder Cameron, but only added to

-

-"
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Billy's increasing bewilderment.
"These men are repacking the
liquor into sacks and straw, Billy.
They probably cut it plenty too."
"Anyway it gives us a swell bed for
tonight," answered Billy as he burst
open a bale of straw. His labor was
interrupted by the red -headed man
they had seen. He had a couple of
sandwiches and a can of coffee in one
hand and a lantern in the other.
"Pitch in, you two! Ya oughta be glad

to get it."

Red stood guarding the door while
the Camerons ate their food with
much gusto. Escape was not in their
minds now, not in the face of so many
odds. The food tasted good, as they
had gone hungry all day and the thick
meat -filled sandwiches and hot coffee
warmed them up. They felt better
now that they had fed the inner man.
More like tackling the problem at

hand.
"Did you get what they meant about
the five thousand? These rascals mean
to hold us for ransom."
"Gosh, where will we get that much
cash ?'
"Don't know, Billy, but I think your
Uncle Charley might let us have it.
It's terrible to think about it -these
men would just as soon kill us as not
and no one would be the wiser. It
will be better to get the money some
way and save our necks."
"Let's forget it for tonight. A good
night's sleep will put a different light
on the whole business.
Besides-as
long as they think there is a chance
of getting some money, they won't
harm us."
The Camerons, tired out and
warmed by the food soon dozed off on
their makeshift beds of straw. They
slept fitfully for hours. Light was
slowly breaking over the ocean when
(Continued on Page 108)
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Map Showing How Daventry Radio Beams Cover World
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This special zone map of the world
(reproduced by courtesy of Standard
Telephones and Cables, Ltd., who supplied the transmitting apparatus to the
British Broadcasting Company) shows
how the Empire transmitters at
Daventry cover the whole globe. Zone

1

_

*1

®w_ZslLIIIIMIMi

(bounded by curves 5 and 7) covers

cuves

1

and 2) covers Canada.

The

Australasia; Zone 2 (between curves wavelengths to be used for the Empire
5 and 6) covers India; Zone 3 (between transmissions range from 16.9 to 49.6
curves 4 and 5) covers South Africa; meters. Already satisfactory reception
Zone 4 (between curves 3 and 4) covers of these Empire transmissions has been
West Africa; and Zone 5 (between reported from all corners of the globe.
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BEGINNER
SHORTWAVE
W. PALMER

No. 12 of a Series

By C.

"Doc" Palmer gives some mighty valuable remedies for the
general run of ailments which the short-wave "beginner" is liable
to bump into, including lack of oscillation; dead spots; improper
plate feed; R. F. chokes that do not choke, et cetera.
THERE is nothing more provoking
than to make a neat short -wave receiver and then find that it refuses to
work on certain parts of the tuning
dial. There are numerous causes for
lack of oscillation in short -wave regenerative receivers and a discussion of
these will probably be of more assistance to the beginner in short -wave receiver construction than a dozen articles on the theory of operation.
In the first place the causes for lack
of oscillation can be divided into two
classes -those produced by mechanical
faults and those effected by electrical
faults.
Mechanical Defects
The mechanical faults are usually
more obvious than electrical ones. For
example, if the moving plates of the
tuning condenser touch the fixed plates
at certain points of the dial, the set
will obviously refuse to work at these
points. The condenser short -circuits
the coil it is supposed to tune, when
this occurs.
If you were impatient to hear your
set operating you may have been careless about some of the wiring; perhaps
one of the wires is touching the metal
chassis or the metal parts of one of
the components of the set. This contact may only be made at certain
times, producing erratic operation of
the receiver. Or you may have dropped
PATH OF S.F. PLATE CURRENT
.

R.F.

CHOKE

2'

A.F.
TRANS.

FIG.3
PATH OF R.F. PLATE CURRENT
R.F. CHOKE

some solder into a place where it
causes a short -circuit.
It is well to avoid the use of tuning

condensers with bare metal "pigtails"
for contact purposes. These pigtails
have a bad habit of catching and producing crackling noises when the dial
is turned. They have even been known
to make a receiver inoperative on a
part of the scale. Condensers with
covered pigtails are satisfactory, of
course.
Resistors of the carbon -strip type
should also be avoided in short -wave
receivers whenever possible, as they
often become noisy after being in use
for some time. Other mechanical defects, such as defective contacts in tube
sockets, poorly soldered or unsoldered
"high- resistance" connections, etc., are
usually easy to locate if a little patience
is used.
Electrical Defects
There are many electrical causes for
"dead- spots" in short -wave receivers.
As these defects are not easily eliminated by an inexperienced constructor,
we will consider them in detail.
Perhaps the worst offender is the
aerial. If the "natural wavelength" of
the antenna system is at a value within
the band covered by one of the coils,
the aerial absorbs current from the set
when it is tuned to this wavelength
and prevents it from oscillating. Also,
if the set is tuned to some multiple
such as twice, three times, four times,
etc., the fundamental frequency of the
aerial, the same effect is produced.
The most common method of overcoming this difficulty is to place a small
condenser in the aerial wire. By adjusting the capacity of this condenser
the fundamental frequency of the aerial
may be shifted sufficiently to overcome
the difficulty. Figure 1 shows how this
condenser is connected. Many methods
of construction for aerial condensers
have been shown in past issues of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT-any of these is

satisfactory.
Perhaps a better way to remove
dead -spots caused by the aerial is to use
a method employed extensively in
Europe. This consists of connecting a
coil and a variable condenser in the
aerial lead as shown in Fig 2. The
coil may be wound on a form one inch
in diameter and contains 10 turns of
No. 24 cotton covered wire. The condenser is a standard .00035 mf. variable

unit such as those used for broadcast
receivers.
This condenser is then adjusted until
the resonance point of the aerial is
moved off the scale. The procedure is
simple: first, tune the receiver to the
TRANS
dead -spot with the aerial connected in
the usual manner; then connect in
the coil and condenser and turn the
FIG.4
.00035 mf. condenser until the set starts
to oscillate. If the dead -spot is caused
by aerial resonance, this method will
Two different methods of feeding the plate work and a point can usually be found
are
shown
current into the detector tube
that will
above, the method shown in the lower on the scale of the condenser
remove the dead -spots from all the coils.
diagram, Fig. 4, being preferred.
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AERIAL
SMALL BRASS
ANGLES FASTENED
TO

WOODEN

BLOCK

1G+TO

FIG

C

G

RECEIVER.

AERIAL
10 TURN

COIL

.00055-^'F
sA4:ABLE
_0NOE4SES

FIG. 2

r

GND.

RECEIVER

Top diagram shows method of eliminating
"dead- spots" in short -wave receivers by
connecting a small capacity condenser in
series with the antenna; a midget variable
condenser of 25 to 50 mmf. is preferable.
The lower diagram shows a better method

for eliminating "dead- spots," comprising
a small coil connected in shunt with a
variable condenser as explained in the text.

Next in importance in the line of
dead-spot producers is the use of a
tickler coil of incorrect size. If the
tickler or plate coil is too small, the set
will not oscillate all the way up to the
maximum setting of the tuning condenser. If the coil is too large, dead spots will be encountered at different
points of the scale.
Another important point is to see
that the "ground" end of the grid coil
is that nearest the tickler. In many
cases the lead wires connecting to the
tickler socket terminals have to be reversed before proper regeneration is
obtained.
The ideal size of tickler coil is one
that will just allow the set to oscillate
at the maximum reading of the dial. In
order to achieve this condition, the following procedure is recommended.
First try several tubes in the detector socket, so that you are sure that
the tube you are using is not an exceptionally poor or exceptionally good
oscillator. Sometimes you will find a
great difference caused by changing the
B+ voltage applied to the plate of the
detector. Try voltages all the way from
16 to 90. Then, try different grid -leaks
in the set, varying the value from about
(Continued on page 121)
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The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month
for the beet short -wave kink submitted by our readers.
All other kinks accepted and published will be paid for
at regular space rates. Look over these "kinks" and
they will give you some idea of what the editors are
looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description,
with sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the
"Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

FIRER
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RUBEER NOSE

PIN
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s'uns of the

WASHER
FIG

FIG 2

For Best

Short Wave Kink

RafOSTAT
KNOB

BAS[

99

lenser

shafts.

ity mount -

ing a small block of sponge rubber on the
end of a wooden dowl or bakellte rod and

.3

applying it to the dial of the condenser.
the set may be tuned just as easily. The
very goal grip on the
rubber block gives
dial and will not slip In tine tuning-

Prize
SIMPLE VERNIER DIAL
$5.00

A. F. Kennard.

OLD

EuriOSE

SAWA

.iblr.
It is not necr;,an to have tl e
runterpoise directly under the fiat -rat
but it is best to place B there If posaiblt.
have

PORCELAIN

designed this antenna for my
transmitter which is a Hartley circuit, o r
EN 210 as Oscillator,
-210 motiutanr
and two 227's as speech amplifiers.
95';
of the stations "worked" with this aeri
1

ANGLE

WIRE HOLDER

report steady signals and perfect modul
t ion,
By ordering the antenna wire from some
salvage house you can obtain the mire ve y
cheaply.
Be sure that all splices a
soldered when making up the antenna,
ills reduces the total resistance of t e
system.
Approximately 1300 feet of no tenna wire is used In the entire system.
V, T. Goi.on, R4,t'; K4ZZA.

-

I

IMPROVED DIAL KNOB
This Idea
the National

Is

particularly applicable to
Velvet- Vernier dial but

11510

3.-

The usual experimenter's table is II
lered with unsightly tangles of wire
often he cannot tell where the wires Is-b
to.
This can be remedied by till, kin
which I have used myself. Take an ont nary piece of' corrugated cardboard am
run your wires through the corrugation..
Then tack the carslboanl on your table an
you will have a handy way of keepin
track of the wires.
You ran write
"Identification" numbers or words on tie
cardboard to Indicate where each wi
leads to or comes from.
B. Mori.

NOVEL TUNING SYSTEM

INllTOR

SUL aTDR
CLEAT CO

CHEAP "CODE" SPEAKERS
The megaphone A can be made of thin
tin or other metal or cardboard and Is
cemented with good strong glue on the
rarphnne and Is mounted at point E with
clue. The angle bracket is bolted on the
phone through holes that are to be drilled
through the case.
At Is, an old coffee can is used with a
nail or metal rod three inches long soldered
in the middle of the ran on one end, and
the other end to the earphone diaphragm.
The can should he bolted on the base Separated by a porcelain cleat. With
2tube net these give fair volume, considering their simplicity. -M. Hermess.

It can he adapted to other makes.
Desiring to Increase the size of the
knob, to give a better grip and take some
of the "cramp" out of "cranking" from
une end of the hand to the other, and being unable to secure a larger knob to Ill
this shaft, I used the following method to
.b
owlish the desired re-talc.

small flash -light bulb. The panel arrangement Is shown in Fig. 2 and the driveArthur Buchtenhirrh.
abaft In Fig.

W000
SASE

BRACKET

1

-

As most everyone has been hit by the
depression, these Ideas ought to come in
handy. A cover from a tin coffee ran, an
old flat type dial and
few odds and ends
from the Junk ho, will make a serviceable
vernier dial, as shown in Fig. 1. The
tuning control is mounted in a single a
inch hole drilled in the panel. A hole for
the condenser shaft Is drilled through the
knob of the dial to that the latter may be
held to the shaft by the usual set -arrew.
The can cover is then fastened to the dial
by two short machine screws as indicated.
A circular card is fastened to the can
-over at front where it may be seen
:trough hole eut In the panel. The usual
dial markings are filled In or the various
rail letters printed on the card.
The
mall window may be covered by a celluloid cover and Illuminated from near by a

COFFEE
CAN

SOLDERING TINSEL
`WET

WET

GINO

OR FILE
OFF TOD OF

KNOB FLAT
BURNING

INSULATION OFF
OF FINE WIRE

WITH

-Y.

A MATCH

WIRE WRAPPED AROUND
TINSEL COUD (SOLDER)

ORIGINAL
KNOB

"STEPPING OUT" ON 160
METER PHONE

Here Is a band -spread system E use
and find much superior over many types.
When using
vernier dial on the amai
tuning condenser you can log stations an
end them again at the same dial setting.
With the system using a lumped rapacity for band -centering, logging is impossible due to the fine tuning neressary on
the lumped rapacity to bring it to correct

Cur Ore END
SCREW TO CLEMR

SHAT

Grind or file the ton of the knob fi
a hole In the renter and tap it for
1

Drill

6/32 or 8/32 machine screw,
l'roure a
disc about one -quarter of an inch thi k
ami of the desired diameter II eut mine
from an old hakelite panel). Drill a hole
In the center
d tap It also. This di.er
Is then fastened to the top of the knob
with
machine screw just long enough o
go through the end of the brass bushing
and still clear the end of the shaft.
This arrangement makes a .ship -shape
job and certainly makes "dial -twisting" a
pleasure. -R. E. Laura.
a

twitch point..
The variable condenser ahould be of a
rood make, with
low "minimum" rapacity to give a little "lap" on earn setting.
Not helm( able to get a .000025 mf.
condenser two 00005 ml, were used In
series to give the right rapacity. -Marion

BATTERY CASING FOR
COILS

Henley.

With the new amateur regulations reVictims the use of 85 meters 13500 ke)
or phone use. many hams are facing the
problem of getting out with low power on
the 160 meter fono band 11874 kr.)
The antenna system for use on 160 meters is really more critical than the average operator figures it Is.
My idea for
the aerial described here Is based on the
broadcast type antenna.
large multi -wir.,
.

REMOVE CARD-

SOARD CASING FROM
RASNLIGNT BATTERY

flat -top to radiate all of the power produced by the oscillator.
Broadcast transmitters either low or high power step out
with the multi -wired system. why shouldn't

For those who have constructed any o
the very compact short wave sers as described In Short Rave Craft and are stil
bothered by "body rapacity," I offer the

following solution
In most cases, where space Is at
premium, there is not sufficient room to
mount permanent bakelite rods as eaten-

The fine tinsel should first be wrapped
lb
single strand of small copper wire
half an Inch, then tin
tips are to be soldered
half filled with solder.
then the protected end
is deftly plunged into the tip's opening.
Broken connections can be repaired the
w

f r

setting to match the vernier.
A tapped switch is used In conjunction
with fired condensers for the lumped capacity. This switch Is mounted behind the
panel, while the condensers are mounted
directly on the switch. A bakellte rod
and a coupling are used to extend It
through the panel. Marks ran be made on
the panel to correspond with the condenser

ANTI -BODY CAPACITY KINK

of

the ham fono do the same thing/
The fiat -top consisting of eight, eighty
foot wires made up in "kite shape," No.
IA gauge is best, but seven strand No. 211
will work just as well. The point end, A.
to whirl) the feeder connects should be toward the transmitter so as to make the
feeder as short and direct to the tank as
possible, and not over 25 feet long if possible.
Good Pyrex or glass insulators
should be used to reduce the leakage of
the system.
The counterpoise Is constructed on the
same layout except it IS thirty feet wide
and approximately 7 feet high, while the
hat -top should be placed as high as pos-

When tube bases are not handy and you

to wind some coils for an experimental hook -up. a cardboard easing off of
an old flashlight battery Is the answer.
Wrap your wires around the casing Just
Punch holes In the
as on any roll form.
casing to bring in the wires. This Is not
set but to experimeant for 0,0 on
ment with. -Y. I1. Mori.
want
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a distance of
the wrapping,
If
on They should be
Heat the tip and

same way.

Removing Insulation From Fine Wire:
After determining the length of insulation
it Is desired to remove, wet the wire

several inches back from the place where
the wire Is to be burned off. The insulation Is then burned off by the flame of a
match and the wire is rubbed lightly with
tine emery paper. -doe Koesorak,

LENGTHENING TUBE
BASES
Many times an experimenter will find
ho cannot wind ail the turns of
certain coil onto
tube hase.
This can
be remedied by this useful kink.
Wrap
strip of celluloid around the tube base so
that the edges just overlap. Now, cement
the celluloid to the base with some good
Also cement the edges of the celluglue.
loid together with some acetone.
Holes
can he bored in the celluloid form to bring
the wires to the different prongs on the
tube hase. -Y. I1. Mori.

that
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SHORT WAVE STATIONS
OF THE WORLD
SECTION ONE
As promised in the last issue, we are presenting herewith a complete, revised and combined
list of the short wave broadcasting, experimental and commercial radiophone stations of the
world. This is arranged according to frequency,
but the wavelength figures are also given for the
benefit of readers who are more accustomed to

working with "meters" than with "kilocycles."
All the stations in this list, with one or two exceptions of the time stations, use telephone transmission of one kind or another and can there-

fore be identified by the average listener.
The May, 1933, issue (copies mailed for 25c)
contained a very fine list of police, airport and
television stations, which was marked "Section
Two." This will reappear in the July issue with
the latest corrections and additions. Section One
(this moi th's list) will be published again in the
August issue, also with last minute changes.
Note: Stations marked with a star ( *) are the
most active and easily heard stations and transmit at fairly regular times.

Listening Guide between
AroundtheClock
wave reception notorious for ularly during bright daylight, listen

is
Although short
its irregularity and seeming inconsistency
(wherein lies its greatest appeal to the sporting
listener), it is a good idea to follow a general
schedule as far as wavelength in relation to the
time of the day is concerned. The observance of
a few simple rules will save the short wave fan
a lot of otherwise wasted time.
From daybreak to mid- afternoon, and partic31000

W8X1 21020 kc.

kc.

meters
Westinghouse Electric
SAXONBURG, PA.
9.68

27800 kc.

W6XD

meters
Mackay Radio
PALO ALTO, CALIF.
10.79

25960 kc.

broadcasting

n

W2XBC

11.67 meters
Radio Corp. f America
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

24000

kc.

W6XQ

12.48 meters
SAN MATEO, CALIF.

21540 kc.

*W8XK

meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
SAXONBURG, PA.
7:30 a, m. -noon; relays KDKA
programs
13.93

21470

kc.

*GSH

BROAD'` CORP.
Davent rY. England
9
British Empire programs

BRITISH

21420 kc.

W2XDJ

14.00 meters
& T. CO., DEAL, N. J.

A. T.
Experimental radiophone

21400

kc.

WLO

14.01 meters
CO.
c
A.
Lawrence, N. J.
Lawrceani
Transoceanic phone

21130 kc.

LSM

meters
MONTE GRANDE,
14.15

ARGENTINA
Commercial radiophone;
occasional broadcasting.

meters
MONTE GRANDE,
ARGENTINA
8 -10 a. m., commercial
15.07

Argentina
Commercial radiophone;
occasional broadcasting,

OKI

21000 kc.
14.2B

meters

POD EBRADY,

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

20730

meters
GRANDE,
MOARGENTINA
Commercial radiophone;
occasional broadcasting.

15.10 meters
T. & T. CO., DEAL,

LSN

14.5E

after

MONTE GRANDE,
ARGENTINA
10:30 p. m. Telephony
with Europe

20680

20680

kc.

kc.

FSR

14.50 meters

PARIS -SAIGON

20620

PHONE

4

meters
Bandoeng, Java
a. m.; radiophone to

20140

Holland

kc.

LSG

kc.

meters
MONTE GRANDE,
ARGENTINA
From 7 a. m. to I p. m.
Telephony to Paris and Berlin
15.03

19950 kc.
15.03

meters
ASSISE, FRANCE
15.45

ST.

FTM

19300 kc.
15.55

15.58

DFA
meters

NAUEN, GERMANY

DIH

meters
T. CO., DEAL, N. J.
A. T.
Transoceanic radiophone

NAUEN. GERMANY

16.38

meters
BANDOENG, JAVA.
8:40 -10:40 a. m.
Phone service to Holland

GBJ
meters

Post Office

BODMIN, ENGLAND
GLAND
Telephony

18620

kc.

GBU

16.11 meters
General Post Office
RUGBY, ENGLAND

18370

kc.

FZS
meters

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA
to 3 p. m. Sundays
I

PMC

meters
BANDOENG, JAVA.
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Expend

a
relay. WJZ
programs

W9XF

17780 kc.

meters
DOWNERS GROVE, ILL.
Irregular; relays NBC
16.87

programs

*GSG

18240 kc. FRO, FRE 17770 kc.
meters
ST. ASSISE, FRANCE
16.44

CGA

18170 kc.

meters
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC
16.50

CANADA
to England

Telephony

GBK

18100 kc.
16.57

meters

General Post Office
BODMIN, ENGLAND

KQJ

16.61 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.

radio p hone
Transpacific
Trans
P

PLE 17850

15.94

16.10

New York

18310 kc.

15.60

16.33

meters

RUGBY,
Telephony with

W3XAL

meters
NATIONAL BROAD. CO.
Brook, N. J.
Bououook,
16.87

Office

WNC 18050 kc.

19220 kc.

General

GBS
meters
Post

meters

ASSISE, FRANCE
10 a. m. to noon

ST.

DWG 18620 kc.

14.89 meters
NAUEN, GERMANY
Tests 10 a.m. -3 p. m.

19950

19400 kc. FRO, FRE

PMB 18820 kc.

kc.
14.54

After

FTD

meters
ASSISE, FRANCE

LSX 19240 kc.

meters
BUENOS AIRES
with
U. S., also
Telephony
occasional broadcasting

N. J.

15.12

14.47

20680 kc.

18310 kc.
16.38

WMI

19850 kc.

LSY 19830 kc.

kc.

meters
DEAL BEACH, N. J.
16.35

radiophone

A.

WND 17780 kc.

LSG 18350 kc.

LSN 19906 kc.
meters

(Hurlingham), Buenos Aires,

GSSW

meters
British Broad. Corp.
CHELMSFORD, ENGLAND
Experimental, relay
11.55

25700 kc.

14.27

13

and 22 meters (21540 to 13000 kc.).
To the east of the listener, from about noon to
10:00 p. m., the 20 -35 meter will be found very
productive. To the west of the listener this same
band is best from about midnight until shortly
after daybreak. After dark, results above 35
meters are usually much better than during daylight. These general rules hold good whether
you live in the United States or in China.

PLF

kc.
16.80 meters

16.88

meters,

PHI

16.88 metes

HUIZEN, HOLLAND
Experimental

17640 kc.

Ship.
Pe

meters
SHIP
Phones to Shore
WSBN, "Leviathan"
GFWV, "Majestic"
GLSQ, "Olympic"
GDLJ, "Homeric"
17.00

GMJQ, "Belgenland"
Work on this and higher
channels

"Radio Malabar ")

17850

16.80 meters

Radio Corp. of America
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

17830 kc.

PCV

16.82 meters
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND

9:40 a. m.

17780

kc.

JIAA

W2XAO 17380 kc.
17.25

kc.

Sat.

*W8XK

16.87 meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
AND MFG. co.
Saxonburg, Pe.
Relays KDKA programs

Broad.

17770 kc.

BANDOENG, JAVA
(

British

Corp.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
British Empire programs

meters
TOKIO, JAPAN

17300

W8XL

kc.

meters
DAYTON, OHIO
17.34

17300 kc.
17.34

W6XAJ
meters

OAKLAND, CALIF.

17300

B.
17.34

W9XL
meters

ANOKA,

MINN.
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Short Wave Stations of the World
A.

17.52 meters
T. & T. CO., DEAL,

19.83 meters
TOKIO, JAPAN
Irregular, early morning.

N. J.

Transoceanic radiophone

W2XDO 15075
maters

17110 kc.
17.52

A. T. & T. Co.
OCEAN GATE, N. J.

17.55

meters

RUGBY, ENGLAND

PCL

16300 kc.

18.40 meters
HOLLAND
KOOTW IJ
andoang from
Works with

meters

& T. CO., LAWRENCE,

N. J.

19.50

meters

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA
Radiophone to Paris

GBX

I3

16150 kc.

18.56 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

*NAA

16060 kc.
18.68

meters

U. S. NAVY, ARLINGTON, VA.

Time signals,

to noon

11:57

PLG

15950 kc.

18.80 meters
BANDOENG, JAVA
Afternoons.

FTK

15860 kc.
18.90

meters

ASSISE, FRANCE

ST.

Commercial radiophone

JIAA

15490 kc.

19.36 meters
TOKIO, JAPAN
5:00-7:00 a. m.

15330 kc.

*W2XAD

meters
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Relays NBC and WGY

programs

OXY

kc.

meters
LYNGBY, DENMARK
Experimental & relay
broadcasting
19.60

19.65

*W2XE
meters

COLUWayne, N. J.
11:00 a.

SYS.

m. -1:00 p. m.

15240 kc.
19.68

*FYA
meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"

Pontoise (Paris), France
Service de la Radiodiffusion,
Rue de Grenelle, Paris
103

Daily 7:00-10:00 a. m.
Also during late afternoon

15210

kc.

*W8XK

meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &
MFG. CO.
Saxonburg, Pa.
7:30 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Relays KDKA programs

Irregular

kc.

DJB

meters
ZEESEN, GERMANY
19.73

15140 kc.

*GSF

meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
Daventrys England
British Empire programs
19.81

15120 kc.

XDA

14620 kc.
20.50

meters

AGENCY
Mexico City
2:30-3 p. m.

TRENS -NEWS

kc.

14530

*HVJ

19.83 meters
VATICAN CITY
Rome, Italy
Daily 5:00 to 5:15 a. m.

GBW

20.70 meters

RADIO SECTION
General Post Office, London
E. C. I.
Rugby, England

VPD

14420 kc.

20.80 meters
SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS

KKZ

14150 kc.

21.17 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.
_

13400 kc.
' 22.38 meters
T.

N. J.
Transoceanic telephony

meters

RABAT, MOROCCO,

kc.

12850

AFRICA

W2XO

meters
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady, N. Y.
radiophone
and
Experimental
p
P
relay broadcasting

12850

kc.
23.35

Pontoise, Paris
Daily 10:30 a. m.-2:00 p. m,

ms

WESTEeNGP OUbSEghELPEaCTRIC

kc.

meters
DIRECTOR GENERAL
Telegraph and Telephone
Stations, Rabat, Morocco
Sun., 7:30-9 a. m. Daily, 5.7
a. m. Telephony

12780

kc.

GBC

23.46 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

12290

kc.

GBU

meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
24.41

12250

kc.

FTN

24.46 meters

(PARIS), FRANCE
Works Buenos Aires,
IndoChina and Java. On 9 a. in.
to I p. m. and other hours
STE. ASSISE

12250

kc.

GBS

24.46 meters

PLM

24.46 meters

BANDOENG, JAVA
Radiophone to Holland

11530 kc.

kc.

11830

"RADIO
Daily,
and

kc.

W9XA0
OF

11435

Rome,

p. m.

*12R0
m

2:00.6:00 p. m.
Sunday,
11:00 a. m.-12:15 p. m.

Woman announcer

11800

11790 kc.

WIXAL

25.45 meters
BOSTON, MASS.

11780

kc. *VE9DR

25.47 meters
DRUMMONDVILLE, QUEBEC
Canada

Irregular

NAUEN, GERMANY

(code) daily; 6 p. m.,
Spanish; 7 p. m., English; 7:50
p. m., German; 2:30 p. m.,
nglish; 5 p. m., German.
Sundays: 6 p- m., Spanish: 7:50
p. m., German; 9:30 p. m.,
Spanish
Press

30 meters
BELGRADE, JUGOSLAVIA

9950

*CT3AQ

5:00-6:30 Ep.Am.
Sunday, 10:30 a, m. -1:00
r^

ZLW

s,

27.30 meters

WELLINGTON
a.

z
m.

10630 kc.

PLR

meters
BANDOENG, JAVA
Works with Holland and Franca
someweekdays from 7 a.
times after 9:30

A.

T.

kc.

WLO

28.44 meters
& T. CO., LAWRENCE,
N J

RUGBY, ENGLAND

9890

VLK

28.44 meters

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Commercial radiophone

10410 kc.
28.80 meters

9890 kc.

10410 kc.

KEZ

28.80 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.

kc.

LSN
LSA

30.30 meters
BUENOS AIRES

9860

*EAQ

kc.

30.4 meters

TRANSRADIO
43-

ESPANOLA

Madrid, Spain

30.64 meters

LSY

28.80 meters

BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

GBW

RUGBY, ENGLAND

0.75 meters
DEAL, N. J.

9700

kc.

0.90 meters

DEAL,

9675

N.

WNC

WMI

J.

kc. *T14NRH

HEREDIA, COSTAeRICA, C. A.

9640

kc.

HSP2

31.10 meters
BROADCASTING SERVICE
Post and Telegraph Department
Bangkok, Siam
9 -11 a. m., daily

*CTIAA
CT

9600 kc.

31.25 meters
LISBON, PORTUGAL
Tues. and Friday, 4:30 -7:00
P.

9600

in

kc.
meters
BUENOS AIRES

LQA

31.25

9600 kc.

LGN

31.23 meters
BERGEN, NORWAY

PDK 9595 kc.

KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND
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kc.
0.30 meters
BUENOS AIRES
Phone to Europa

Transoceanic radiophone

10410

GBU

30.15 meters

26.83 meters

10540

kc.

DHC 9790 kc.

Tues.,Th s.,

á

kc.

10000

26.44 meters
NORDEICH, GERMANY

11181 kc.

DIS

29.54 meters

DAN 9750 kc.

kc. *VE9GW 10540 kc.

2x.42 meters
W. A. SHANE,
CHIEF ENGINEER
Bowmanville, Canada
Daily, 1-4 p. m.

10150 kc.

(P. O. Box 951)
5:30 -7:00 p. m. daily

11340 kc.

*W2XE

Italy
to 12:15 p.

kc.

p. m.

10

Alcala

" ELETTRA"

10980 kc.

meters
ROMA NAPOLI"

11:30 a. m.

S.

Time signals, 7 a. m., 7 p. m.
Deutsche Seewarte, Hamburg

meters
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
SYS., Wayne, N. J.

11810

IBDK

Marconi's yacht

25.36

3:00-5:00

kc.
26.15 meters

S

25.28

meters
CHICAGO FEDERATION
LABOR

ENGLAND

BOD26.10

11470

meters

*GSE

.

AMONDO CESPEDES MARIN
eredia, Costa Rice
Mon. and Wed., 7:30 to 8:30
P m ; Thurs. and Sat., 9:00 to

GBK

kc.

NAUEN, GERMANY

meters
British Broad. Corp.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
British Empire programs

Commercial radiophone

CGA

26.00 meters

DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA

programsy

RUGBY, ENGLAND

12250 kc..

2x.68 meters

4.10 p. m., relays KDKA

kc.

KlO

kc.

KAHUHU, HAWAII

*W8XK
meters

Ill.

23.38

11670

VUC

25'34

W9XL

MARACAY. VENEZUELA
(Also broadcasts occasionally)

11490

meters
CALCUTTA, INDIA
9:45 -10:45 p. m.; 8 -9 a. m.

*YVQ

kc.

25.65 meters

25.26

11840

meters

11690

*W9XF

meters
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO.
Downers Grove (Chicago), Ill.
9 -10 p.
daily; relays NBC
25.24

ANOKA, MINN.,

12820

P
i
P
Pontoise
i
(Paris)

*FYA

11865 kC.

* FYA

kc.

"RADIO COLONIAL"
Daily, 3:00 -6:00 p. m.

"RADIO COLONIAL"

W2XCU

meters
AMPERE, N. J.
23.35

11705

meters

kc.

PHI

meters
HUIZEN, HOLLAND

25.10 meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.

11880

meters

WINNIPEG, CANADA

KKQ

11945 kc.

kc. *VE9JR

kc.
FZG 11730 25.57

Time signals,
2.2:05 p. m.
g

LSX

meters
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

Weekdays, 5:30 -7:30 p. m.

SAIGON, INDO -CHINA

23.35

12850 kc.

BROAD. CORP.
England
British Empire proq
programs
25.53

ANNAPOLIS, MD.
Time signals, 9:57 -10 p. m.

21.98 meters

meters

BRITISH

11750

kc.

10350

*GSD 10250k *TI4NRH

kc.
25.53

24.89 meters

CNR 11870 kc.
25.26

kc.
23.38

*NSS

12045 kc.

WND 11870 kc.

CO., DEAL BEACH,

11750

ARLINGTON, VA.
Time signals, 11:57 to noon.

25.16

T. & T. CO., DEAL, N. J.
Transoceanic radiophone

A. T. &

*NAA

24.89 meters

20.70 meters

A.

FRANCE

kc.

12045

*DJD

25.50 meters
ZEESEN, GERMANY

24.68 meters

WNC 11905 kc.

14480 kc.

3-4 p. m.

kc.

ENGLAND

RUGBY,

Mexico City

FQO, FQE 11760

LSA 12000 kc.

20.65 meters
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

19.72

15200

kc.

12150

GBX

28.86 meters

meters

25.50

TRENS -NEWS AGENCY

ENGLAND

Transatlantic phone to Deal,
N. J. (New York)

CENTRAL TUINUCU, CUBA

12880

19.56

15270 kc.

CM6XJ
meters

FZR 14480 kc.

16200 kc.

24.68 meters

RUGBY,

XDA 10390 kc.

GBS 11760 kc.

12150 kc.

STE. ASSISE,

WLO

16300 kc.
A. T.

19.9 meters
HEREDIA, COSTA RICA, C. A.

a. m.

18.40

*TI4NRH

GBC 15000 kc.
19.99

17080 kc.

7

JIAA

WOO 15120 kc.

17110 kc.

*HBL

31.27 meters
League of Nations
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

9590

kc.

*VK2ME

meters
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS,
Ltd. Sydney Australia
Sun., 1.3 a. m., 5-9 a. m., 9:30 31.28

11:30

a. m.
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Short Wave Stations
*GSC

kc.

9585

meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
Daventry, England
British Empire programs

kc. *W3XAU

9580

31.32

meters

(Philadelphia), PA.
relays WCAU daily

BYBERRY

* W XAZ

kc.

9570

I

31.35 meters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.
6

a.

E

Springfield, Mass.
m. -10 p. m., daily

kc.

9570

31.35

meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND
Transatlantic phone

33.30 meters
RUGBY, ENGLAND

* DJ A

kc.

31.38 meters
REICHS POSTZEN TRALAMT
11.15

Schoenberg.
(Berlin)

Strasse

Konigswusterhausen, Germany

9530

kc. *W2XAF
31.48

meters

33.50 meters

GUATEMALA CITY, C. A.

kc.

8872

ELECTRIC CO.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Relays NBC and WGY

programs

*

OXY

31.51 meters
SKAMLEBOEK, DENMARK
Daily from 1:00 p. m.

9510

*GSB

kc.

31.55 meters

CORP.

BROAD.

BRITISH

Daventry, England
British Empire programs

9510

kc.
31.55

meters
WIRELESS,

Queen St., Melbourne,

Australia

5:00 -7:00 a. m.

kc.

33.81

Time signals 9:57 -10 p. m.,
2:57 -3

8810

34.05

8690

CGA

kc.

32.15 meters
5:00-7:00 a. m.

8650

kc.

W2XAC

kc.

W2XCU

kc.

W3XE

kc.
P. m.

GBC

RUGBY, ENGLAND

9300 kc.

32.26 meters

34.68 meters
RADIO ENGINEERING LAB.
Long Island City, N. Y.

kc.

32.40 meters

8650

kc.

OHIO

LONDON, ONTARIO,
CANADA

kc.
34.68

FU

32.50 meters

PARIS, FRANCE
(Eiffel Tower). Time signals
2:56 a. m. and 2:56 p. m.

meters
DOEBERITZ, GERMANY
I
to 3 p. m.
Reichpostsentralamt, Berlin

kc.

W3XX

34.68 meters

WASHINGTON, D. C.

kc.

WOO

34.74 meters

DEAL, N. J.

8630

kc.

38.00 meters

W2XDO

OCEAN GATE, N. J.

*RV15

meters
FAR EAST RADIO STATION
Khabarovsk, Siberia
5 -7:30 a. m.

WOO

meters
OCEAN GATE, N. J.
35.09

8450

kc.

35.50 meters

a. m.

7140

COLOMBIA
Irregular

PDV

38.30 meters
KOOTWIJK, HOLLAND
After 9 a. m.

*HBP

38.47 meters

LEAGUE OF NATIONS,
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

FTF

meters
ASSISE, FRANCE

38.60
STE.

7770 kc.
meters

38.60
9 a.

7660

m.

7

p. m.

FTL

kc.

meters
ASSISE, FRANCE

39.15
STE.

H KF

39.40 meters

BOGOTA,
8 -10

COLOMBIA
p. m.

7612 kc.

X26A

meters
NUEVO LAREDO, MEXICO

El Prado

39.80 meters
Riobamba, Ecuador
Thurs., 9 -II p. m.

kc.

CGE

39.74 meters

CALGARY, CANADA
Testing, Tues., Thurs.

YR

kc.

40.20 meters
LYONS, FRANCE
Daily except Sun., 10:30 to 1:30
a. m.

7444

kc.

*CTIAA
EAR110

6976 kc.

meters
MADRID, SPAIN
Tues., Sat., 5:30 p. m.
43

6875 kc.

F8MC
meters

HB Q

meters
LEAGUE OF NATIONS,
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

kc.

KEL

meters
BOLINAS, CALIF.
Transpacific Radiophone
43.70

41.46

meters

DOEBERITZ, GERMANY

Irregular
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6335

HC1DF

kc.

VE9AF

meters
DRUMMONDVILLE, CANADA
47.35

6270

kc.

H KC
meters

47.81

COLOMBIA

BOGOTA,

p. m.

8:30 -11:30

6243

kc.

HKC

48.05 meters

6250

COLOMBIA

*CN8M(

kc.

meters

CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
Monday, 3:00.4:00 p. m.
Tuesday,

7:00, 8:00 a. m. an
3:00-4:00 p. m.

*I2R(

48.2 meters

Vitus

43.70

ROME, ITALY

meters

PARIS, FRANCE
4 -II a. m.
3 p. m.

CFA

kc.
43.80 meters

CANADA

DRUMMONDVILLE,

WND

kc.
44.40 meters
DEAL, N. J.

6167

XIF

kc.
48.65 meters

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

*VE9CI

6147 kc.

48.8 meters

WINNIPEG, CANADA
7:00 -9:30 p. m.

6140

*W8XK

kc.

meters
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.
Saxonburg, Pa.
Relays KDKA programs, S
p. m.- midnight
48.86

6660

F8KR

kc.

meters
CONSTANTINE, ALGERIA
Mon., Fri., 5 p. m.
45

6660

BOGOTA,
9

6660

HKM

kc.
45

-II

meters

COLOMBIA
p. m.

meters
GUATEMALA CITY, C. A.

6515 kc.

WOO

46.05 meters

VE9HX

kc.

48.98 meters

HALIFAX,

NOVA SCOTIA

ZT.

kc.

meters
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH
AFRICA
10:30 a. m. -3:30 p. m.

6120

*W2XE

kc.

49.02 meters

DEAL, N. J.

6438

6125

kc.
TGW 6122 49

kc.
45

40.90

DOA

Irregular

Radio 6220 kc.

6860kc.

ZTJ

meters
JOHANNESBURG, SO. AFRICA
9:30 a. m.-2:30 p. m.

RV6î

46.72 meters
MINSK, U. S. S. R.

48

40.3

7320

LONDON, ONTARIO,
CANADA

BARRANQUILLA,

CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
Sun., Tues., Wed., Sat.

6753

46.7 meters

meters
QUITO, ECUADOR
8 -II p. m.

meters
LISBON, PORTUGAL
Fridays, 5 -7 p. m.

43.60

VE9BY

kc.

47.00

42.90

6840

39.4

7520

kc.

PCK 6860 kc.

HOLLAND

to

6990

6425

EAR125 6382 kc.

meters
MADRID, SPAIN
42.70

Irregular

TOKIO, JAPAN
Broadcasting 5:00 -7:00 a. m.

7799 kc.

meters

BOGOTA,

38.07 meters

meters
NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO.
Bound Brook, N. J.
Relays WJZ programs
46.70

H KX 6420 kc.

kc.
42.00

JIAA

kc.

7880

PRAG 7230 kc.

PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL
8:30 -9:00 a. m.

SINGAPORE, S. S.
Mon., Wed. and Fri., 9:30-11

7020 kc.

SUVA, FIJI ISLANDS

7460

34.74 meters

41.67 meters

VPD

kc.

7890

W4XG 7530 kc.
meters

MIAMI, FLA.

8650

DOA

kc.

VSIAB

kc.

37.80

V E9B Y

G B K 8550 kc.

BODMIN, ENGLAND

7390

34.68 meters

DAYTON,

7195
7

P. m.

W8XAG 7612 kc.

kc.

CNR 8570 kc.
35.00

RABAT, MOROCCO
Sunday 2:00-4:00 p. m.

meters
VIENNA, AUSTRIA
Mon. and Thurs., 5:30 to
37.02

KOOTWIJK,

W2XV

8650 kc.

8650

EATH

kc.

7770 kc.

34.68 meters
BALTIMORE, MD.
12:15 -1:15 p. m., 10:15 -11:15

8630

32.22 meters

kc.

"LEVIATHAN"

AMPERE, N. J.

8650

BANDOENG, JAVA

8100

meters
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND
Ist and 3rd Sundays at 7 a. m.,
2 p. m.
41.50

WSBN 7830 kc.
meters

34.68 meters

CANADA

Sundays, 2:30 -5 p. m.

9230

p. m.

34.50 meters
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK

EH9OC

DRUMMONDVILLE,

9250

kc.

S.S.

8650

meters
BERNE, SWITZERLAND
m.
3 -5:30 p.

9310

meters

ARLINGTON, VA.

32.00

9330

*NAA

34.68 meters

Wed., 5:00 -6:30 a. m., Sunday,

9375

meters

CAVITE (MANILA)
Philippine Islands
Time signals 9:55.10 p. m.

*VK3ME

AMALGAMATED
Ltd.
167 -169

NPO

33.81

GENERAL

9520 kc.

TGX

kc.

8928

POZNAN, POLAND
Tues., 2:00 -5:00 p. m., Wed.,
7:00 -8:00 a. m., Thurs., 2:003:30 p. m.

9560

GBS

kc.

9010

SRI 8872 kc.

meters

36.92 meters

*W3XL

HB9D 6425 kc.

PLW 7220 kc.

GBS 8120 kc.

kc.

9200

32.61

31.29

the World

of

COLUMBIA

REN

BROADCASTIN(
SYS.

Wayne, N.

J., 6:00-I I:00 p.

rs

46.6 meters

MOSCOW, U.

6425

kc.
46.70

S. S. R.

W9XL
meters

ANOKA, MINN.

6120

kc.

Fl

49.02 meters

EIFFEL TOWER, PARIS
5:30 -5:45 a. m.: 5:45. 12:30. 4:1!
4:45 p. m.
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Short Wave Stations of the World
6120 kc.

*YV1BC 6060 kc. *W8XAL 6023 kc.

49.02 meters

CARACAS,
p.

8:00-10:00

6110 kc.

VENEZUELA
m. nightly

VE9CG

metas

49.10

meters
CROSLEY RADIO CORP.
Cincinnati, O.
Relays WLW progran
49.50

CALGARY, ALTA., CANADA

6110 kc.

VUC

meters
CALCUTTA, INDIA

meters

49.15

NATIONAL BROADCASTING
CO.
Bound Brook, N. J.
Relays WJZ programs

6100 kc.

VE9CF

49.15 meters

HALIFAX, N. S.,
6 -10

CANADA

p. m., Tues., Thurs., Fri.

meters
DOWNERS GROVE, ILL.
Relays WENR, Chicago

IMPERIAL

TIONAL COMMUNICATIONS,
Ltd.
Nairobi, Kenya, Africa
Monday, Wednesday, Friday.

II a. m. -2:30 p. m.; Tuesday,
Thursday, 11:30 a. m.-2:30 p. m.
Saturday, 11:30 a. m. -3:30 p.
m.; Sunday, 11 a. m. -1:30 p.
m. Tuesday, 3 a. m.-4 a. m.;
Thursday, 8 a. m:9 a. m.

*VE9GW

meters
BOWMANVILLE, ONTARIO,
49.17

CANADA
to midnight

5:00 p. m.

6060 kc.

49.5 meters

meters
CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
Chicago, III.
Relays WCFL programs

9:00.11:00

*OXY

49.4

DENMARK

SKAMLEBOAEK,

6072 kc.

UOR2

49.41 meters
VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Relays WCAU, Philadelphia

VANCOUVER,

B.

C., CANADA

JB

6069 kc.

49.43 meters

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH
AFRICA
10:30 a.

m.-3:30 p. m.

SAJ

6065 kc.

meters
MOTALA, SWEDEN
6:30-7 a. m.. II a. m. to 4:30
49.46

P.

m.

*GSA

6050 kc.

49.58 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
Daventry, England
British Empire programs

6050 kc.

VE9CF

49.59 meters

HALIFAX, N. S., CANADA
m. -noon, 5 -6 p. m. On
Wed., 8 -9; Sun., 6:30.8:15 p. m.
11

a.

6040 kc.

a. m.

*W4XB

meters
LAWRENCE E. DUTTON
care Isle of Dreams Broadcast
Corp., Miami Beach, Fla.
until 10:00 p. m.

6005 kc.
Irregular

5714 kc.

6000 kc.

ZGE

meters
KUALA LUMPUR,

52.5 meters
QUITO, ECUADOR,

WIXAL

49.67 meters
BOSTON, MASS.

6030 kc.

4116 kc.

5145 kc.

MALAY STATES

EAJ25

meters
BARCELONA RADIO CLUB,
BARCELONA, SPAIN
50

FI QA

49.97 meters
ADMINISTRATION DES P. T. T.
Tananarive, Madagascar
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., 9:30-

a.

11:30

m.
1

50

RADIO

A.

74.72 meters

ARLINGTON, VA.
Time

62.56
R.

*HVJ

5970 kc.
2 -2:15

CITY

p. m., daily. Sun..
a. m.

5900 kc.

50.80 meters
MEDELLIN, COLOMBIA
8-II p. m., except Sunday

XDA

51.22 meters

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO

5835 kc.

HKD

BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA
7:45 -10:30 p. m., Mon.; Wed.,
8.10:30 p. m.; Sunday, 7:458:30

Irregular

4795 kc.
62.56

4770 kc.

ZL2XX

Radio LL

63.00 meters
PARIS, FRANCE

4750 kc.

WINNIPEG, CANADA

WOO

63.13 meters

OCEAN GATE, N. J.

VE9CL 4700 kc.

3750 kc.

13R0

PRATO EMERALDO,
Rome, Italy
Daily, 3 -5 p. m.

DOA

3560 kc.

OZ7RL

84.24 meters

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK
and Fri. after 6 p. m.

Tues.

3256 kc.

W9XL

92.50 meters

PK2AG

95.00 meters

62.80 meters

meters

CONSTANTINE, TUNIS,
AFRICA
Mon. and Fri.

VE9BY 3156 kc.

meters

WELLINGTON, NEW
ZEALAND

4760 kc.

F8KR

CHICAGO, ILL.

LONDON, ONTARIO,
CANADA

p. m. Elias J. Pellet.

52.50

W9XL

meters
CHICAGO, ILL.

5 -5:30

HKO

5857 kc.

W3XZ

62.56

(ROME)

SAMARANG, JAVA

3124 kc.
DEAL, N. J.

3076 kc.

PORTLAND, ME.

W9XL

97.53

CHICAGO, ILL.

2342 kc.

W7XAW

meters
FISHER'S BLEND, INC.,
Fourth Ave. and University St.
Seattle, Washington
128.09

WIXAB 1560 kc.

63.79 meters

WOO

96.03 meters

WIXAU

meters
BOSTON, MASS.
199.35

A Word of Explanation About S. W. Schedules

This list is compiled from many sources, all of which are not in agreement. In fact, conflicting data
are received sometimes from the stations themselves. We are constantly writing to stations all over the
world and reading reports from hundreds of correspondents. We invite individual listeners to inform us
of any stations not listed herewith, or operating on frequencies of hours different from those indicated. All
times given are Eastern Standard.
Listeners living in zones operating on daylight saving time must make their own corrections.
Special note: please do not ask us to identify unknown stations from snatches of voice or music. This is
utterly impossible. Make a notation of the dial setting and try for the station again until you get an understandable announcement. This list will appear again with last minute corrections, in the August issue.
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m.

DOEBERITZ, GERMANY

meters

4795 kc.

p.

82.90 meters

WASHINGTON, D. C.

50.26 meters

VATICAN

9:57 -10

m. to noon

3620 kc.

ELGIN, ILL.
(Time signals.)

*RV59 4795 kc.

a.

80.00 meters

W9XAM

62.56 meters

meters

RADIO MOSCOW, U. S. S.
2:00 -5:00 p. m. daily

W2XV

60.30 meters
ENGINEERING

LABORATORIES, Inc.
Long Island City, N. Y.

Sun.,

signals,
11:57

OK1MPT 3750 kc.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

4795 kc.

*NAA

4105 kc.

meters

4975 kc.

p. m.

-3

6000 kc.

and

Sat.

PRAGUE,

WOO

meters
DEAL, N. J.
72.87

50

VE9CA 5710 kc.

meters
CALGARY, ALTA., CANADA
49.75

meters
FAR EAST RADIO STATION
Khabarovsk, Siberia
Daily, 3 -9 a. m.
70.20

HCJB
S.

*RV15

4273 kc.

PMB

58.00 meters
SOURABAYA, JAVA

VE9CU

CALGARY, CANADA

51.40 meters

6040 kc.

PM Y

meters
BANDOENG, JAVA
58.00

5170 kc.

PK3AN

meters
SOURABAYA, JAVA
49.67
6 -9

49.43 meters

p. m.

BYBERRY, PA.

VE9CS 6040 kc.
49.67

6069 kc.

5170 kc.

CANADIAN MARCONI CO.
Drummondville, Quebec
6 -10 p. m. daily.

6060 kc. *W3XAU 6000 kc.
49.50 meters

49.31

6075 kc.

VE9DR
meters

49.96

CMCI 6000 kc.

HAVANA, CUBA

*W9XAA

6080 kc.

6005 kc.

OK1MPT

PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA
3:30 p. m., Tues. and Fri.

58.31

49.18

6095 kc.

*VQ7LO

meters
AND
INTERNA-

49.50

*W9XF

6100 kc.

m. -1:15 p. m.

a.

6060 kc.

*W3XAL

I

WELLINGTON, N. Z.
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Sat., 10:15

49.1

6100 kc.

GERMANY

49.5 meters

DOA

meters
DOEBERITZ, GERMANY
6.7 p. m., 2 -3 p. m., Mon.,
Wed., Fri.
67.65

58.00 meters

49.83 meters

ZEESEN,

W8XJ 4430 kc.

meters
COLUMBUS, OHIO
54.02

DJC 5170 kc.

6020 kc.

ZL2ZX

6060 kc.

XEW 5550 kc.

meters
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
49.8

pii;140+4004,1407
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LETTERS FROM
SUPER-REGENERATION
Editor, SHORT WAVE

I

have

SHORT

CRAFT:

WAVE CRAFT magazine

Its contents have recently given us some "super- regeneration" but I note
from No.
most

1.

of the prize sets usually keep to

straight regeneration.

If

the regeneration is controlled by rheostat and variable resistance in the "B"
plus lead it is possible by the use of a
D.T.S.P. switch and a good fixed .006
mf. condenser to "try out" modified super regeneration at will by means of this simple
addition.
Herewith diagram -the tube selected may
be any tube ordinarily used as a detector.
The circuit is adaptable to and for duo lateral (or honeycomb coils) three circuit
tuner and any short wave plug -in type coil.
I advise isolating the tuning condenser
behind the front panel by means of an insulating rod, or flexible fibre coupling de-

vice.
I have used this circuit for over ten years
and find it "satisfactory"; need I say more?
You once printed my letter regarding super- regeneration and I think I sent you
ten or twelve letters from many parts of
the United States and I still get them!

S

all their regenerative "Stand -by" sets, ao
as to try out this new wrinkle.Editor.)
A BOOSTER FROM ENGLAND
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

No doubt you are surprised at the address but I am a short -wave enthusiast,
and, while wandering through our local

stores of F. W. Woolworth & Co., Ltd., my
eyes alighted on SHORT WAVE CRAFT. I
immediately purchased it and have since
absorbed the knowledge contained in its
contents. We have no magazine of this
special nature in England and I am certainly going to obtain SHORT WAVE CRAFT
whenever I see it for sale. It certainly is
the goods.
My chief object in writing is to ask if
you would be good enough to publish my
name and address in SHORT Wan CRAFT,
asking your readers if they could spare
a little time to write to me with a view to
the exchange of ideas existing in our respective countries on the short -wave conditions. My experience unfortunately is
limited to reception, because we have very
stringent regulations with regards to obtaining a transmitting license. Would you
therefore be good enough to include my
name in the "Swappers" column or any

other suitable position?
If I receive any replies it will be my
earnest endeavor to give each one my personal attention.
If you would like periodical reports of
European short-wave broadcasting, I shall
be glad to forward same on receipt of your
request.
I have received one or two of your American stations but on the whole, conditions
are not good. Our best year was 1928,
when I was receiving your stations, 2XAF,
2XAD, and 8XK very well -practically
every night!
Yours faithfully,
GEORGE WOOD,
4 Elmfield Road,
Davenport, Stockport, Cheshire, England.
(Fine, let's have some reports on short
waves in Europe.- Editor.)

OUR "DOPE" VERY GOOD
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:

I

have been buying SHORT WAVE CRAFT
long time, and I'm very much afraid
I'm going to have to subscribe, because I
sometimes have a hard time finding one in

for
Top circuit for short -wave receiver; lower
for long -wave set using honey -comb coils
Switch lever on point 1 super -regener
stive; on point 2, regenerative.

I note that SHORT WAVE CRAFT occasionally publishes "long wave" circuits. I am
sending you a few stations that the "weary"
short wave hunter may care to go "hunting for," due East to Europe.
There's more good hunting from 550 to

than one may imagine-a few
stations are given below; use the old two
or three honeycomb modified super- regenerative set and its two audio stages-high,
long aerial and the set hook -up uses good
sized bare copper bus bar, well burnished!
The adjustment of the aerial coil is part
of the fun and one can use a 43 plate (.001)
or .0005 mf. S.L.F. condenser.
M
KW
Station
Kovno, Lithuania
1935
7
1876
8.5 Huizen, Holland
75
Radio, Paris, CFR, France
1724
2000 meters

1487
1412
1554

100
120

Moscow, RV1, Russia

Warsaw 1, Poland
Daventry, England
30
Yours truly,
RICARD WEST,
4048 Baltimore Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(A dandy super -regeneration Idea, Ricard,
and we are sure that the boys will be duly
thankful for the suggestion. In fact, the
switching scheme for changing from "regenerative" to "super- regenerative" reception is at once so simple and intriguing
that the editors are adding this switch to

a

town. They don't last very long here?
I've built probably a dozen of your sets
and variations of them and find that the
"dope" you publish is very good? There
is something about the construction details
in SHORT WAVE CRAFT that makes it really
So far, I have
a pleasure to experiment.
not found any circuit given that would not
work satisfactorily if rightly built. So far
I've been able to keep off the five -meter
stuff, but I'm afraid all your splendid articles are going to tempt me to "go down
there," and there's no telling then what
will happen.
There is only one suggestion that I have
in mind at present, and that is for details
of a power supply of, say, 350 volts and
less, so constructed that it could be used
on any short wave set. I find one indispensable in experimenting with numerous
sets. Variable voltages are made possible
and every possible need is provided for.
When building a set, then, much of the
work is already done, and much time is
saved.

CARL A. KNOWLES,
132 E. 5th Street,
Eugene, Oregon.

(Well, well, Carl, we're sure glad to hear
from you, particularly since you have successfully built a dozen of the sets we have
described from time to time. We're afraid,
Carl, that if you do not watch your step,
you will surely get bitten by the 5 -meter
bug," as the 5 meter field is growing rapidly. We will endeavor to publish an article
as soon as possible on a power supply unit
delivering up to 350 volts. On the aver-
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age, 250 to 300 volts will take care of any
ordinary short wave receiving set requirements and you will find an excellent article
on such a 300 volt power -supply unit on
page 662, March issue.- Editor.)

HATS OFF TO "BINNEWEG
2- TUBER"

Editor, SHORT WAVE

CRAFT:

Just completed my first short -wave set:
it's the Binneweg 2 -Tube set described in
your December issue. Hold your hat
here is my DX results for three days of
tuning, (all code): eleven different European countries, South America 6, Central
America 3, Japan 2, New Hebrides 2.
And this is not including IL S. code and
broadcast stations, which are too numerous
to mention.
I wish to congratulate Mr. Binneweg for
(Continued on Page 123)

-

WELCOME CRITICISM
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
I have been wanting for a long time
to tell the editors of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT, also the authors and staff, just
what I think of your magazine. To
begin with, it is `fine business" and I
wouldn't miss the monthly issue for
anything. The short -wave Question
Box and the page of radio kinks and
wrinkles sure contain some excellent
suggestions, especially the Question
Box, as it is always very interesting
to know the problems and answers of
others.
But, (and what a but) where did you
get the idea that the average SW fan
and amateur is interested in the "All Wave" receiver or any other radio
equipment that some manufacturer is
putting on the market at a fancy price?
I am not referring to parts of reputable make, but the ten -tube super
"something -or- other" you so often describe in detail, to the tune of two or
three pages.
It is probably very hard, if not impossible, for you and your engineers
to understand that about 99% of your
subscribers have to refrain from building this or that, simply because they
have not got a variable resistor, or
other parts that cost about seventy-one
cents wholesale. I realize that you
can never hope to please all of your
readers, but I know the majority of
your readers are looking for the "dope"
on how to build something for a total
cost of nine cents, rather than in the
nine -tube "superhot" of Mr. Harry
Georges' article in March. (With respects and compliments to Mr. Steve
,Erdel.)
Your articles in March Keying With
Audio Oscillator; Condenser Mike, for
10 cents; Fly Power Transmitter; TwoTube Reliable, and other dope sure
was "great stuff," and more power to
yuh! As to the "no code" argument,
I've been a Morse telegrapher for

-

eleven years and

have had

a

blue

ticket for over a year, so naturally I
don't like the "no code" idea. And

having run out of
"squawks," I am going to wish SHORT
WAVE CRAFT plenty of luck n' every
thing and shall continue to be a
"boosted"
R. G. HUNT,
Blodgett Mills, N. Y.
(Right you are, Brother Hunt, and
we're hopping to it post instanter. We
shall endeavor to put plenty of low-cost
sets in the coming issues. Watch for
them. On the other hand, believe it or
not, SHORT WAVE CRAFT advertisers teU
us that our readers buy more expensive
sets than those of any other radio mageazine in America. Proof?
More advertisers of expensive sets advertise in
SHORT WAVE CRAFT continuously. than
in any other magazine.Editor.)
now, Gentlemen,
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HONORARY MEMBERS
Dr. Lee de Forest
John L. Reinartz
D. E. Replogle
Hollis Baird
E. T. Somerset
Baron Manfred von Ardenne

lingo Gernsback
Executive Secretary

Meet Capt. Hall-He Heard All Continents
By ROBERT HERZBERG

We recently spent a very interesting

afternoon with Captain H. L. Hall, the
only member of the "Heard- All -Continents" Chapter of the International
Short Wave Club in the city of New
York. Captain Hall is a retired sea
captain who has been enjoying truly
phenomenal results. He makes ship
models for a living, and as he usually
works during the night, he is able to
make occasional excursions to his
short-wave receiver at hours when
most other people are asleep. The result is that he has located Asiatic stations that very few other people in
the East even know about. He has not
merely heard these stations, but he
has also received confirmations from
them. His stack of "verification" cards
and letters would make other shortwave "fans" turn green with envy!
To give some idea of what Captain
Hall can accomplish in the heart of
New York on just a Sunday alone we
give below a copy of a typical weekend "log." The mileage figures indicated are calculated very closely, as
Captain Hall has been a sea -faring
man all his life and he knows how to
measure distances over the face of the
earth.
5:30 a. m. Sydney. 31.28 m. TIME Australia 8850 miles
6:00
7:00
7:30
8:00

a.

m. Daventry, 31.30 m. GSC
Pontotse. 19.68 re.
Rabat. 23.38 m.

a. m.
a. m.

a. m. 'Leasen, 19.73 m. DJD
Take a nap until:
12:00 n. Rome, 25.40 m. 12110
3:00 9. m. Seesen. 25.51 m. DJD
4:00 p. m. Pontoise, 25.60 m.
5:00 p. m. G.mcl a. 31.27 m. IIIlL

England
France
Morocco

Germ',

3470
3290
3310
3830

miles
miles
miles
miles

Italy
3945 miles
Germ'y 3830 miles
France 3290 miles
Su It'r151 3I011 mili',

Get Your Button!
The illustration herewith shows the beautiful
design of the "Official"
Short Wave League button, which is available to
everyone who becomes a
member of the Short
Wave League.
The requirements for
Joining the League are
explained in a booklet, copies of which
will be mailed upon request. The button
measures s/a inch in diameter and is inlaid
in enamel-3 coloured, white, and blue.

Please note that you can order your button AT ONCE -SHORT WAVE LEAGUE
supplies it at cost, the price, including the
mailing, being 36 tents. A solid gold button L furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address
all communications to SHORT WAVE
LEAGUE. K -00 Park Place. New York.

Capt. Hall "Heard All Continents!"

Captain H. L. Hall pointing to a verification he received from station F31CD,
Saigon, French Indo- China. The rest of the verifications on the wall are by no
means his entire "crop," but represent merely his star stations. The following
transmitters are represented by letters or cards: OXY, Denmark; VE9JR, Winnipeg, Canada; KGti, Hawaii; CNR, Morocco; EAQ, Madrid, Spain; XIQ, Mexico
City; VK3ME, Melbourne; YV1BC, Caracas, Venezuela; PBBA, Rio de Janeiro;
T14NRH, Costa Rica, C. A.; LR4, Argentina; VK2ME, Sydney; CTIAA, Lisbon,
Portugal; VLK, Australia; GBC, Rugby, England; HVJ, Vatican City; SRI, Poland;
GSA, Daventry; FTE, France; GSSW, Daventry; 12R0, Rome; DJA, Germany;
XEW, Mexico; RV59, Moscow; HBL & HBP, Geneva, Switzerland; HKD, Colombia,
S. A.; El Prado, Ecuador.
Spain
3240 miles
5:30 p. m. Madrid. 30.40 m. RAG
5:45 p. m. Heredia, 31.00 m. NMI C. Rica 1935 miles
Eat your dinner
1860 miles
7:00 p m. Caracas. 49.10 m. TV1BC Venn.
Innumerable South American stations on the 45 and
m.
50 meter band until 11 p.

With fair regularity Captain Hall
has received PKP, Medan, Sumatra, on
phone, talking to Holland on 28.8 meters, between 6:00 and 8:00 a.m. E.S.T.;
J1AA, Tokyo, Japan, irregularly on
30.40 meters at about 5:00 a.m. E.S.T.;
VWY, Poona, India, 17.10 meters testing and calling England early in the
morning. Just as a suggestion, we
might remark that J1AA uses exactly
the same wavelength as EAQ, Madrid,
so if you het up early some morning,
set your dials for EAQ and see what
luck you have with Japan.
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In order to save Captain Hall an
avalanche of mail, we will not give his
exact address here. If any readers are
interested in communicating with Captain Hall, they may address their letters to him in care of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. They are also requested to enclose postage for a reply, as the expense of answering numerous letters
mounts up quite startlingly!
Captain Hall's receiving equipment
is surprisingly modest and comprises
an old National SW5, battery- operated
set, using a storage "A" battery and
dry "B" batteries, an old RCA magnetic speaker and a 70 foot aerial with
a Lynch transposition type lead-in.
This lead -in is particularly valuable in
eliminating very had ignition interference from busses which pass the house.
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SHORT WAVE QUESTION BOX
Edíted by R. WILLIAM TANNER
CHOICE OF COILS
Carl Zimmerman, Dover, N. J.
(Q) Can I substitute manufactured S-W
plug-in coils for the hand -wound ones described in SHORT WAVE CRAFT set articles
and still get good results?
(A) Yes, of course. Results would probably be superior.

Questions, ordinary ones, will only be answered by mall when a fee of 25 cent. accompanies them. Special queries involving considerable research will be quoted upon by the editor

of this department.

BEST DETECTOR TUBE
David Middleman, New York, N. Y.
(Q) Which is better as a regenerative
detector, a 57 or a 58 tube?
(A) The 57 seems a little more sensitive
but a 58, with a suitable grid -leak, offers

smoother regenerative control. Authorities
differ on this, however.

500 HENRY CHOKE
Loyed Jones, Galt, Ont, Canada.
(Q) I have an old burned out A. F.
transformer. Can I wind a 500 henry
choke on the core?
(A) You could if you have suitable winding machinery, but not by hand.
(Q) Can an 82 rectifier be substituted

B.C. CONDENSERS FOR SHORT

WAVES

R. F. Neilson, Milwaukee, Wisc.

(Q) I have a broadcast type two-gang
condenser with an oscillator tracking section. Could I use this for a short -wave
superhet by cutting out plates?
(A) No. Such condensers are designed
to tune from 1500 to 550 kc. with an intermediate frequency of 175 kc.
COUVUNG
CONDENSEQ

<

GRID

COMMA
s

AUDIO

24

R FC.

CONDENSER

y

ell
ANT.

GRID
LEAK

TO

TUNING

Cap.

for an

80 without any changes?
(A) No. The 82 tube requires a 2.5
volt filament winding. Besides, for short
wave work, a high vacuum rectifier is preferable.
(Q) On page 543, January, 1933, issue,
what is the value of the grid resistor RI?
(A) A safe value would be 250,000 ohms.

v.LTE

C

O.55

,57R

< Aga.
CONTROL.
GAD.

stage "56" A.F. and "Push pull" output stage of 2-45's.

Hook -up for

1

A.F. AMPLIFIER
H. U. Green, Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Q) Will you print a circuit of an audio
amplifier using All- American transformers
and a 66 first stage feeding into push -pull

VALUE OF CENTER -TAP RESISTOR
L. D. Field, Altoona, Pa.
(Q) What should be the value of a center- tapped resistor for use across a 2.5 volt

filament winding?
(A) 20 to 60 ohms.
(Q) Can the power supply shown on
page 487 of the December, 1932, issue be
used for the band -spread circuit on page
592, February, 1933, issue?
(A) Yes by setting the power pack voltage divider taps at correct points.

+4.51/.

9 +'

n this circuit the regeneration is set
once by "C" and regulated thereafter by
the variable resistor in the 45+ lead.

(Q) Would Litz wire be suitable for
short -wave plug -in coils?
(A) It would probably be suitable but
of no advantage over solid wire. Besides,
45's?
Litz is expensive and is difficult to solder
(A) The circuit is given in these columns.
properly.
Resistance coupling from detector to ampli(Q) How can I obtain better selectivity
fier input is preferable. The plate resistor
with a regenerative 24 detector?
should be 250,000 ohms for a 57 or 58 de1 A.F. STAGE TOO WEAK
(A) A circuit is given herewith which,
tector, 100,000 for a 24 or 35 detector and
Jason Whitaker, Utica, N. Y.
some experimenters claim, gives
se -.
50,000 ohms for a 27 or 56 detector.
(Q) I notice that many short wave and lectivity. The rotor of the tuning better
broadcast circuits employ a 57 tube (de- cannot be grounded and the shaftcondenser
must
be
A.F. TRANSFORMER RATIO
tector) feeding directly into a 47 pentode coupled to the tuning dial through an inaudio stage. In my short wave and broad- sulated coupling. The condenser C is a
Robert Cooper, Bronx, N. Y.
(Q) Referring to the receiver on page cast set, the volume is far too weak with trimmer type, having a capacity of 35 mmf.
I use one tuned R.F. This is set once so that the tube oscillates
80, June, 1932, issue, the audio transformer this arrangement.
is specified as 3 to 1. At another point stage and a regenerative detector. Would strongly at the high end of the tuning
it
be
advisable
add
another A.F. stage? scale and then regeneration is controlled
to
is
mentioned
as
ratio
in the description, the
(A) It is seldom possible to load a 47 by the variable resistor. The setting of C
being 3.5 to 1. Which is correct?
(A) Either can be used. The difference A.F. stage to anywhere near full capacity generally holds good for all bands if the
in tone quality due to 3.5 to 1 over that with a 57 detector, even with two stages center tap on all of the coils is exact.
of tuned R.F. I would advise a 56 tube in
from a 3 to 1 would be very slight.
an additional A.F. stage, as shown in the
"SCRAMBLE WINDING" COILS
circuit given in these columns.
C. Williams, Jackson, Mich.
NOISE FROM PASSING AUTOS
(Q)
In reference to the long wave reGail McWilliams, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ceiver shown on page 535, January, 1933 is(Q) Cars passing the house cause much
R.FC
sue, what is meant by "scramble winding"
/
47
o .t+IF
noise in my short -wave set, especially down
COIL
coils?
A.F.
A.
/
around 20 meters. What can I do to elim57PET
(A) This is merely winding the turns
i
inate this trouble?
without any attempt at even layers or spac(A) Noise reducing antennas have little
ing.
or no effect upon such interference unless
(Q) When a 5 to 1 ratio audio transthe antenna can be located well above the
former is specified, would it be permissible
street. Therefore, you should advise the
to
use one of a different ratio?
state law- making house to pass a law com(A) Any ratio can be used. It is only
pelling all motorists to equip their cars
necessary to remember that the higher the
with filters (hi!). (Or it might be easier
ratio, the poorer will be the audio quality,
for you to move! -Ed.)
...
\
as a general rule.
CIRCUIT CORRECTION
TOOUTOYT
MORSE VERSUS CONTINENTAL
R
T NSFausa
MEG
W. G. Jones, Dorchester, Mass.
CODES
.
(Q) In the article on page 268, SeptemJ. J. Fisher, Tampa, Fla.
> -6
ber, 1932, issue, a grid leak and condenser
(Q)
Asks
several
questions on Morse
0
t Nc
obus
.25is mentioned but the values are not given.
and Continental Codes.
MIS'
:5 000
Neither are they shown in the circuit. Can
(A) American Morse, consisting of dots,
pwu5
you clear up this matter?
spaces, dashes, is used exclusively for
wáO
+loov.
would
connect
wire
communications in the United States
+ISOV.
(A) The grid condenser
and Canada, states Mr. Walter H. Candbetween the detector grid and the high side
ler, director of the well -known Candler
of coil L4 with the grid -leak in parallel.
The condenser may be .0001 mf. with a leak '11r. Tanner advises use of "56" A.F. stage system of teaching telegraphy.
ahead
of
"47"
output
stage.
(Continued on page 123)
varying from 2 to 6 megohms.
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6'4THESCOTT?f"T`;¡ RADIO
delivers such Clear, Consistent Year Pound

TION

WOR

Bem_ nevi. in its chromium-plated finish, the Score
ALL,WAve DeLuxe is as
capable as it looks. Embodying every worthy scientific
Improvement, such as automatic volume control, visual

tuning, static suppressor,
etc., it is a marvel of careful custom building to most
exacting laboratory standards of perfection.

This receiver is the crowning
achievement of my eight years
experience building world's

recordbreaking superheterodyne receivers. I have no
hesitancy in backing it with
the strongest guarantee ever
placed on a radio.

Each day come new letters of enthusiastic praise from owners of SCOTT
ALL-WAVE DELUXE RADIOS. Here are
excerpts from a few late ones -on file at

()key Said It Couldn't Be Doge
,,but / GUARANTEE If !
FOREIGN STATIONS LIKE LOCALS

FRANCE

SCOTT ALLWAVEDELUXE owners
are more enthusiastic over their re-

ceivers than most radio listeners -why
not ? -they have more to be pleased

ENGLAND

The thrill of tuning in foreign short wave stations, as far
as 10,000 miles distant, clearly with full loudspeaker
over! "Never owned or heard a better.
the Scott Laboratories for inspection by
volume, consistently the year 'round . .. plus perfect
clearer or purer -toned receiver, and this
any one. "Rome, England, Germany and
reception of literally everything on the regular broadmore than
Spain come in very good
is my 13th all-electric set," RCS,Texas...
cast band on the North American continent! For
pleased with set
tone is superb,' RPH,
"France, Italy, Russia and China with very
years a dream
scoffed at as "impossible" by'
many so- called "experts" even today
yet the
SCOTT ALL -WAVE DELUXE RADIO actually does
powerful loudspeaker volume,' EB, Indo Conn. "Best radio I have ever owned-price
it -not only in occasional test cases, but reguChina ... "Get as far afield as England,"
very reasonable for what it is and will do -have
larly-for every owner -under the broadest,
GAH, Australia ... "Moscow, South America
logged Rome, England, France,' Spain, Brazil,
soundest guarantee ever placed on a radio
and Pittsburgh fine." EAC, Alaska ... "U.S.A.,
Germany, Australia," OSJ, Conn. "VK3ME
set. If you would like to know more about
such a sensationally performing record breaking radio
send for complete
Canada, Austalia, Japan, Indo-China, Siberia,
Australia, every time they are on the air-clarity of
including
details,
PROOFS.
Mexico, France whenever they-are on the air,"
tone and volume like local,' CGB, Conn. "European

-

-

...

GERMANY

INDO-CHINA

ECUADOR

...

ARGENTINE

...

stations as much 'at my finger tips' as locals," TPB, D.
G "England so that it can be heard all over house

-

AUST RALIA
also Paris and Rome -on grounded 25-foot aerial," WCD,
N. J. "Congratulations on a receiver of such extreme
sensitivity. Marvelous tone quality." JES, !IL-commercial manager of a great broadcasting station Reception
and recording on phonograph records of every program from
VK2ME and VK3ME for an entire year accomplished by

-

Mr. Scott under home reception conditions in Chicago.

If

you plan to visit Chicago's
A CENTURY OF PROGRESS
be sure to come

JTM, Hawaii. These and hundreds of other like letters
may be seen in our files at any time upon request

and inspect our Laboratories,

to see and to hear these marvelous receivers.
E. H.

E. H. SCOTT

RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.
4450

RAVENSWOOD AVENUE
Dept. SWC 63

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC.

4450 Ravenswood Ave, Dept. SWC Da,

Chicago.

Send me complete deuils regetding the SCOTT

ILL.

Au.Wa

. Ds Luis Ranao,

including technical date, performance PROOFS, and prive quotation.

Naar

To..

Star
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"Ham" Radio Foils Ransom Plot
(Continued from page 97)

USE These PARTS
When YouBuildShort -Wave
AIR

DIELECTRIC -

TUNED I. F.
TRANSFORMERS

Same as used in National commer-

cial communication receivers. Standard mounting. Litz wound inductSelf ances. 460 -550 k.c. range.

locking velvet Vernier control of
double- bearing precision air dielectric peaking condensers located at
top of transformer. No necessity to remove
cabinet to make adjustments.
from
chassis

NEW FRONT-OFPANEL COIL
FORMS
With

grounded a n d
shielded cast -metal end handle. Form made of
R-39 low -loss coil form
material, especially de-

and containing internally mounted
Made to
laolantlte- base-adjustable padding- cundea<er.
et ny National front -of- panel- change coil ahleld4 also
available complete with shielded sockets.

veloped for Natlonal,

SEU CONDENSER
short-wave work only.
Heavy double -spaced, rounded
270°
plates, constant low
edge
impedance pigtail, Isolantite
insulation, for single hole
panel- or base -mounting. Any
capacity up to 25 mmf. For
For

ultra short -ware tuning
transmitters.

or neutralising

in low power

NATIONAL ISOLANTITE SOCKET

Billy was aroused by voices discussing
something of apparent vital importance.
He woke his father and they crept quietly
to the door and listened. It was the Chief
and his gang planning a trip to the coast
with a load of liquor. Carefully the Chief
pointed out each move to be made. They
would start at noon, proceed slowly to the
Coast Guard blockade and cruise around
there out of sight until dark. The plans
called for disposal of the Guard by a very
dastardly move. They would lure the
Coast Guard cutter within throwing distance -then place the cutter in absolute
confusion by the exploding of hand
grenades dropped on their deck by the
Chief, who had a good arm for such work,
having proved it in Chicago.
The chaos aboard the cutter would permit the rum runners to speed towards the
shore unmolested and unseen in the cover
of darkness. Boats inside the patrolling
limits of the Coast Guard were seldom
hailed or investigated. Once through the
line, they would transfer their cargo at a
secluded dock and make their getaway.
The Chief was to deliver a letter which
Cameron would be compelled to write.
This letter would be the means used by
the gang to obtain the ransom money.
Following the receipt of the cash, the
Chief would return to the island and
transport the Camerons to the mainland.
"Don't let on, Billy, that we know anything about their plans. Just 'play

possum'."
"That's what we'll do Dad. Let's have
some of those snores of yours when Red
comes in," whispered Billy as he drew the
sacks over his shoulder.

tube and coil sockets.
eased upper surface. gire maximum
efficiency in ultra high frequency
suitable for sub -panel
Ircuit,,

Isolantite

Breakfast

It was fairly light when the Camerons
base -board mounting.
--now also amicable is
heard the lock snap back and in came Red
with some food. The elder man was snorTYPE 100 RADIO FREQUENCY ing quite
convincingly and Billy seemed
"dead to the world."
CHOKE
"Snap
out
of it," shouted Red, "this is
Extremely low distributed cano hotel and this is our busy day. There's
pacity, four narrow sections no time to waste feeding you two blokes."
universal wound, spaced on
Billy roused up and after much shaking,
Isolantite form. Has stiff leads his father also seemed almost awake.
for mounting but fits in grid They ate the bread, bacon and coffee and
leak clips. 50 ohms DC res.: felt much better.
Red brought them out of the storage
diet. cap. 1 mmf. ; induct. 2Y2 rah.; rated at
room and thrust them before the Chief.
125 MA.
"What do you say this morning? Do
NEW TYPE BX VELVET
you think that you can swim forty miles ?"
"No, I don't think that we can. Nor do
VERNIER DIAL, WITH
we intend to try-yet," cut in Billy.
VERNIER INDEX
"I don't think you would want to, so
your old man had better write a letter
Equipped with well -known
B -Dial
Velvet National
to Santa Claus so he will give you some
Vernier drive and variable
passage money -to the tune of five
20-1.
r at. i o. 6-1 to
grand."
and with new *emit, index, roadita
Per"But man! I haven't that much in cash.
accurately to 1/10th division.
logging
so
necessary
mits accurate
Neither have my friends," spoke up Mr.
in short ware work.
in standard
7 -prong type.

4, 5 and 6 -prong types

-

NATIONAL
PRECISION
SHORT-WAVE PARTS
& RECEIVERS
SEND IN COUPON TODAY
NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc..
61 Sherman Street, Malden, Mau.
Gentlemen:
Please send me your new catalogue sheets

giv-

ing full description and prices of NATIONAL
Short -Wave Sets and Parts.
Name
Address

SC-6-88

Cameron.

"Never mind lying. You spouted last
night about 'rewards and compensations'
-now produce! Think up some one who
can and will pay some good jack to see
your ugly mug again -or else!"
Mr. Cameron thought for a few minutes.
There was no use trying to dicker with
this class of men. They were too lawless.
Better sacrifice money than their lives!
Besides-there might be some way to foil
them in their attempt to get the money.

The "Chief" Dictates
"I'll do it," he said reluctantly, seating
himself in a chair beside a table. He
reached for pen and paper.
"Now write what I tell you," dictated
the Chief. "Put down the name and address and start out like it was a regular
letter."
The Chief dictated a letter which would
cause Billy's Uncle Charley to turn over
five thousand dollars to a stranger, without question.
"Now, sign it," demanded the Chief.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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"You are certainly clever," remarked
Billy as he looked the letter over and
handed it to the Chief.
"None of your blarney. Take these birds
back into their cage and lock 'em up until
we're ready to start."
Back they went and through the small,
dirty window they watched the men carry
bag after bag of liquor down the hill to
the dock.
Minutes dragged into hours. Finally the
boat was loaded. The Chief carne back to
the shack. He talked to Red giving strict
orders. It seemed that Red was to stay
behind and guard the Camerons.
"They can't get away, Red, but they
might signal to some passing ship. It's
not likely that anyone would pass close
enough but we'll take no chances."
"OK, Chief, I'll watch them plenty close,
but they can come out of the store room,
can't they ?"
"Sure, I guess they can do no harm on
the loose. You have your gat and we're
taking all the other guns on our visit to
land -we'll need 'em!"
With this parting instruction the Chief
went down to the dock and after casting
off, the slim, low- hulled cruiser slid
silently out of the cove on the first leg of
it's law- breaking journey.
Billy and his father watched the boat
move out of sight over the rolling waves.
What was to be their fate, if the money
was not forthcoming? They both knew
that the Chief would not be foolish
enough to be caught red -handed in the attempted blackmail. If anything was to be
done to save the money and the lives of
the Coast Guardsmen, it had to be done
before dark. In not more than eight
hours! Even though they could signal a
passing freight boat it might be hours before they could reach the mainland, as
many of the ships did not carry radio. If
they were lucky enough to signal one with
an outfit, they could get word in to land
in time -but first -there was Red, who
apparently was not going to take his eyes
off them for a second!
When the fast- moving runner slipped
out of the cove, Red returned to the
shack. His attitude and manner had
changed. The Camerons sensed this as
soon as he let them out of the store room.
Judging from what they had seen and
heard, discipline on the island was pretty
stiff when the Chief was in command.
Now, with all hands ashore, Red was going to have a holiday. This fact he proclaimed to the "dad- blinked world," knocking the cork out of a squat bottle.
With a pretext of desiring sleep, the
Camerons went back to their store room.
With careful whispers they discussed
their plight. There were several things
to be done. First -Red must be overpowered. Second -the mainland must be
notified so that the Coast Guardsmen
would not be killed or injured; also -in
the event of a slip -up, the ransom money
must not be paid. Last, but by no means
least-they must escape from the island
before the possible return of any of the
band-"or else
as the Chief had so
aptly put it.
Billy and his father went carefully over
each point- Mr. Cameron had an idea as
to the overpowering of Red. It might
work, but what then?

-"

A Radio Receiver -And an Idea!
Their whisperings were suddenly
drowned out by a blare of music from the
outer room. Billy slipt the door open and
peered out. There was Red, feet on the
table, sitting in front of an old horn type
radio speaker. Blatant, rasping music
was pouring forth from the speaker as the
program from a shore station came roaring in. Billy gave a cheer and returned
to his father, his eyes sparkling with an-

ticipation.
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"We're practically rescued, Dad. All we
have to do is to get Red off our hands.
I can do the rest."
"Are you crazy? What has that socalled music got to do with signalling
land ?"
"Just wait and see. I've got a grand
idea."
The Camerons strolled out into the
other room and Billy complained that
food was desired. Red followed the plan
by saying "Well, ya ain't crippled are ya ?"
'That's OK, Red. I'll fry up a few eggs.
Do you want some too ?"
"Never mind me, Kid. This old bottle
has eggs beat a mile." Red patted the
fast emptying bottle affectionately.
Billy stepped into the lean -to that
served as a kitchen and began busying
himself at the stove. Red settled back in
his chair and took another drink. The
elder Cameron sneaked into the store
room and came back with a rolled up bundle behind his back. At that moment
Billy returned from the kitchen with a
long tube -like affair.
Red had his back turned at an angle
to Billy and did not hear him slip up to
his side.
Billy suddenly raised the tube up to his
mouth and blew with all his might.
WHOOF! Straight at Red's eyes poured
a stream of pepper. Red jumped to his
feet -the cloud of pepper engulfed his
head -he was blinded by it!
Choking,
sneezing, cursing, Red stampeded around
the room, dashing into chairs and tables
in his mad frenzied attempt to get the
pepper out of his eyes. Mr. Cameron
rushed after Red and opening his bundle,
he dropped a burlap sack over Red's head
and arms.
"Quick, Billy, that rope."
Billy grabbed a piece of rope from the
floor and wound it round and round Red's
body, pinning his arms tightly to his
sides. Reaching in, he took the automatic
pistol from Red's pocket.
Red continued to rave and kick as the
Camerons dragged him to a cot and with
a few turns of the rope trussed him up.
Taking a knife from the table, Billy
slashed open the sack, freeing Red's head.
Red greeted him with a fresh volley of
curses and threats about their future
"when he got loose."
"Listen, you big rough -neck! I'll put
some cream on your eyes if you tell me
where we can find tools, screwdrivers,
pliers and the like," said Billy.
"Anything to get this blankety -blank
pepper outs my eyes!" cried Red. "There's
plenty tools in a box in the locker at the
dock. Now, where's that cream ?"
"Don't put it on yet, Dad. Wait till I
get back with the tools."
"All right, I'll just put a few more
hitches into this rope to make sure that
Red doesn't walk away."
Billy soon returned from the dock carrying an armload of tools. "Great luck,
Dad, all we need-even to a torch and an
iron."
"Gimme that cream, you blokes, my eyes
are killing me," wept Red.
Mr. Cameron applied the thick layers
of the soothing cream and when he turned
to look for Billy, the boy was already at
work at the radio.
Billy inspected the set. Yes, there were
the batteries, luckily three of them. There
were six tubes, plenty of condensers and
other parts necessary in an old type three dial set.
"We're sure in luck, Dad. Now to see
if it can be done."
Billy sent his father on a search for
a "couple hundred feet of wire -any kind
of wire." He pitched into the set. Screws
fell out. Nuts and bolts came loose under
the skilled fingers of Billy.
"What'll I do with this wire, Billy ?"

-

An Emergency Aerial Takes Form!
"Measure off approximately 133 feet and
attach another piece about 19 feet from
and Billy told his father
the center
how to erect an aerial, which while not
exactly accurate, would serve the purpose.
(Continued on page 110)
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The Improved 12,500 Mile Two Tube

Short Wave Receiver
sensationally

The

popular

75

12.500

receiver- improved- refined-

MILE

and available in complete kits that are
so easy to assemble.

Our Engineering Department incorporated new features such as velvet
regeneration control with no detuning
effect, ultra low loss condensers of advanced design, friction drive (no backlash) vernier dial for easy tuning, metal chassla and panel for efficient
shielding (eliminating hand capacityl and other carefully selected and
tested refinements, resulting In a receiver that by far outperforms the

original.

Them kite contain every necessary part of highest quality. All high
frequency insulation is genuine Bakelite.
The four roils, which tune from
15 to 200 meters are wound on polished Bakelite forms.
(Prices include
ound coils.) The sockets are Bakelite.
All losses are minimized:
The attractive crystal finished chassis and panel has all hole, needed to
mount the apparatus and this, together with our complete, detailed Instruction sheets, simplifies construction.
Only by purchasing in large quantities are Ra enabled to offer these
neat. professional appearing sets at such an amazingly low price! Middle
parts are all first grade. too!
This is the ORIGINAL 12,500 Mile Kit. (See our ad in the March
Short Wave Craft.)

-BATTERY

MODEL

AC MODEL

Uses two 230 tubes. Batteries required
are two dry cells (or a 2 -volt storage
cell) and two 45 volt B Batteries. If
you have a 6 -volt storage
battery you may use 2111 -A's.

.

COMPLETE KIT

From Our
aoat

okoes

tinte

and

.

Items

re

bolt
'calf lilamem transformer and two
colt Ironer!...

COMPLETE KIT

4

...in Ln cul u..
Mae bit in

you my Improved

a
m your remarkably
clear end

aired

thrtee'contiinentsn In the hem end
two dey..

tempt

new type sfi or
nth,s. Power
is obtained from the AC t'oseer Park listed below
(or any GOOD park!. or it may be run on a 2'wí

Customers-

bow such an excelles

.i.short
trompt ...whit.

ni no

tool

di.a

ou

I,,

no

Notnbad

'

o

d the excellent relue f
that all my future order. will b. ...ht

tubes you sent me
to Harrison

--sat;
SPECIALS

The New "STAR" Condenser. Mode by IIA\1MARLVNDI
100 mati. (.0001 Md.)
mmf.
50 mmf.

-sat

-foe.

15

t\
HARRISON'S SPECIAL
as WATT
TRANSMITTING TUBE

S3.45

Jost shot th llama h.. hten waiting tor! ?amuse Y
output
oat of `q
ter. FIt osaal t .nd HF. Wit e fourth he
vois (wills t nd m car and
fin.n ga,d . 650 volte
, 7
It lam
Grid hi. 5 voit. Hia
',i, lend a top or tub,
danger

.

breakdown! A real rugged tube that ran be
60 watt. u
Every o
m, tie r este,!.
Sub- p.n.lt wafer enc5og 110c ados.

o

overloaded

nl

Ns-Aid large ('oil Form.. 14e.
Net of 4 ^tee -in toit,.
IS to 200 meter.. $1.15. Tube base type.
New Bakelite tube bars 4 or
prong. Sit for 25e.
ECHO Equalise e !Postage
Peu
et
Ì5é.'
Cornell Art-metal
nix'',oli5C.
GREBE Transmitting HP Chokes. l'.4'. Will pas. 300 ntA..

800

22áe liieht -n.nit

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
Reliable Performance
R
biy Priced

-

When you buy

a

SW receiver, BUY THE

We recommend Hammarlund,
BEST!
National, and Royal. See previous ads
or send for literature and our wholesale

prices.

Preston DC meters 25, 100, 150, 200 MA..sse

55

.7.

-SPECIALS

-

Arme Phones. 22000 ohm $1.15. 41100 $1.35.
Iidget Power tran.fornit -r. 3111 -0 -350 high sillage.
and 2254 at 5 Amps.
Special 93e. Specials 200-23o
-240 volt primary power transformer. Delivers 350 -u
50. 5, and 254 volts. $1.95.
'11.OT unease,' pater transformer. Heavy Duty 'Jumbo
dock/. 325. 0.325. 5. 2t
at 4 amp
and 254 at '
mp.
5 lbs.
Excellent for 245 or 247 Amplifier tr
transmitter. Special 98e.
trunswirk 30 henry. 50 SEA chokes. 45e.
Tlmrdarson 20 henry 125 31.5. chokes. 80e.

RCA Licensed TUBBS

Every tune trs toi and carefully packed, Insuring Its safe
dellsery to you! Fully guaranteed for THREE MONTAS.
201 -A
39e 233
85e
56
..._......_...70e
t

210
227

31.5e

2:Ifi

954

58

70e

_.__..80e

237

232
232

95e
69e

2.81

45e
135

288

91.85

237

sri ..._..___
47
-. \II salter Goes at Lowest l'Ares

.._.._

An emrient batten' operated S \\' Receiver using
three creen -grid 232 tubes.
ltF stage. regenerative detector, and high -ga ln amplifier.
In art
metal rabinet 11 "x12 "x7" with hinged cover. Mat
tories fit inside.) Eail vision vernier dial. Tunes
from 14 to 200 meters. This D the receiver sold
by the Columbia Specialty Co. in August Short
Wave Craft for $13.75.
Our special price for the
original and complete KIT Including tamped metal
chassis. panel, and cabinet wiles tnit Instruction.
is only
Chassis. panel. and cabinet
alone

1-IARRISON RADIO CO.

_...

..$2.50

S7 ..9ä

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED'

Prices P. 0. R. Newrork.

i

Deposit Reou br I.

VISIT OUR SALES ROOMS
Second Floor

Dept

_C-

142

Volk City
Liberty Street

20'+íw

HOME OF FOUR STAR SERVICE

Interference Eliminator

ONE of the latest interference eliminators on the market is known as "Pix"
ana is a new importation from England. A
member of the editorial staff tried out this
device and it did improve operation by en-
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COLUMBIA "OEM"
Throe Tube Screen Grid Receiver

We are NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS of every advertised
Une and can supply your entire wants at the lowest prices.
Just order everything you need. We will make immediate shipment of your order and guarantee our prices to
be lowest! A trial wall convince you!

* *THE

.85

$

lint

l,hon... 51.45.

ROYAL

5

[ compant power unit
uring my 35417:4%
4%
high. Delivers A. B. :u ,d tlutt collage for up to four
tube receiver. Even one using a power tube! Can
also be used for low -poser transmitter. Provision
for dynamic field supply. l'ses one 290. Output 250
Volts DC at 50 MA nd 2e4 Volts AC at 5 Amps.
Complete FIT Including stamped
chassis and full instrucWired and Tested

GENUINE DE FOREST TUBES
be brand
in tube history!
Every
n
At ,he lowest pr'
fully booed. '.invited quantities. ORDER NOW! 410 (l'\.21Úi$1.65:
$1.S5; 4.1-$1.50; sot-A -37c; 430-88c; 45
-fiat: ru! 95e; "v tae.

4

. . .

-AC POWER PACKt

!Lacerate from the many lettera of praise In our files,

5

r

l'cea Ms of the

**

abling him to tune out a powerful local
station and bring in a distant one, which
had been impossible previously owing to the
close proximity of the frequency channels.
The distributors of "Pix" state that it may
be used to sharpen the tuning and consequently cut out interference of all side
bands of overlapping stations. Furthermore,
they claim that this device has a lower
minimum capacity than any pre -set aerial
condenser, or .000004 mf., certified in a
test made by Faraday House of London.
This auxiliary tuning device also has a
greater range than others or a 40 to 1
ratio between maximum and minimum
capacity.
The apparatus is out of action when
closed; when the local interfering station
is not broadcasting the eliminator is closed
or pushed together so as to get maximum
volume. The "gadget" is easily installed
by anyone by following the simple instructions given with it.
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DATAPRINTS

a-

Give
Technical
Information
on the
Building

-i1r'

of

Worthwhile
Apparatus
Dataprint containing data for
tn. 3 ft. spark

,onmuetin

Oudi n -Tessa soll.

$.75
Includes

condenser

data.

OTHER "DATAPRINTS"
88

TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
for building. including

inch

spark, data

condenser data
e

$0.75

...

inch spark. data for
denser data

building. tneludtns con0.7$

Vloletta type, high frequency coil data; 110
volt A.C. or D.C. type; 1" spark; used for
0.75
giving "violet ray' treatments
vacuum tube
How to operate Ondin coil from
...».........
»............
oscillator .............
...
». »......._
0.75
TRANSFORMER DATA
Any ,tae. 200 to 5000
atts. 11 primary and
1
secondary voltage ro data supplied -specify
watts and voltage desired)
»....... ».. -$1.00
1
k.w. 20,000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt.
60 -cycle primary.
Suitable for operating 3 ft.
0.50
oudln coil
K k.w. 15.000 -wit transformer data. 110 -volt
40 -cycle primary. Suitable for operating 80.50
inch Ondin coil
Induetloa Cour -1 to 12 inch spark data
0.75

MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery electro- magnet; lifts 40 Ib,
$0.50
0.50
110 Volt D.C. magnet to lift 25 Iba
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; lifta 2 Ib. through 1 inch 0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 0 Ib. through 1 inch 0.80
12 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts
lb. through 1 inch 0.50
A. C. Solenoid, powerful. 110 -volt, 80 -cycle
0.80
MOTOR -1/18 H.P., 110 volt A.C. 80 cycle
(suitable for driving 12" fan or light appa0.50
ratus), constructional data

I

1200 eye]. Synchronous motor
80 cycle Synchronous motor

-

0.50

0.50

Vol.. ar
TELEGRAPHONE- Recarde
"Cede" signal. in steel wire by map
netlsa. Cede can be reseeded 'fur'

CLOCKS

"slew ".

tranaleted

and

-Electric

chime

How

to

make one to St on any ordinary clock

5.50

-

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTSElectric Ice Skater -How to make
How to Thaw Pipe. by Electricity
20 motor circutta-hook -up,
20 practical telephone hook -ups

0.50
0.78
0.75
0.50

Treasure Locator
100 mechanical movements for Inventors
Polarized Relay -Ultra Sensitive
Electro-medleal roll (shocking roll)

REFRIGERATION

How to Make Data

MACHINE

_

- Dataprint-

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
1.00

SLIDE RULES -Specially Selected
Student.' 10 -Inch wood slide rule, accurately

$1.10
(prepaid)
ELECTRICAL Slide Rule. 10 inch sire. with
special electrical law ratios and indexes, wood
with white lrorine scales. prepaid
5.70
5" "Pocket" slide rule
4.00
"Circular Pukes' slide rule. Tits vest pocket
leather
case
4.00
254" diameter,
1.50
Student's circular slide rulo
engraved

(Putes.

10

oat

entra

en

lut

three slide rules.)

The DATAPRINT COMPANY
Leek Box 522

place where Billy's years of "monkeying
with radio" counted. It took skill and
vast experience to assemble those make-

ached from the countless calls he had
pounded out on the makeshift key. He
called CQ -he called stations that he
shift parts, correctly, the first time! There heard and he called the distress signal.
would be no time to re-check the set to No one answered! But his faith in the set
correct any errors.
was limitless. Never had he failed to
"There we are, Dad, hand me that loud "raise somebody" and this indomitable
speaker cord." Billy hooked the speaker spirit kept his fingers turning the dials
in the set and clipped on the storage bat- and ticking away at the key. His father
tery. Boosting the regeneration control brought him food
went untouched. Rehe turned the dial
-CQ CQ de W4CMK peated urgings to stop failed to check his
relentless search for contact with land.
"It works! Now for some more staBilly "Raises" a Station At Last!
tions." Tuning the set brought more sig"-X4 X4 de W3DBT k." "I've landed a
nals out through the old speaker. "If the
transmitter only works as good as this-" three, Dad," Billy shouted as he shifted
"I've got that aerial up, Billy,-what the batteries. His fingers were quivering
as he answered the faint signals. Slowly
"Bring that feeder wire in through the he told the far off station of their plight.
window there." Billy pointed out the de- Bare details only, this time. He would
give him the full story on his next transsired lead-in arrangement.
Taking a piece of board Billy hurriedly mission.
The chap at the distant point answered
built a crude transmitter. His coil was
"-vy sorry but did not get you thru
made from a piece of heavy wire wound
heavy
static." Billy groaned as he reon a form from the old set. His tubes
were in parallel to give more power. For peated his message, this time each word
a grid-leak he used two wires stuck in a twice. When the land station stated that
glass of salt water. At least the set was he could still hear him but was unable to
finished. Making a crude switching ar- copy him Billy noticed that the sending
rangement from some wires and screws was jerky and erratic. A beginner! Just
he fixed the "B" batteries so that they his luck to get hold of some "lid" who
could be switched from the receiver to the couldn't read code. This was a blow! Better turn off the set. No use trying to give
the lengthy details to that "punk." Better
An Improvised "Key"
save the batteries. What was the time?
"How about this hack-saw blade for a Six -forty! It would soon be dark. The
runners would be about ready to attack
key?" queried Mr. Cameron.
"That's great, fix it up please," Billy the coast guard!
wired in the key and switching on the
The unsuccessful contact with the poor
batteries he heaved a sigh of regret. operator almost took the spirit out of
"Gosh, if I only had my monitor now. Is Billy. There was one factor on which he
there a flashlight around, Dad?"
had not counted! To hook up with an
There was a flashlight and the elder operator on land who would not have abilCameron soon had it apart and the bulb ity and brain to act on the startling inwent into a crude but efficient wave-meter formation that Billy would pass to him
made from a variable condenser and a from the island prison.
coil.
"It's growing darker now. Signals
should be better, Dad. Maybe there's a
Tuning Up the Transmitter
chance
yet."
"Now's the test!" cried Billy pressing
"That's the proper spirit, son, don't ever
the key down. The bulb in the wave -meter give
up." The elder Cameron felt ashamed
glowed faintly. "That's got it. Now for
his lack of faith in Billy as he saw
tuning up!" He switched the batteries for
him
desperately attempt to signal for
and "clicked the meter" to determine the
part of the band to tune the transmitter. help.
Billy tuned the receiver slowly. Then
Then he switched the transmitter on and
slowly tuned it up to the proper point as a clean -cut signal whistled into Billy's
shown on the wavemeter. Attaching the ears "CQ CQ CQ de W4BMT ar."
Billy desperately called the station.
aerial to the set, Billy carefully, but rapidly brought the set into tune. Once more "Here is an operator," said Billy half to
his many hours of practice served him in himself, "if he'll only answer me." He
good stead. In his home town Billy was switched to the receiver
lengthy pause
-nothing came thru. "Must be still lisnoted for his painstaking adjustment
that determination to get the last bit of tening -I'll call again. Now for the last
efficiency from the set. His efforts were chance -"X4 X4 de W4BMT your signs
well placed for it takes skill to properly weak but steady QSA3 R5 pdc Why QRR
"Tune up" such a low powered rig as he X4? ar k."
had constructed from the parts of the old
"I've got him! A real guy this time
receiver.
Billy cried with relief. Billy's practiced
"Here we go! Let's try to raise some fingers never pounded out such important
information as he now sent slowly but
land station!"
surely to the distant station. The elder
"What'll we do, Billy? Call a CQ ?"
"No, this is a real emergency and QRR Cameron sat by the set and compiled brief
should do the trick, that's the amateur's cut -to -the line instructions for the operator at W4BMT. The far -off operator
SOS. Now -hold your breath!"
the imperativeness of the situation
Billy pounded out the letters over and sensed
had already, he reported, phoned the
over. Then he signed "-de X4." Almost and
office and was putting Billy's
like a machine his steady fingers formed telegraph
the letters into the dots and dashes that words into a message for the Coast Guard.
"The
batteries
are getting weaker,
were to mean salvation for the Coast
don't know if they'll last out. Only five
Guardsmen and themselves.
more
minutes
will
finish our job."
"What did you sign, Billy ?"
Help Assured
"I put it 'X4.' That is an illegal call,
but we must attract attention. My reguBilly listened. "Coast Guard says meslar portable call would not do it as well sage OK will prepare for runners.
Sendas some fluke call."
ing cutter for men on island at once.
Light
beacon fire one hour. Any more
Then he switched the batteries and listened. Slowly his hand turned the dials. there? Your signs weak now ar W4BMT."
There were a few signals coming through
"Send this, Billy," said his father. "It's
but none in answer to his. Again the a message to Charley about that letter.
pleading call went out over the roaring Even tho' the runners escape the Coast
sea. Surely someone would hear that time! Guard, they can be caught when they try
He tuned the receiver more carefully than to get the money."

-it

-"

-

-

Construction

ringer.

Meanwhile, Billy was assembling the before-listening to each signal, trying to
parts of the former music set, but in a find someone calling him.
vastly different arrangement. The set
Mr. Cameron had turned away. He had
took shape! There was the tuning con- not shared his son's belief that they could
denser with its dial. Back of it was the radio ashore. It hurt him to see Billy's
coil, which with the condenser would tune efforts so fruitless.
to the "eighty -meter band." Here was a
Minutes dragged by- Billy's fingers

RAMSEY, N. 1.
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-
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THREE NEW DENTON KITS
THE AIR ROVER

Model

1OA

THE VOYAGER
Model 45A

An A.C. operated powerful two tuber!
A highly sensitive receiver using the
new tubes. Will operate a speaker on
even foreign stations. Uses a 57 as a
regenerative detector and a 59 as a
pentode power amplifier. Smooth tuning and perfect regeneration control.
Uses a special high impedance audio
choke in the plate circuit of the 57 for
stability and maximum gain. Easily
assembled.
KIT INCLUDING DRILLED PANEL
AND CHASSIS AND ALL PARTS
$5.95 less tubes and coils.
$5.95 less tubes and coils. SET OF SET OF COILS for 15 to 200 meter
$1.29 extra.
COILS for 15 to 200 meters $1.29
A. C. POWER SUPPLY $7.95
extra.

The two tube set with a wallop!
A highly sensitive battery operated
receiver with an abundance of power.
This set uses 1 -232 and 1 -233. A regenerative detector and a pentode power stage. Regeneration controlled by
a smooth working potentiometer. And
high impedance aua new feature
dio choke for matching the plate of
the 232 for stability and maximum
gain. Easy to assemble.
KIT INCLUDING DRILLED PANEL
AND CHASSIS AND ALL PARTS

-a

Designed by
Clifford E. Denton

THE ARGONAUT
Model 15A
A beginner's two tube set!
Battery operated. The ideal kit for
the newcomer to short waves. Good
power and easy operation. For phones
or speaker. Uses a 2 - 230 tubes. Regenerative detector followed by audio
stage. Smooth regeneration control.
Easily assembled within 30 minutes.

KIT INCLUDING DRILLED PANEL
AND CHASSIS AND ALL PARTS
$5.65 less tubes and coils.
SET OF COILS for 15 to 200 meters
$1.29 extra

Complete instructions with each kit -20% With Order, Balance C. O. D.

dThtedPurchaser Inc.
25

Park Place, Dept.

This time it took several "repeats" to
get the message thru. Finally Billy got
an "OK." Then he heard the words he
had been fighting against-"QSZ you too
weak now 73 W4BMT gn."
"We're finished. The batteries have gone
down too much." Billy turned off the set
and eased back into his chair.
"That's all right, son. I think you did
the job up brown."
"Let's eat! I'm hungry as a bear."
Billy grabbed a plate of meat and bread.
Remembering the instructions, the Cam erons prepared a beacon fire. Promptly
as the time came, Billy lit the fire. Flames
soon roared high into the air, forming a
beacon which could be seen for miles.

Rescued!
Finally the sound of a roaring motor
came drifting over the water. Was it the
runners returning -or the Coast Guard?
Soon they could see the running lights.
Then a searching beam from a powerful
light fingered its way into the cove. It
was the Coast Guard cutter!
Billy and his father raced for the dock
where they welcomed the guardsmen with
wild enthusiasm. "Let's get going!" cried
the skipper of the cutter.
"We've got a prisoner to take ashore,"
said Mr. Cameron. "Can you send a couple of men to get our 'good friend' ?"
"Sure. Hop up there, Miller and Tubby,
and drag the bird out."
Red was brought to the cutter handcuffed and the men went aboard. The boat
slipped out of the cove, heading towards
land.
The Skipper could offer no information
as to the thwarting of the vicious plans of
the runners. All he knew was that he had
been ordered to proceed as fast as possible to pick two men marooned by rum
runners on an island off the coast. Billy
and his father sketched the happenings of

S

New York City, N. Y.

the past twenty -four hours for the interBOOK
ested Skipper and his crew of guardsmen.
Their eyes fairly popped as they listened
Radio
Operating Questions And Anto the almost unbelievable story of the
swers, by J. L. Hornung and R. Nilson.
makeshift radio.
The Camerons were mighty glad to be Cloth covers; size, 5% "x8 % "; 356
saved but their anxiety over the capture pages; 96 illustrations; published by
of the runners spoiled some of their joy. McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
After what seemed like days, the cutter York, N. Y. Price $2.50.
eased into port alongside a craft that was
Over 500 practical questions on the opervery familiar to Billy and his father. It
ation of radio apparatus in all its branches,
was the runner's speed boat!
batteries, dynamos, tubes,
"How did you do it?" asked the Camer- including storage
and transmitters are given toons almost in one breath as they ap- receivers,
with correct answers, thoroughly ilproached the Skipper of the other Coast gether
lustrated where necessary. Both of the
Guard cutter.
have had lengthy practical experi"Easy, we just beat 'em to the throw authors
in the radio field and this book is a
and tossed some tear gas onto their deck. ence
valuable one to any student of radio.
That took all the wind outs their sails very
Among the subjects illustrated with new
and valuable diagrams we find tube trans"Great work," cried Mr. Cameron. "I'd mitters and their power supply; what is
with
kidnapthese
men
like to charge
a "tank circuit ?" If a transmitting tube
ping."
fails to oscillate, how do you find the
us,"
said
the
commanwith
"'That's OK
trouble? Why is a radio frequency choke
der of the guards, "after they get through coil used in a V. T. transmitter? How
serving the time Uncle Sam will give them would you transmit signals if your entire
for their notorious running they can start transmitter became inoperative? How
in on about seven to ten for you."
would you use the grid -bias method of key"That sure will be great," grinned Billy, ing? Give diagram of an A. C. W. tube
-"and how about our boat? You know transmitter complete with receiver, autothese birds sank my cat boat."
matic starter and emergency equipment.
"Never mind that. There's enough re- Other chapters treat on "arc" transmitwards for the capture of these men to buy ters; "spark" transmitters; receiving apa dozen cat boats. You'll get a new boat paratus and radio -compass; storage batall right."
teries; motors and generators; a goodly
"And that course at Radio Tech., too, section of questions and answers on the
son!' cut in Billy's father.
radio laws and the traffic regulations; gen"Gosh, Dad, all that for just a little eral radio circuit theory; amateur station
work and a few minutes operating."
operation; amateur radio laws and regula"Sure, Billy. But you fitted yourself tions; aeronautical and police radio; radio
for just such an emergency. I've thought beacons; information concerning license
all along you were wasting your time. examinations and a complete table of the
But, son, I'm proud of you."
famous "Q" signals, also a table of code
"Aw, heck, Dad. Forget it!"
abbreviations with a chart of radio symbols. The book has a good index.
(The End)
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A 4. Tuber

Don't Go West Gá
Go Western
EVERY SPORT THAT THE

HEART CAN

DESIRE

Surf and Fresh Water Swimming
. Lake and Deep Sea Fishing
Shooting
Tennis

Golf

The Golden West 55 Minutes
from Broadway
Rodeo Champions will instruct you in
HORSEBACK RIDING-

Dancing- Modern

and Old Fashioned

good glass of beer in a
real old time WESTERN MUSIC HALL
and

a

Gß

For a complete rest or strenuous holiday and rates attune

with the limes

G. BAR B. RANCH

For Descriptive Booklet Write Three Lakes,
Stamford. Conn., Tel. Sta. 46694
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(Continued from page 84)
tentiometer was used in the grid circuit of
pentode.
The first shield was built from sheet
aluminum with four grooved corner posts.
The audio shield was built from an old
aluminum (walnut -finished) panel (finish
removed with paint remover from 5 and 10
cent store).
For the use of phones following first
audio, an output transformer is plugged inhandle).
to the jack; hum and noise -level excepThis particular choke form has only three tionally quiet.
slots; thus if there are to be four coils,
Was pleased to note in December edition
two windings gust be placed in one slot. page 476 that Mr. Slack's experiment had
I found by trial, using the same wire re- paralleled my own. Some time ago I picked
moved from choke, that 20 turns taken from up a scrap length of BR electric cable and
the broom handle made peaked efficiency readily saw its adaptability to radio. I
for the first coil. The choke was finished, make use of the cable with the inclosed
tap leads brought out through the water- ready twisted heavy gauge leads for carproof shell and end terminals re- assembled, rying filament from pack to set.
turns as follows- 20- 20- 20 -40, the last
Results -voice transmission- domestic statwo winding's being placed in the third slot. tions from the lakes
the gulf, from east
Feeding this wire checked from a one inch to west coast, Canada,toMexico,
South
form made it easy to determine the amount America, Australia, England, Cuba,
Spain, Gerof wire used.
many and Italy all on "real" loud- speaker
Shielding the choke (input) brought
about results that showed over a fifty per- volume.
The Daventry (England) station has a
cent improvement, and fell but little under signal
that seems like a local on 49.59 methe peak efficiency of a tuned input. The ters. The
selectivity as well as tone qualtap switch and coil assembly with choke ity is rather
surprise, and the detector
were housed in a neat tin can 3x3x4 with goes into and aout
of oscillation with both
tight fitting lid (a coil mailing can) and ease and grace.
bolted to front input end of chassis. Oh,
For coils refer to page 387, April SHORT
yes! this possibly throws the panel effect
off balance somewhat, however I am pri- WAVE CRAFT, 1932. Coil sizes can only be
approximated,
one soon finds that the
marily more interested in hearing "London lay of leads, andlength,
their
together with the
calling" and "This is Amalgamated Wire- tuning condenser,
are the determining facless, Australia," than I am in "symmetry."
We experimented with the choke in the tors that control the number of turns and
detector circuit, under chassis, and inside the ratio one coil bears to another.
of shield compartment but when we shieldnutrii, rum rei
ed the choke (Rumford baking powder can
1Iww TYPE. C.
SM. 331
4,000 OHMS
with height cut down), there was real funcX
2 RCTIONS
MTrH WWII.
f
2.5V.
tioning.
As shown I am using a well -filtered
(power) pack with only the high line reduced to 250 volts going to set. With a 15,000 ohm Truvolt type -C resistor, mounted
on the back of audio shield with a slider,
the high voltage is dropped to 180 volts.
The resistor was so placed to permit better air cooling and easy access. An angle
iron prevents short- circuiting from open
cabinet lid.
The seventy -five thousand ohms resistor
permits tapping the 180 volt line for R.F.
screen voltage, and there is a .01 meg. resistor in the detector screen line between
slider (potentiometer) and socket. These
resistors not only afford voltage drop, but
they decouple.
In order to vary the audio "gain," a poPower-Pack Hook -up
Ca*Fr 1932 page 34.
Read article by R. M. Tanner, August
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 1932, page 214.
We carefully wrecked a National No.
90 R. F. choke and began experiment
for a well- functioning tapped choke. In
order that an accurate check could be made
on the amount of wire used, we wound a
definite number of turns of fine enameled
wire on a long one inch form (broom
SHORT WAVE

radia items, diaCram s. sllustratione. see.
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Amplifier-Constructing a 7'iny A.C: D.C. Portable
Receiver-AU About SuperMerodonee -Cl :minoring
Scan -made Static Constructing a Two -tube Short Ware
' Yllohetrottee" Rree:ver-Completely errierd and (p-fo
dots Radio Tube Chart-415.00 Prise SuggmlionsRadio Rinks, Eu., Etc.
WRITE TODAY. Enclose 4 cents for postage.
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Over 100 New Hook -Ups,
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The editors are anxious to give you the
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(Continued from page 75)

After the set has been completely wired
it is necessary to make alterations to the
Alden coils used in the detector circuit
before the set can be put in operation.
The ticker winding is removed and rewound according to the specifications given in the following table. The details of
the other windings are also given for the
benefit of those wishing to wind their
own coils from blank forms.
Wdg. Ll
Wdyf. 1.2 ud U

Wdg.
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SCOUT

C. A. SHORT -WAVE

An A.C. -D.C. Converter that

operates with any radio
even the Ultra -Tiny Universal Midgets

-

t4

Tap
Turns
Turns
Length Pitch
Coil
Turns
No. No. 3ID:3C No.22DSC inches T.P.I. No. 35 DSC at
!á
3
6
4?¡
6
I
4?á

6!á

2
3
4

7!¡
l5!á

10%
222aá

1

IN

12

16

8
12

4
ti

10
20
40
51%
1,34
It will he noted that the rewound winding 1.4 1s tanned
at the center. In order to do this and at the same time
employ a four-prong coil form It is necessary to solder
the grounded lead of this winding Into the prong orcuThe tapped lead
pied by the grounded terminal of 1.3.
then occupies the prong vacated by this procedure, while
A,
the outside terminal retains its former position.
In
should
and
windings
previously,
d1L4not oscillate.
direction oinghe
es

3
Parta List
Parts

Cl. C2- Cardwell Midway Double Section "C"
Type Variable Condenser -140 mmf. per section. Type 405-c.
C3, C4, C5, C6. C11-Aerovox Type 1460 Mica
Condenser .004 mf.
C7- Aerovox Type 1460 Mica Condenser

-

.00015 mf.

C12-Aerovox Type 281 Tubular Cartridge Condensers. .5 inf., 200 D.C.W.V.
C9- Aerovox Type 281 Tubular Cartridge Condenser, .01 mf., 200 D.C.W.V.
C14- Aerovox Type PR25 Dry Electrolytic Tubular Condenser, 25 mf., 25 Y.D.C.
C15, C16-- Aerovox Type E5 Dry Electrolytic
Filter Condenser, 8. 8. mf., 450 D.C.W.V.
R1- Electrad Truvolt Wire Wound Pigtail Resistor, Type PG, 400 ohm.
R2, R3- Aerovox Type 1094 Resistors, 50,000
ohm. 1 watt.
R4- Aerovox Type 1095 Resistor, 1 megohm,
>t_ watt.
R5- Electrad Truvolt Adjustable Resistor. Type
B 150, 15.000 ohm, 25 watts, with one extra
C8, C10,

slide.

R6- Electrad Potentiometer, Type R1 -279, 25.000 ohms.
RS- Electrad Truvolt Wire Wound Pigtail Resistor, Type P6, 2000 ohm.
R9- Electrad Potentiometer. Type R1 -281P, 200,-

headquarters-ama
-news

ply using the 237 and new 6A7
Pentogrid Converter Tube.
Complete coverage from 60 to
200 meters. And, if you want
to experiment in the European
zone, an extra 20 to 60 meter
coil can be had at slight additional cost.

Enjoy the big thrill of radio
short-wave reception. Hear calls
from police

-

teurs throughout the country
aviation reports
from
ships at sea.
The Scout brings all this to you.
It contains its own power sup-

Attractive burl walnut cabinet 6%" high, 7%"
wide, 434" deep. Vernier tuning control, on and
off switch, switch for changing from Short Wave

to Regular Broadcasting.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate! If he hasn't
the Scout on hand, write to us, mentioning the
dealer's name.

INSULINE CORP. of AMERICA

for

BETTER

I

tails.

L6- Hammarlund Isolantite R.F. Chokes
(Inductance 8 M. H.)
Ti. T2- Thordarson Audio Frequency TransL5,

Type CH -8.

formers, Type T -5736.
TI- Jensen Dynamic Loud Speaker Type
3007A, 1800 ohm field.
T5-- Thordarson Pentran Power Transformer.
Type T-4900.
2 Hammerh ind 4 prong isolantite sockets. S-4.
1 Alden 4 prong laminated socket. 280 marking: 2 5 prong, 66 mark; 1 5 prong, 47
mark; 1 6 prong, 58 mark; 1 4 prong, plain:
4
prong connectorald socket, type 94.
1

RCA

23 25 PARK

EW YO KPCITY

Use

II RE was never a time in radio history when
I..mmarlund quality meant more to serious ama.
professionals and experimenters.
The performance of the COMET "PRO" Short Wave Superheterodyne -custom -built by'lemmarlulul -has won world-wide acclaim. If you don't
know the details, mail the coupon.
Likewise, Hammarlund parts are backed by more
than thirty years of engineering prestige. Mail
coupon for catalog.
TI

-2

Wllh
TUBES

RESULTS

t. -tirs,

000 ohm, with A.C. Switch.
RIO -Electrad Truvolt Wire Wound Pigtail
Resistor. Type PG. 500 ohm.
sets Alden Short Wave Coils,
Ll. L2, L3, L4
Type 704SWS. L4 rewound, see text for de-

JO
C

$

Hammarlund
Precision
Products

T3,

11

These I. F. Transformers, tuned by
AIR. dielectric condensers, are used exclusively in the COMET

(Na-aid)

Eby Twin Binding Post Assembly
Special "Bien" chassis
Five tubes- R.C.A., one-58. two-56, one-47, one 80 (Arcturus; Sylvania or R. C. A.)
1

1

A

"PRO"

rr

types.

t

I

SpeciF loCh e
R. F.
for short -wave

Coe

receivers

and
transmitEqually
ters.
ef f ic

on

band.

Receiver.

They are equally well
adapted for use in
other superheterodynes, and will increase selectivity and
sensitivity amazingly.
Available in 525 kc.,
465 kc. and 175 kc.

Dual Regeneration
Control Set

(Continued front page 79)
the event that 2% volt A.C. tubes are used.
The antenna coupling is effected by
winding about eleven turns of insulated
wire around a piece of copper bus -bar or
diameter copper wire, the capa1S"
city of this home -made condenser being
varied by sliding the 11 turn coil of insulated wire back and forth slowly on the
piece of bus -bar. You may use a 20 to 50
mmf. capacity variable condenser instead.
The type 33 power amplifier pentode, designed especially for use in the output
stage of battery- operated receivers, requires 2 volts filament potential and a cur (Continued on page 115)

\

P -¡¡ -1

i

e n t

broadcast

Hammarlund's reputation was first won

with

roadcns-ers,
back at the beginning of radio. 'Today, that reputation
still stands for perfection in condenser
design and
l i k e
workmanship.
All types for all

purposes-transmitting and receiving.
HAMMARLUND

MANUFACTURING CO..

Street, New York. N. Y.
Check here for folder on Air-tuned

424 -438 33rd

4acct.3atran

il

firths

ammarlund
PRODUCTS

www.americanradiohistory.com

p

Transformers.
Cheek here for General Catalog "33."
Name

A,Idresr

--- --_----.._
.

_ .........

I.

....._..._....___..........

F.
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New! New!! New!!!
TWO NEW 25c SHORT WAVE BOOKS
COUPON

BRINGS
THESE
BOOKS
TO YOU

These Books NOT Sold on Newsstands

Clip and Mail Coupon Today!

punsuANT to

HERE IS GREAT NEWS

many requests from our readers, we have decided
to publish two new popular short wave books,
for which there is
These new bodemandotainthis
ing and both books will be welcomed onbytheallsubjects worth knowshort wave experimenters, short wave fans and short wave enthusiasts,
the sme as
our former two books HOW TO BUILD
AND OPEATE
RADIO OPERATOR were welcomedTO by BECOME
thousands
A
of our short
wave friends.
In conformity with the times these books have been
priced at 25e

SHORT

Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers.
How to Make and Work Them

instead of 50e, which is the price of our other books. Yet the two
new 25c volumes that we are offering now contain a
tremendous
amount of information and the type and illustrations
have been chosen
in such a manner as to give you almost as much for your
25e as
you received for your 50c before. Only by increasing the
presa run
enormously and making other printing economies has it been
possible to price these books at such a low, popular price.
You will make no mistake in getting either or both of these
and popular books and we know in advance from our many yearsnew
of
experience with short wave enthusiasts that you will thank
us for
having made these books possible.

A

Short Wave Beginners Book

a hook That will solve your problems If
you are new to the short wave
contains positively everything that you would
game.
wish to know In connection
with short waves, leading you In easy stages
from the simplest fundamentals to the
present stage of the art in short waves as It Is known today. It is the
only low Priced reference book on short waves for the beginner. whether he be a short
wave
enthusiast. short wave listener or short wave amateur.
The book is profusely illustrated with all sorts of illustrations, explanations
and
everything worthwhile knowing about short waves in this interesting
field. Yet withal, the book is not "technical." It has no mathematics,and growing
no "highfaluting" language and no technical Jargon which would only serve to frighten
you
away.
TM entire hook is kept in popular language throughout. Wherever
technical
words are used, explanations are given, leaving nothing
to the Imagination.
You
are shown how to interpret s diagram and a few simple sets are
also
to 'how
you how to go about It In making them.given
everything has been done to make it possible to Yet
ti
give you
a
understanding
SW -6 -33
of
short
waves
from the

Here Is

It

This new volume will be a revelation to all those who wish
short ware receivers. The editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT overto build their own
a period of
bate learned to know exactly what short wave experimenters
and short wave set builders
want to get. For that reason they have selected ten outstanding
short wave receivers
and these are described in the new volume. Everything worthwhile
about every one
of the ten receivers is described in the text. Each receiver Is
fully Illustrated and
each receiver has a complete layout, pictorial representation,
complete, hookup and all worthwhile specifications, so there photographs of the set
Is nothing left to your
Evimagination when it comes to building any
e of
ten popular receivers.
erything from the simplest one tube set to a six tube these
superheterodyne Is presented,
Complete lists of parts are given to make each set as complete as
It is humanly
possible to do. You can select any or all receivers
and know beforehand that you will be able to success
fully build and operate such a receiver and not waste
SHORT WAVE ('R.tFT
your money in building some theorist's dream -child.
96 -98 Park Place, New York City.
Tou will also be shown how to operate the receiver to
Gentlemen.
Its maximum efficiency.
I enclose herewith 25e, for which please send me
as
n as published, prepaid,
copy of your new
book co
Most Popular Short Wave Receivers.
THERE IS NO DUPLICATION WHATSOEVER
How to Make and Work Them." The book to be
BETWEEN THIS BOOK ANO OUR OTHER VOLUME
sent to me immediately upon publication

IMPORTANT

-'HOW

TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT WAVE
RECEIVERS." ALL THE MATERIAL PUBLISHED
IN THE NEW BOOK HAS NEVER APPEARED IN
ANY BOOK BEFORE.
This book has been edited by the editors of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, which alone Is a guarantee that you
will get satisfaction anti that nothing has been left undone to give you between two covers the greatest Wee;ton of short nave re eb ers ever published.

PRICE axe PREPAID
4s PAGES
OVER 75 ILLUSTRATIONS

OI

enclose herewith 25e for which please send use
as published, prepaid, a copy of your new
"The Short Wave Beginner Book." The book
to be sent to me immediately upon publication.
O 1 enclose 50e for which please send me. prepaid,
at soon as published. your two books. "Ten Most
Popular Short Wave Receivers. How to Make and
Work Thom," and "The Short Wave Beginner's
Book." The books to be soot to me immediately
as soon

book

upon publication.
(Send money order, check, cash or new U. S.
stamps. Register letter if It contains currency or

stamps).
Name

Address.._....._..._....`._...._..._..._...._..._.._.y..

City.._

_

........ ..._.._...._........_....Stabs
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arm complete

After treading this hook, you will never he at a loss
for sharp gave terms a d you will not have to
consult
other text -books or dictionaries. The editors of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT who have edited this book have seen
to It that everything has been done to make this volume
an Important
a that will be
used as reference for
all
break Into the
Thebook`«in é
g.-fro*lab up
ts"
bs .1ir.`mendole
....
abound. with many,illustratMes. photographs. ample

ohm.. honkrte.. mil in . impie Isnnmee. It oleo give you tr.mendom
amount
I
ry
.ant infnrm.rinn wbirh
.s.Bv do col Cnd in o her
hooka. su `h
time cnncur.ion t.hlee, aÌ1 .taut
soi.e ebmin.lbn.
haw to to
.o indinon Card. from torot e r sub.. JI about

s..

,

d.

s.

r''dinehork

all

dom.

nib

tubs..

The book is
ull of nformatisubj...
n
a will nave.
having otten this iimportant
ant volume. You
keep retoriog `tor io
.very day I. your work.

.gl

PRICE age PREPAID
Is PAGES
OVER 7s ILLUSTRATIONS
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A

Dual Regeneration
Control Set

(Continued from page 111)
rent of .26 ampere. The plate and screen
voltages are 135, grid bias voltage minus
13.5 volts; the plate current is 14.5 ma.,
the screen current 3 ma., the plate resistance 50,000 ohms; amplification factor, 70;
load resistance, 7,000 ohms. Power output
700 milliwatts. This tube requires a medium 5 -pin socket.
If you are using an A. F. transformer
as an impedance choke, you may have to
experiment a little when connecting the
"jumper" wire which joins the primary and
secondary in series; you can tell whether
the two windings are bucking or aiding
each other, as they should, by connecting

the primary and secondary terminals first
one way and then the other and listening
to the signal to see whether it is stronger
or weaker. When the coils are properly
connected the signal will be at maximum
strength.
Coil Winding Data
Tickler
Grid Coil

Band
Meters

Turns

Turns

4ÿs T. No. 22

10- 20

20- 40
40- 80
80 -200

200 -350
350-500

Data

dia. by
See

A

Coil

4

Space
be-

tween

2 Coils
T.No. 31 3/32"
Close
wound

Wound 6 T.
per inch
A'
10% T. No.22 6T.No.31
Close
Wound 12 T.
wound
per inch
22% T. No. 22 7 T. No. 31 3/32"
Close
Wound 16 T.
wound
per inch
51ÿa T. No. 22 15 T. No. 31
Close
Wound 40 T.
wound
per inch
T.
No. 36
28
28
68% T. No.
Close
Close wound
wound
34"
131% T. No. 82 32 T. No. 36
Close
Bank wound in
wound
2 layers*
for Na -AId coils form lt/a inches
2% inches long (4 pin).
drawing page 55, May issue.

"TNT" Transmitter
for 160 Meters

(Continued from page 95)
should be taken to obtain the best possible. A
length of pipe driven into the earth at some
damp spot is probably best, although a water pipe connection works very well at the writer's
station. Some amateurs have used the ground
side of the electric light system with good results. However. this system is not recommended
for general use and the water -pipe ground appears to be the beat compromise. The antenna
and ground are inductively coupled to the tank
circuit by means of a coil similar to the plate
inductance. This coil should consist of 12 turns
of the aerial wire wound around a 3 inch diameter tube and should be coupled to the vIate
end of the tank inductance. The antenna is
series -tuned and connects to the end of the
antenna coil nearest the plate tank. The ground
connects to the other end of the coil and a
flashlight bulb is wired in series to indicate
resonance.
This type of transmitter is in use at WIAAD
and. although using only 250 volts on a '10
tube, its performance has amply repaid the small
expenditure of time used to construct it. Give
it a try, OM or YL, and I'll CUL.
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The New

AI described In
me May bsoe er
FH ORT
WAVE

CRAFT.

Beginner's Twin
Battery Operated Short Wave Receiver
USING HAMMARLUND PARTS

Economical -Uses two, two volt 230 tubes
all conditions
Sensitive -Consistent long distance reception under other.
Selective-Logs the station you want, excluding all
A well designed short -wave receiver which covers all useful short -wave
and
police broadcasts, ship-to -shore, commercial communications, television
Do not confuse this with many short -wave kits and sets,
amateur and experimental frequencies.
coils.
of
additional
on the market which cover only part of the range, and require the purchase
This receiver is constructed of the finest parts available.
Here are some examples of the apparatus used:
meter calibrated coils (15 -200 meters)
Pow
Hammarlund tuning condenser.
Hammarlund regeneration control condenser.
Dial,
assures pri is' and
Drum
Hammarlund
High Quality audio transformer.
knife edge tuning.
in

x59

Kit of parts with drilled puneland base
all necessary partedown to the last nut and
bolt, scaled blueprint, aset of MATCHED
SYLVANIA TUBES, and coils.
Flectheim 0 -500 D. C. Voltmeter

.

LRY -MO

DeOL

RADIO CO. r

Wired with SYLVANIA
TUBES, and cods ........._.._..Set of batteries

1.35
1.10

Kellogg Single Button Hand Mike
Midget Power Transformer 110-115 V.
Pr,., 11. V. 700 V. C. T., 5 volta95e
2 amps, 2% volts at 6 amps
Dependable Tube Checker (Tests all
14.50
new Tubes)
Speaker,
Powertone 8 inch D namie
I
1.95
lSO° ohms tapped
pp at 300 ohm. ¡ or but.
Inc.,

7 x

-75e

-35e
-51e

Best grade obtainable
$1-00
Amateur Handbook (New Issue)
per dos. .50
inches)
(2
Insulators
iz
Standoff
Short Wave Blueprints for any

Seal!

10e sash

Mall omen to

ss Cortlantn stn, N Y.C.

1111r1enrlcb5trnd IllGreensichSL,N.Y.t.
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It lists

WAVE Equipment.

every

MORE THAN 10,000 BARGAINS
Besides Short Wave there are more than
10,000 phenomenal values In sets, tubes,

devise that

radio

r den.
dirnity tap
try.ou

. Mould do .ithont. It lend. that
It in.t.ntlr .nows you the mart time

Ti

é.day
thit,fifty

te

outsiders cannot

n4, yon

te

ia

it. cow's

of the sassy wave

to page de for order blank. Take advantage of
aoy.n.e
id of r
and
talcula ms` the` time for they different countries.

SHORT WAVE LEAGUE

speakers, replacement parts. kits, amplifiers, public address systems. Anything
and everything in Radio at Lowest Wholesale Priced

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO..
100 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK. N.Y.
l4'.lT

t:E\Tl.i:\Ir:\:

.t

v

Nu
PLEASE RL'dII YOUR NEW. FREE CATALOG

Nome

Addrer
state

Town

New York, N.Y.

Park Place

CORRECTION NOTICE

are thinking of SHORT

latest development In sets. coils and
equipment. NATIONAL and HAMMARLUND sets and equipment are not only
listed in this catalog but are on demonstration In our great show rooms.

not

we
this

0

SHORT WAVE SETS
CONVERTERS
COILS AND
EQUIPMENT!!

This Blg 152 Page Bargain
Book should be before you

you

'n Rofn.ia s1 short wave listeners .re never vitnoutythis station finder
the disk. äeedlreal
became they do
.tying to fish for stabe on the air
tions
handy device le printed on heavy yellow board: on the Iro
for any
can
k The
me nside
different some h the world.
` of
time
t ,.a of the
the world.
p
dnx
w
Mowing
coned.
m.
fas
hey
are
Mown.
and
All the important
red within few second..
time an be
n
The site of the station finder and radio map of the world is Ilatt.
The pries of this handy device in 25c prepaid.

League.

-.,.

POtOS

ROTARY
DISC

STATION
FINDER
and
RADIO
MAP
of the
World
Here is

$2.50

7 x 18-59e
7 x 21
7 x 24-119c

10-32e

7 x 12
7 x 14
7 x 16 --GIG

It Is!

pof.a.io.ai

5+95

ALUMINUM PANELS AT REDUCED PRICES

Here

99

The photo which appeared on page 719
of the April, 1933 issue and bearing the
caption, "One of the code classrooms in
the Candler School, etc.," as a matter of
fact shows the code room of the Department of Communications, The Air Corps
Technical School, Chanute Field, Rantoul,
Illinois.
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IN) IT NOW

YUNT
YOUR IDEAS

REGISTER YOUR

TRADEMARK sr

Z.H POLACHEK
234

BROADWA

31st. NEW YORK

Re-6. PATENT ATTORNEY PROF, EMf/VEER

WHAT IS YOUR INVENTION?
a simple sketch or model for
CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE

Send me

www.americanradiohistory.com

ALUMINUM PANELS

..

.r

l

7:14 -55c. 7.15 -75e. Any
7x10 -40e.
NEW!
sift to order -- postage extra. SOMETHING
MARKINGS Fuit YOUR PANELS. on BLACK
Ribbon.
Aluminum ENGRAVLOOKS LIKE
Sample
ING. 5c each.
Sc. We do not issue eat Exact Size-.
alogues.
7x12 -49e,

BLAN, The Radio Man, Inc.,

St.aÑ Y.'i.
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IT IS always the well- trained men who wins
out over the horde of thousands of superfi<taity trained and incompetent men. You are reading this magazine because you are interested in
radio. Sooner or later, the time t will come when
you will wish to cash in on your knowledge.
Your
chance may come over night. and then the big and
vital question will he. "How well equipped am I to
fill tho Job7" You are in radio because you like it.
You also realize that, at the present time, there are
many branches of the radio art which you do not know
as thoroughly as you should.
Knowledge. these days. can
be

IMPORTANT.-This list
WAVE WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION. by A. \V.
Ladner and C. It. Stoner. Cloth
covers, size 6a9 ". 318 pages,
illustrations, 12 plates.

mation

RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS. by Hugh

l!V
$4.00

E. T. Lerner.
5%x8r4 ", 223
127

TELEVISION,

by

PHENOMENA,

by

$3.00

tabler.

put between two corers.
up-to-date; a standby

New and
for every

FUNDAMENTALS OF

RADIO,

R.

It

Ramsey,

954x6 ",

988

pages,

",

Professor f
Cloth
372

Pages,

$3.50

$JeW
J 00

Hornung. Cloth Coven,
390 page;. .16

Price
ce..........._..._.

ize

. 5x

$2e50
a7
s

,

5

over 600 questions and
answers covering all phases of
Ifcsnsed radio operation. Revised
to contain touch new material.
Nothing better In print for the
transmitting and receiving amateur.

Contains

$1 .¡¡k

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL, Volum. I. by Hugo
Gnnsbark and Clyde Fitch, Flexible loose-leaf binder, size 9112"
over 2,000 illustrations, 650 pages,

COMPLETE WITH SIX SUPPLEMENTS.
Price prepaid
Collins. The Service Man's Bible. Greatest
Cloth ivres, slzr
size SY xT3a ", 394 book ever published on the subpages, 116 Illustratimis.
ject.
Contains all old circuits of
PAM
L
every imaginable commercial radio
If you wish to become
radio set up to 1931.
amateur (radio ham) this book
RADIO
MANUAL,
by
loll. you how. Everything In re- THE
receiving. and transmuter sets and George E. Sterling and Rob't S.
Kruse, E.E. 2nd enlarged edition.
how to build them
Flexible fabrlkold oc
Size
EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, by R. 5%x8". 805 lieges, 348
It. Ramsey, Prof. of Physics, In- illustrations. Price
V VV
diana University.
Cloth covers,
aloe 7s4:55í', 256 pages, 188 A complete Radio Course for the
operator, the technician, the amaIllustratloru
IRire.
teur, the student and experilnenter.
Postpaid
Everything
imaginable
in
the
A menrlous book for We exDerl- whole radio art is covered in this
mentor.
Experiments
galure in great book -the "radio Bible' of
easy comprehensible language.
the amateur. DON'T MISS THIS.

AMATEUR'S

$4.50

New Revised Ens.
1

$2.00
l/V

$8. 00

$2.75

We cannot ship C. O. D.
Our prices are net,
shown.
Some of the books sent prepaid
U
5. only.
Those that ar not thus listed
will ha shipped by
press collect H apmcient
postage is not Included by you.
as

.

$5 l/l/
00

RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HANDY -BOOK
WITH
ADDENDA
DATA SHEETS. Flexible rovers.

size 9x12 ", 200 pages, 400

trations.

illus-

$1.49

rcDald...__ ........

The Service Man's standby. Con-

tains the latest practical Information on radio servicing.

HOW TO PASS U. B. GOVERNMENT RADIO LICENSE EX-

AMINATIONS. by It. I.. Duncan
and C. E. Drew. Flexible covers.
sire 95517 ", 170 pages, 92 illustrations, appendix.
Price ..._ _ ..._
PLL.e
The most important book on the
subject ever published. Gives every
conceivable angle which will l.elp
you

to pass

a

rat to Wen., ex-

amination w.,essfully.

RADIO MOVIES AND TELEVISION. by C. Francis Jenkins.

Cloth

covers,

alms

95516 ",

144

$ .00
<P1 {!l!

illua-

profusely
tutted. ('rice
pages,

A complete volume by the master
of television, giving everything in

television. Including constructional
details for building your own television sets.
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE (2nd
enlarged edition(, by Alfred A.
Ghirardl. Cloth covers, sire 774x
9%", 992 Defies, 510 illustrations,
numerous tables.

$3.50

('rice

The finest and most popular hook
on electricity and radio.
Each
subject is clearly discussed, with
the aid of dozens of excellent
drawings.
Chapters on talkies,
television, electronics and tonics
work. etc.
Biggest buy in radio
books.

RADIO VISION,

by C.

Francis

Jenkins. Cloth covers, size 955x6 ",
144 pages, profusely Illus. gk
trilled. Price prepaid..._... D91:
An excellent book. The Jenkins
television (stem, as well as many
ether malern television systems

fully

W

.:tribe-I.

We herewith present the most omelets collection of ',tent important
radio books. We have, after
an exhaustive study. selected th se volumes because they represent
the foremost radio books of their
kind in print today. There Is such a great variety that we are s ore
it will satisfy any taste as
well as any requirement that rho student of radie might have.
We publish no catalog and as
you to be kind
nmtlh to order direct from Mis page.
Prompt
shipments will be made to you
'rret from the publishers.
We merely act as a clearing house for
a
number of radio publishers a d OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR LOWER
THAN WILL BE
FOUND ANYWHERE, Hem it y money order or certified check. Register
all cash.

backbone of the radio art. SHORT WAVES. by C. It. lautz
Stiff Covers.
book gives you the foundaand it. It. Gable.
6x9",
pages,
tion on radio from A to Z.
Size
384
¡25¡8
Price,
illustrations.
RADIO
OPERATING
QUES- prepaid
TIONS AND ANSWERS. (Revised
Fifth Edition). by Nilson and The biggest and moot complete

Price
l00
A practical, concise book presenting the theorrtieal ana! practical
Information for the proper operation, maintenance
intenance ;cod ventre as
applied to modern radio practice.

i

size

'rids

$4.00
l!V

.

in tube circuits.

The

AUDELS RADIOMAN'S GUIDE.

ORDER(in

but

University.

size 954x6

by Frank D. Graham. Cloth covers
(goxlblel, size 5x6) ", 220 pages,

HOW TO

la one

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION. by J. II. More ruft, Prof. of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University. Cloth

illustrated.
Price prepaid.

Hod projection Is In this marvelous volume.

THE RADIO
HANDBOOK.
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3-Tube Band -Spread
Loud Speaker Set

(Continued from page 77)
completely in and out of oscillation. From
this it can be seen that it is possible to
get right on the edge of oscillation without a hair -splitting adjustment and receive phone signal with the same ease
that C.W. signals are received. Then
again, it takes a large change in line voltage to have any effect on reception, which
means that one does not have to have one
hand on the regeneration control all the
while phone signals are being received.
47 Tube Used
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-THOR'S4ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL

!

AUDIOLA 444
SHORT
WAVE CONVERTER
COMPLETE WITH (1) -224,

1

-227 R. C. A. TUBES

Our Special Price,
complete with beautiful table and tubes,

A

How to Tune Receiver
In tuning the receiver the two tank condensers are set at the approximate section
of the band on which one desires to receive and the tuning done with the two
smaller condensers which are controlled
by the main tuning dial. This method
allows band spreading at any frequency
and still keeps the number of coils necessary to cover the usual short wave bands
down to the ordinary amount. For ease
in retuning to a previously recorded station, it is suggested that the two tank
condensers be calibrated as to their frequency response.
In the receiver described it is usually
impossible to use the full gain of the
R.F. stage without overloading the detector so it is recommended that the volume
control be set at about half way on in
(Continued on page 118)

linm,narlund new type Air -Tuned I. F. Traza.!. shielded
each

$2.M

National latest type Air -Dielectric Tuned I. F. Transf

2.94
shielded, each
Ilammerlund New Comet "Pro" sand National FB-7 Short
Wave Receivers in stock-write for prices.
I.BY Low -Ta..,, Isolantite sockets: 4 or 5 prong -25c each,
6 prong -27c.
7 prong -30c.
EBY Bakelite Sockets-either for above or below sub -panel
4 or 5
prong --each 14e. a prong-19c. 7
-

for Output

type 47 tube is used in the audio
stage because loudspeaker operation was
desired. Of course, if one expects to use
headphones it is suggested that a type 56
be used if the ears are valued at all.
Resistance coupling is used in the audio
stage because of its economy and the minimum of space it requires.
All necessary data are contained in the
diagram for drilling and placing the parts,
together with the plans for the construction of the chassis and the shields.
The two 35 mmf. midget tuning condensers are ganged with a flexible coupling. These condensers have to be mounted
on posts in order to obtain height
enough for the mounting of the dial.
These posts can be made of 1/4 inch copper
tubing with machine screws run through
them to hold the condensers in place.
The R.F. stage is mounted in the left hand shield. The 100 mmf. tuning condenser and the R.F. volume control of this
stage are mounted directly on the front of
the shield itself. This layout is also used
in the detector stage. The R.F. decoupling resistor and condenser are mounted
on the bracket that supports the R.F. coil
socket. The grid leak and condenser are
mounted in the same fashion in the detector compartment.
The audio tube is mounted between the
two shields and directly behind the two
ganged 35 mmf. condensers. All parts are
mounted on the chassis before the panel
is attached, it only being necessary to
drill five holes in the panel and mount
it over the lock nuts holding the parts
to the chassis. This allows a space the
thickness of the nuts between the panel
and the shields which is a form of double
shielding and has been carried out extensively in this receiver.
It is necessary to have very nearly the
same amount of capacity in the two tuned
circuits of the receiver, if the controls
are expected to track with any workable
degree and be able to utilize the full
tuning range of the two 100 mmf. tank
condensers. This would be impossible, of
course, if one of the tank condensers
were set at a much higher degree of capacity than the other. Therefore, the
number of turns stated in the table must
be used if the two stages are expected to
tune through the band without getting
"out of resonance."

Short Wave and
Amateur Specialties

CHASSIS ONLY
WITH TUBES

Table Size
27%zz18 %zl2 deep

The Audiola Short -Wave Unit, combined
with any Set makes it the latest type Short
and Long Wave Set.
The table is big enough to hold any midget
set on top.
20 to 200 meters. No plug -in coils. Switch
Band Control. A Special LOW RATIO VER-

NIER DIAL.
Built by the Audiola Co. Designed by Engineers who for 10 years have maintained a
eputation for quality merchandise.
Only

300
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FIi._teat Tranefertsoers-ReeNving and
Treesun

255
255

volts at
volt. at

-cased)

V.C.T. at 3 A.: 755 V.C.T. at
Sec. -10 volts C.T. at 7 A.- .cased)
Sec. -12 Volts C.T. at 7 A.-(cased)
Sec. -255 Volts C.T. at 12 A.-teased)
Sec. -5 Volts, C.T. at 20 A.-cased)
See. -255 Volts, 3 amps. (nemi- cased)
-Cut
Crystal Blanks

3

A.- teased)

.

-X

209 with each

presa money

o

7.25
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
5.50
1.45
79e

po.tal or
Write for NEW bulletin.x

der, balance C. O. D.

order, accepted.

e.

MAURICE SCHWARTZ & SON
710 -712

Broadway

Schenectady, N. Y.

FLECHTH El M
Made in U. S. A.
Flechtheim & Co.

A. M.

PRODUCTS

136

41.06 50th Street (SWC)
Woodside, L. I., New York City
for
shown. ideal
work.
55 post takes

.$1.10

2A.-

BANK'S

Coil -plugs

ttlag Typed

12 A.C.T.; S Volta at 2A.C.T. -(semi -cased,
12 A.C.T.; 255 V. at 3 A.C.T.: 5 V. at

Electrolytic Condensers

INTER -AIR
42

1Se

each

SUPERIOR DRY

on one of the largest international connector lines for all
short wave, broadcast, experimental and servicemen.

Write to

proouting
ng -22e.
4e
4 prong wafer. square shape sockets
Sc
5 prong Majestic Wafer sockets
e prong oval type wafer sockets
6e, 7 prong -7e
89c
Full Vision Diele with Escutcheons
6e. Jacks, 5e
C. R. Plugs
Write for very special price, on CARTER Power Traneformers.
,Tart -in Coil Forma- hskelite-- rihhe,l ,arface-4 or 5
6 prong. 29e
22e each.
prong
Bliley X -cut Crystal,
N -So
Bliley New Type Crystal (Holder
$1.50
Pyre: insulators and stand -o8s in stock.
Hooves Transmitting tubes in stock -write for ,pedal discount.
each 59e
Iteadrite D.C.'Meters 0-5 to 0-400 m.s
866 M. V. Rectifiers -guaranteed
81.39
81.20
210 type tutee, -guaranteed
Filament trans.
85e
Crystal Blanks 1' .square -very special
Magnet Wire. Shielded Cable and aerial wire stocked. Dry
Cells 4' :155' for Monitor., etc., where space is limited

5

46

-meter

P rrlt

Liberty Street

New York City
lo. catalog No. 25 and 254

all the plugs. plain
Battery markings for
II

short wave
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and
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Sb"

DIs.

R. F.

R

µ504,e 20..[7l41
EETWEEM
ALL COILS

d0

R

F.

80 METERS

F.

80-200

METERS

f

7.4Ì8

NE 213

`5T
Ne

4T

N

address each

32

32

accompany all

Not less than 10 words
for the July Issue

Ó11m11O

Advertising

should reach us not later than May

NETERS

DET

18.

Ní.32

MIN

SHORT WAVE CONSTRUCTION KITS, SETS,
Supplie.
Wholesale Catalog 5c.
Federal
Radio & Telegraph Co., 4224 Clifford Road.

40

GRID

ANT.

(11.32

METERS

GRID

21T.

Nt
4 T.
26

Nt.26

ANT.

ANT.

ANT.

GT.

9T.

Ní32

Ilill

DET.

80 -200

Nt.32

GRID

NE.28

4T.
N132

SOCKET HOLE DIE PUNCH 1%s" CLEAN
hole in ia" sheet Iron, IA" aluminum 75c C.
O. D. Stoughton Mfg. Co., 84 Oak Street,
Portland, Maine.

80 METERS

GRID
9T.

N t28

Cincinnati, Ohio.
PLUG -IN COILS, SET OF 4, 50e. AMATEUR
band spreading or 14 -200 meters. Guaranteed. State choice. Gordon, 28 Clinton St.,
Santa Cruz, Calif.

12T.

N232

N432

0- R.F(PLATE) COIL INTER WOUND WITH GRID COIL.

Coil Winding Data for Shuart

TRANSFORMERS, CHOKES BUILT OR REwound to order. New low prices. Boston
Transformer Co., 886 Main Street, Cambridge,
Mass.

tuning in a station and then bringing
the "volume level" up as desired. With
the volume control
position
FEEDER SPREADERS $.04. TRANSPOSI- the selectivity of thesetsetin isthis
as good as
tion blocks .05. Doublet antennas for any the average
short wave "super" and as
band. If it's Short Wave, we do it. J. W.
Cherryhomes Radio Service, Jackaboro, Texas. to volume, well, any foreign short wave
station that is received in this country
DX FANS -NEW TYPE AERIAL WIRE JUST

can be brought in on the loudspeaker, with

N. Y.

1

out. Has all other aerial wires beaten. Marvelous for reception and transmitting. Free
sample. J. F. Barry. Box 335, White Plains,

DET.
(1132

METERS

ease.

of Parts
-7 "x10 "xis" List
aluminum panel

2 -51/2"x21 % "xt1a"

sheet aluminum

3 -Tube

Band -Spread Set.

1-Aerovox .005 mf. fixed cond. (Polymet)
1-Aerovox .0001 mf. fixed cond. (Polymet)
1-Aerovox .00025 fixed
(Polynlet)
2-Aerovox 250,000 ohm cond.
resistors (Lynch)
1-Aerovox 100,000 ohm resistor
1- Aerovox 15,000 ohm resistor (Lynch)
(Lynch)
1- Aerovox 2,000 ohm resistor (Lynch)
1- Aerovox 300 ohm resistor (Lynch)
2- Aerovox 2 megohm resistors (Lynch
1- Aerovox 20 ohm C.T. resistor (Claro)

for

stat)

TRANSFORMERS AND COILS REWOUND
shields
1 -Eby five -prong socket
or made to order. Transformer laminations
for the experimenter. Inclose 3c for prices 1 -12 "x10" aluminum for base
Hammarlund "Triple-grid" tube shield
and data sheets. Pembleton Laboratories, 921 1 -Type 58 tube Sylvania (R.C.A.)
Five -wire cable
Parkview, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
1 -Type 57 tube Sylvania (R.C.A.)
Antenna binding post assembly
PLUG -IN COILS. SET OF FOUR WOUND 1 -Type 47 tube Sylvania (R.C.A.)
Speaker cord tip assembly.
on Bakelite four prong forms. 15 -210 meters
Hammarlund
coil
forms (five prong)
with .0001 condenser .76. Tube bases .05
"small"
Isolantite
each. Coils wound to order. NOEL, 809
Hammarlund five -prong sockets IsoAlder, Scranton, Penna.
lantite
IÌ4-- G }7Ì
E}
3p-I
U. S. NAVY DYNAMOTORS -IDEAL HIGH
Hammarlund six-prong sockets Isovoltage supply operating from storage batteries.
lantite
Electric 24/1500 volt, 350 watt
General
Hammarlund 100 mntf. tuning conden$37.50; 24/750 volt, 150 watt $25.
On 12
3}
volt deliver 375.
Westinghouse 27%/350 80
sers
mills $10.
Mounted twins $15.
500 cycle
Hammarlund 35 mntf. tuning conden500 watt $7.50.
All ball bearings.
Harry
sers
Kienzle, 501 East 84th Street, New York.
Hammarlund flexible coupling
/'/
IMPROVED 12,600 MILE RECEIVERS, PEN 21 }"
I.I
National type "B" dial
tode output giving three times the volume,
SEND DOWN ON DOTTED UNES
100,000
ohm
parts
Electrad
such as Hammarlund and pilot
potentiometer
quality
condensers, aluminum panel. Vernier dial,
(Clarostat)
PLAN VIEW OF STAGE SHIELD. 2 REQUIRED
coils. when wired tested on foreign reception. 1-5,000
ohm Electrad
potentiometer
Kit $8.95. Wired $4.45. W2EUN, 619 Leland
(Clarostat)
Ave., Bronx, New York City.
12'
Aerovox .6 mf. bypass cond. (Polymet)
TELEPLEX ES. OMNIGRAPHS RENTED
Aerovox
.01 mf. fixed cond. (Polymet)
complete 75c a week; $10 deposit. Lowest
prices on Comet Pros. National receivers, all
short wave apparatus. Henry's Radio Shop, PLUG -IN- COILS, FOR NEW '57. '58 D.R.
I
Butler, Mo.
Circuit (tunes 14 to 200 M with .0001 M.F.D.)
l
Amateur
band- spread coils Ea. 80e.
RADIOS,
PARTS,
LIST
FOR
STAMP. $1.00.
Circuit free. M. Carney. 2041 So. Kennison
SEND DOWN
Plavetich, 1597 East 47th. Cleveland. Ohio.
Dr., Toledo, Ohio.
I
ON DOTTED
10'
:,
LINES
JUST OUT: HOTTEST DX 2 -TUBE SW CIRcuit. Blue print 26e coin. 4 special 11 -280 SWL AND QSL CARDS.
FREE
SAMPLES.
1'
Coils $1.25.
Modern Radiolabs. 1608 -23rd Radio Press, Springdale,
Pa.
Avenue, Oakland, Calif.
CRYSTAL DETECTOR, SHORT WAVE PIC- ONE
TUBE SHORTWAVE "MARVEL."
torial blueprint. Something new in DX recep- Blueprint
tion. 26c (coin). Four Na-Ald coils (15 -200 ing, Pa. dime. Blanchard, 438 N. 9, ReadMeters) to match Hammarlund .00014 mfg.
}(--s1-1-." ~
PLAN VIEW OF BASE
midget condenser, both $2.50. Super Engineering, 1813 -40th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
3' +1'-3i
NEW EXPLORER, LOW- PRICED SHORT
e
1`3}.
kits and receivers. One tube kit -$4.25;
SHORT WAVE LISTENERS CARDS: JUST wave
two
tube
-$5.60;
three
tube
-$7.50.
Free
what you need for reporting the stations you catalogue.
Rim Radio Mfg. Co., 691 Grand
sr
hear. Write for free samples today. W1BEF, Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
16 Stockbridge Ave., Lowell, Mass.
:
COl I.
y"
co.,'
SHORT WAVE RADIOS. CUSTOM- BUILT. 1- $18.00 CROSSMAN
AIR
GUN,
$7.50.
$75.00
Low prices. Amateurs, beginners write to Arm. Victoreen B.C. Superheterodyne,
6 volt D. C.
I
T13
atrongs, Webster City. Iowa.
model, 8 tubes, for $15.00, includes Weston
3#'
I.
National B.C. Screen Grid Tuner
CODE MACHINES, TAPES AND COMPLETE meter.
R.G..
r:DET.
':
(110 v. A.C.) and Thordarson Power pack, 8
instruction for beginners or advanced students tubes,
make offer. 1-6 foot R.A.C. Victor Ex-both codes -for rent -$2.00 per month. ponential
Horn
with
electric
10.
Rental to apply on purchase price. Extra offer. Satisfaction
pick -up, make
guaranteed. Dataprint Comtapes for all machines. Inatructograph, 912
VIEW SNOWING MOUNTING OFTVSES AND COILS
pany, Ramsey, N. J.
Lakeside Place, Chicago.
W1BTE PLUG -IN COILS. NA-ALD FORMS, DIZZY CARTOON
FOR QSL OR SHACK. Details of aluminum chassis used by Mr.
wound for your receiver, four for $1.00. Hall, Send $2 with your rough
idea for large orig- Shuart in building his 3 -Tube Band -J
Brockton, Mass.
inal pen drawing. W1AFQ, Harwich,
Mass.
Spread Receiver.
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A Multi -Wave 7

Tube

Receiver
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ALAN PRIZE WINNER
Short Wave

AC-DC

(Continued from page 94)

Receiver

The rectifier tube used in the plate
supply section is of the 80 type. Two good
sized iron core chokes, of thirty and fifty
henries respectively, coupled with healthy
sized filter condensers, serve to deliver a
quiet plate supply current.
Referring to the interesting coil components of Mr. Whisk's Multi -Wave Receiver, we have the following data supplied by the constructor of this set.
Referring to the band -pass tuner, the
four coils, LI to 1.4 inclusive, have the
following turns: LI, 10 turns, No. 30
enameled magnet wire, wound on a bakelite or other tube 3" long by 11/2" in diameter; alongside of Ll is wound L2, comprising 150 turns of No. 30 enameled wire.
On another similar tube are wound coils
L3 and IA; L3 has 6 turns of No. 30
enameled wire, and L4 has 150 turns of
No. 30 enameled wire. %' space is left
between the windings comprising Ll -L2
and L3 -L4.
The broadcast coils, L5 and L6, each
have 150 turns of No. 30 enameled wire
and wound on 1W' diameter tubes.
The short-wave coil data are as follows:
The first group of S.W. coils connected
to the first or left -hand five -point switch
are the tuned grid inductances for the 24
R.F. tube, as can be seen from the diagram; the first two coils are wound on
11/2" outside diameter tubes, the 80 to 200
meter coil comprising 33 turns, No. 26
enameled spaced to a length of 1 1/16";
the 40 to 80 meter coil having 14 turns,
No. 20, enameled wire spaced to a length
of W. The third coil, covering the 20 to
40 meter band, has 10 turns of No. 16
enameled wound to a length of %" on a
tube °/á" O.D. (outside diameter), and the
fourth coil, covering the 10 to 20 meter
band, is wound on a similar sized tube
and comprises four turns of No. 16 enameled spaced 3/32" between turns.
The second group of S.W. coils, connected to the second five -point switch of
the gang, follows the same winding data
as that just given.
The four short wave tickler coils, which
are separated by a 3/16" space from the
plate coils (the second group of S.W.
coils), are wound on the same tube with
them and contain the following turns:

Completely Self-Powered
Latest Type Tubes
15 to 200 Meters

Tickler Coil Data
meter band, 22 turns, No. 28
D.S.C., close wound; 40 to 80 meter band
tickler, 11 turns, No. 28 D.S.C., close
wound, these two ticklers being wound on
the 11/2" O.D. tubes with the plate coils
as previously explained.
Tickler coil for 20 to 40 meter band, 8
turns, No. 28 D.S.C. close wound; 10 to 20
80 to 200

THE PRIZEWINNER is complete. No
extras, such as power supply coils, etc.,
to buy. Power supply is built -in and
will operate on EITHER AC OR DC!
Four coils, (included) cover all bands,
20,000 KC to 1,500 KC.
the new 78 heater type
RF pentode is used In the detector stage

Remarkable sensitivity.

Efficient power conversion, the new heater type
rectifier tube, the 2525, is used.
For greater output and complete elimination of
hum the new 43 heater type pentode is used In
the output stage.
Complete kit of PRIZEWINNER parts identical in every respect with those used In built -up
models, complete In every detail including hardware. hookup wire. solder, colla. etc.,
`PP
and also the cabinet and dial. Price

t8.95

Set of RCA tubes for above.

$3.75

UNIVERSAL AC -DG AMPLIFIERS for all PORTABLE PUBLIC ADDRESS purposes, using the latest type
tubes, (43,- 2525,37) complete with R. C. A.
$14.95
NEW

EXTRA SPECIAL on: Samson Audio Components interstage push pull $2.95, INPUT Push Pull
$1.99. Special outputs $2.95 up.
I

Assembled, wired, tested and enclosed in beau-

tiful crackle finish metal cabinet, ready to plug
into your power line.
four toils

Complete

with$10

955

Mail orders I

The house of dependable service.
promptly filled.

ALAN RADIO CORP.

835 Cortlandt St.

meter tickler, 6 turns, No 28, D.S.C. close
wound, the last two ticklers being wound
on the %" O.D. tubes with the remaining
two plate coils.
In arranging the various S.W. coils in
each group these may be spaced about
two to two and one -half inches on centers,
in the same manner as shown in Mr. Pal mer's article, page 32 of the May, 1932,
issue, or in a manner similar to that used
in the Best and other similar S.W. coil
assemblies.
To anyone interested in building a set
of this type, there is very simple solution
of the coil problem, if you intend to buy
the coils already made; the second and
third groups of S.W. coils, in view of the
fact that they are tuned by .00014 mf.
condensers, shunted by a trimmer of
.000015 mf., may be commercial S.W. coils
such as the Gen -Win, Na -Aid, I. C. A., or
any other coils designed to operate with
.00014 mf. tuning condensers. The first
group of S.W. coils would necessitate
buying another set of the usual four
pin plug -in coils, suited for use with a
.00014 mf. tuning condenser, and removing
the tickler windings.
A word of caution in regard to mounting
the S.W. coils: the first group of four
S.W. coils at left of the diagram had best
be mounted in a shielded compartment,
away from the second assembly group,
comprising four plate coils and their corresponding tickler windings. Grounded
aluminum or other shield material should
be spaced away from the coils at least
11" to avoid undue broadening of the

N. Y. C.

Short Wave,
Specials

Revco S. W. 5
Tube A. C.

RESCO 3
RECEIVER
Using 134 screen Grid ana
2-30 tubes.

uality
aluminu

terouglw

`tehwó

dial.

ÌSäwvnier

Aesamblig

59.75

t

nee

and
WWiired

Receiver
37'.-

(2)
(waneBa'. and
280 rectifier.

2)

(D
Aluminum
panel with Vernier
dial. Special

$17.951entsb

less tubes

SHORT WAVE BARGAINS

2M V. e amp. fil. trans. ea,d
set of 4 ,bort rave plue -in coda
SIS., Cry,tal 40-60-160 matir
Inn H
B

f'Iw

Trnalorme,. Type
Trnalormer. Type

46. per par
203 A'a. pee pal,

4merkan Double Button Mike
3" Bakelite vernier dial.
Bakelite coil forme ribbed
Wafer Borket 4. 5 or 6 prom
Tdear.pb Key.

55.69
1.7
6.69
4.9
9.9
5.95
.49

.19
.06
a

All Merchandise Guaranteed
Radio Electric Service Co., Inc.
Phila., Pa.
N.E. Cor. 7th & Arch Sts.

tuning and also inductive losses.
Regeneration control in the detector
stage is ta)ten care of by the 50,000 ohm
potentiometer, by- passed by .02 mf. con-.
denser to ground. Mr- Whisk reports very
excellent success with this circuit.

"Java" Hot from the Percolator
(Continued from page 72)
plates. Next the rotor was treated likewise, leaving 2 plates. This particular conshaft
denser had no shoulder on the rotorallowed
so the extra length of shaft was
mountto come through the front bakelite side
of
ing end. A hole was cut in the
and
measured
the coffee pot and the shaft
cut off with a hack -saw. The shaft was
held snugly on center through the panel
by a bushing made from a brass nut and
an old
mounting ring or panel fitting of condenearphone jack. An extra bakeliteshape as
ser end of the same size and the shaft,
the one used was slipped over supportso that the brass nuts on the bolts
ing the stator plates would not ground tothe panel. Finished, I had a líó inch semi
midget condenser made from one formerly
measuring 21 inches. (C -2)
Because of limited space a potentiometer
(R-2) mounted opposite, on the right, with
the by -pass condenser (C -4), was used to

control regeneration, which it does very
nicely. The shaft is insulated from the
chassis by fiber washers.
Directly behind these two controls, on an
alumium strip wide enough to accommodate a socket, are mounted the two tubes,
upside down, in two wafer sockets. Mounting in this manner made very short leads
to the grid condenser and grid -leak and
coil terminals, and also provided access to
the socket terminals for soldering and inspection. Rubber washers were placed under the bolts holding the tube mounting
strip, to help eliminate microphonic noises.
The grid condenser (C -1) and grid -leak
(R -1) are mounted on a brass leg, which
is in turn screwed into one of the projecting bolts holding a tube socket.
Again to the "junk box," which supplies
me with a small size audio transformer
(T -1) and materials for the R. F. C. (radio
frequency choke) which, with by -pass con-

www.americanradiohistory.com

denser (C -3) and battery switch, are located in the lower portion of the percolator.
The R. F. C. is an old sewing thread spool
cut in 4 sections S of an inch thick each.
Next a 1/2 inch fiber shaft was pushed
through the hole in the center of all four
and each section spaced 1/16 of an inch
apart, then wound full of enameled magnet
wire taken from an old Ford spark coil.
(About No. 36 B. & S. gauge.) Finished,
it will have approximately 300 turns in
each of its 3 sections. Stiffer mounting
wire is soldered to the small choke wire
and then twisted once around the fiber
shaft. Then Ye inch fiber washers are
pushed snugly over each end of the shaft,
tight against the choke form. It can be
mounted the same as a pigtail resistor.
Another expense was eliminated by using the regular A. C. input posts as output jack, for the phones. A regular elec-
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120
iron appliance plug was substituted
for a phone plug.
No resistance is needed in the "A" battery lead as only 2 volts is supplied the
tubes, this eliminating a third control.
The original bolts holding the handle
were removed and brass ones put in their
place and the heads cut off. The top one
is antenna, and extends through the aluminum chassis to the set and is insulated
by fibre washers. Both were fitted with
binding posts which serve to hold the handle as well as to connect antenna and
ground. The lower one, the ground, merely
grounds to the chassis. Color -coded battery wires lead out of the spout.
The problem of how to construct the top
in such a manner that the lid might be
lifted without soldering and unsoldering
was next.
Another trip to the "junk box" supplied
an old bakelite earphone case. The screw
cap and unit were removed. The perforated cap was cut out enough to allow a
5 prong wafer socket to be mounted under
the hole just cut. The cap was drilled and
the socket bolted under the hole in the
cap. Next five small holes were drilled in
the back of the earphone case, and a 5prong tube base cut off, leaving only the
prongs and bottom of the base. This was
bolted on the back of the case over the five
holes. Wires from the socket terminals go
through the case and solder to the tube
base prongs. The cap is screwed on and
the unit is finished. The entire case is
then bolted to the lid under the hole left
by the glass percolator top.
Directly below the unit just described,
mounted on a bakelite strip bolted to the
chassis by aluminum angles, is a second
5 -prong wafer socket, into which the cut
tube base on the earphone case plugs as
the lid is closed. By this plugging system
the lid may be raised and lowered without
soldering and still provides good contacts.
An aluminum clamp holds the lid from

raising as the coils are plugged in and out.
To complete the neat appearance of the
set, a coil shield was designed from a large
aluminum salt shaker. The screw top or
perforated part was cut out, leaving space
for the bolts which hold the earphone case
and also the shaker top. The shield is
turned upside down and screwed into its
own top. The color code is pasted in the
top of the coil shield. The proximity of
the shield effects the coils characteristics
but little. It may be left off in tuning below 25 meters, if desired.
The coils L -1, L -2 and L -3 are all wound
on one form; namely old 5 -prong tube
bases. Two bases may be joined together
by a good grade of cement to afford additional winding space for coils of higher
wave -length. With no antenna compensating condenser it may be necessary to experiment in spacings between windings to
eliminate "dead -spots." The set works
equally well with or without a ground up
to 100 meters. Because of the complete
enclosure of all parts in grounded aluminum much wiring was eliminated.
Use a single cell of a storage battery as
an "A" battery. Often batteries having
one good cell can be bought for junk in
garages and battery shops for as little as
fifteen or twenty -five cents. They will
last two or three months under normal
drain.
Forty -five volt "B" batteries may be
used instead of ninety with but little drop
in signal strength.
Blown fuse plugs of the visible mica
type can be removed from their brass fittings and waxed into tube bases to form
no -cost low -loss coil handles. A slip of
paper showing the coils number or wavelength can be put in the handle and will
be readable through the mica top.
Volume on the phones is great enough
to be really uncomfortable on many broadcast, police, airport, and amateur stations.
I have received all nine amateur districts

Eric
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All coils wound with No. 28 D.C.C. wire.
Approximate Spacings
Coll No. 1. 2-1/16 In. between L -2 L -3
Coll No. 3- 4 -5-Y4 In between 1, -1 L -2 L -3
Coll No. 6 -Y4 in. between L -I L -2 L -3
elo.

14

sound

Coll No. 6 -wound on 1% in. form slipped over tube base.
List of "Ingredients"
L-1 L -2 L -3 (see roll winding directions).
C -1 .00025 m.f. grid condenser with clips
C -2 tuning condenser (see text)
C -3 .001 m.f. by-pese condenser
C -4 .4 m.f. by -pass condenser
R. F. C. see test
T -1 Croeley audio transformer
R -1 5 megohm grid-Ink
R -2 50.000 ohm Frost potentiometer
2-4 prong EBY wafers sockets
2-5 prong EBY wafer sockets
2-30 type tubes
1-toggle switch
iron plug
1- l
1-aluminum salt shaker
bakelite earphone cam
nuu, bolts. washers, etc.
angles,
Misc.
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New 2 -Tube S -W

Converter

(Continued from page 90)
G2

ANT, (CWG4.CúP

T

G3S

GI.

GEEEN)

N

Z

a

TOO VIEW
OF SOCKETS

N

S.C.

JA
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P

K

37

66

6
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IS

TO SET
ANT.

°(RED)
TO SET

IgLUE)

110

Y.

A.C.

04 D.C.

QED

(12
6

BLACK./

Hook -up of S -W Converter
one has simply to plug the cord from the
converter into a convenient 110 volt AC
or DC lamp socket. The dial on the BC
receiver is set to approximately 650 KC
or 460 meters, or as close to this point as
freedom from BC interference will permit;
for tuning the short waves the center dial
on the converter is used, the dial on the
BC receiver being left set at 650 KC.
The range of this ICA Scout S -W Converter is from 200 meters down to 60 meters
and by means of an additional plug -in
coil supplied at slight extra cost, the shortwave range can be extended down to 20
meters.

Prices- Winner" Short Wave
Receiver

(Continued from page 90)
Coil Data For Use With 165 Mmf.
Coil Forms: 1'á inch diameter, five prong
type.
"G" terminal of grid winding at top of
form.
"P" terminal of tickler winding at bottom of form.
All windings close wound except "A."
Spacing on "A" equal to diameter of wire.
All windings wound in same direction.
Grid terminal of form not used.
Wavelength
(meters)

TYPe of
wire

to 35
'W-34 to 83
'C'ó2 to 112

'IY-ll0to195

COILS

No.
No.
No.
No.

Turns

20 enam.
20 enam.

11

24

19

KC

28SCC

Separalion

Tickler

Grid

5
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Type of

No.
No.
No.
No.

wire

28 SCC
28 SCC
28 BCC

28SCC

Turns
3
4
5
7

5/32"
5/32"
1/8"

3/32'

List of Parts

1 set four "Prize Winner" coils to cover
14 to 200 meters or as described in table.
i AUDIOFORMER (National, etc.)
1 15 h., 100 ohm filter choke
1 25 h. 350 ohm filter choke
CONDENSERS
1 .00004 mf. Ant. Trimmer (Hammarlund)
1 .01 mf. bypass, Aerovox
1 .02 mf. bypass Aerovox
1 Prizewinner 165 mmf. short -wave condenser
1 .0001 mf. mica bypass condenser (Elmenco)
1 .00035 mf. mica bypass condenser (Elmenco)
1 10 mf. 25 volt electrolytic bypass (Du-
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Beginner

(Continued from page 98)
2 megohms to 10 megohms and find the
value that will permit the set to oscillate
over the widest range (assuming that the
set does not oscillate up to the maximum
dial reading). Then splice a wire to the
end of the tickler coil and wind on a few
extra turns. You will notice that the oscillation is much further up the scale.
Repeat this procedure until the set just
oscillates at the top end of the scale when
the regeneration condenser or resistor is
at the maximum position. Finally, remove the entire tickler coil, count the
number of turns and rewind it with a
new length of wire.
If the set has points over the length of
the scale at which oscillation cannot be
obtained and the aerial adjustment does
not help or if the set drops into oscillation with a loud "plop," the tickler coil
is probably too large. The procedure in
this case is to set the regeneration condenser or resistor to the maximum setting and turn the tuning dial to the maximum position. Then, very cautiously remove one turn at a time, until the set
just oscillates.
Another trouble met with when using a 50,000 ohm potentiometer to regulate the voltage applied to the screen
grid of an S -G detector, is "sudden oscillation"; remedy-reduce the voltage fed
to the Bit end of the potentiometer, or
place a 10,000 to 20,000 ohm resistor in
series with it; also use a .01 mf. bypass
condenser from potentiometer arm to
ground.
Two methods of connecting the tickler
coil and regeneration control are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. There is some question
among short -wave experimenters as to
which of these two methods is preferable.
In order to show the difference between
the two, we have placed small arrows to
indicate the instantaneous path of the
radio frequency current flowing in the
plate circuits of the two circuits.
You will notice that in Fig. 3 the current must pass through the tickler coil before it reaches the R. F. choke and the
audio frequency transformer. In this way,
the plate coil will feed current back into
the secondary coil, even if the R. F. choke
coil has a resonance point in the band. In
the other method, there are two paths for
the R.F. current that flows from the plate
of the detector tube. One of these is
through the tickler coil and the other is
through the R.F. choke and the audio
frequency transformer primary to the
filament circuit. It the choke is not successful in retarding the flow of R.F. currents, they will pass through the low impedance of the audio transformer winding
and will not be useful in feeding current
back into the secondary coil. As regeneration and oscillation depend on sending
some of the current in the plate of the
detector back into the grid or secondary
circuit, in order to build up the strength
of the current which carries the signals,
this leakage in the R.F. choke will obviously prevent the detector from oscillating.
For this reason, the circuit in Fig. 3
is to be preferred to that shown in Fig. 4.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
1 Ant. and Gnd. terminal strip
1 Strip for phones
1 6 prong wafer socket marked 78
1 6 prong wafer socket marked 25Z5
1 6 prong wafer socket marked 43
1 5 prong wafer socket marked coil
1 Prizewinner stamped chassis (all necessary holes punched out)
1 Metal Cabinet, crackle finished
1 10 to 1 vernier dial
1 Escutcheon plate for dial
bilier)
and
1 Tube shield
mf.
1 Filter block consisting of two 8
one 16 mf. 200 v. electrolytic condensers 1 Rotary "off" & "on" line switch
3 One -inch bakelite knobs
(Aerovox, Wego)
1 Line cord
RESISTORS
1 Pair head phones (or magnetic speaker)
1 5 meg. resistor
1 Type 78 tube
(Elmenco)
resistor
watt
1 600 ohm one
1 Type 43 tube
1 100,000 ohm rs watt resistor (Elmenco)
1 Type 25Z5 tube
1 50,000 ohm potentiometer (Centralab)
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QUALITY

APPARATUS

FOR

Short Waves

SHORT WAVE COIL KIT

II

These coils are considered the finest made. Each coil is
Precision wound on a different colored bakelite form for
quick identification of wave lengths. Used and highlyoecommended by all short wave esperto. Range (16 to 22..)
meters. using
.00014 or ..00015 mfd. condenser. Recommended for the following sets: The Globe Trotter." "The
Overseas." "The Doerle 12.500 Stile Two Tube Receiver
Doerle
Three
Tube Signal Gripper," The Megadyne.
and
4 Cell Enamel Wire
S
4 Coll Lit. Wire
Kit _
KIt
$1.50 i
551
Broadcast Cell, (200 to 550 meters)
POLICE AND SNORT
WAVE ADAPTER
Convert your broadcast set
Into a shortwave set tuning
from 80 to 200 meters.
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ALDEN
S.W. COILS
Precision wound coils with the convenient gripping ring foreasy insertion and removal from socket.

of four precisionn
wound short-wave coilsto 200
ten with
Set

1
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tList Price i2`Ó0 net
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S.W Question Box
(Continued from page 106)
Continental Morse, known sometimes
as Universal or International Morse, consists only of dots and dashes. Previous
to the advent of Wireless it was used exclusively for wire communications in all
foreign countries and for trans -Atlantic
communications with the United States
and Canada.
It was found, in the early days, that
Continental Morse, because spaces were
not used, was more adaptable to wireless
because of so much static which interfered with space signals causing confusion. Therefore at the first International
Convention it was unanimously agreed to
use Continental code in all wireless communications, otherwise, all American
wireless operators would be compelled to
use both codes.
In all commercial broadcasting stations
telegraph operators know and use both
codes, as the fancy strikes them. They
use, more for the novelty of it, American
Morse on the air and Continental Morse
on the wire. One of the requirements for
extra first -class commercial license is that
operators use "both" codes. All international communications, however, are conducted in Continental Morse as practically no foreigners are familiar with
American Morse. Mr. Candler estimates
American Morse to be from 20% to 25%
faster than Continental Morse. There is
a likelihood that the use of American
Morse will spread in domestic communications, but Continental Morse will continue to be used for international communications, Mr. Candler believes.
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Letters from SW Fans
(Continued from page 104)
this marvelous hook -up. It was the best
and most detailed article for the beginner
appearing in your SHORT WAVE CRAFT to
date.
73's

FREE:
AN IMPORTANT NEW

IRC SERVICE HELP
If your name isn't on the IRC mailing
list, better get it there--quick! Beginning
this month the makers of the famous IR
Metallized and Power Wire Wound Rewill
sistors and Motor Radio Supp
issue one of the finest, most useful helps
ever prepared for the radio service man
monthly publication known as the "IRC
Far from being a mere
SERVICER."
"puff sheet" this little magazine will contain more interesting, more helpful information than you'd
imagine
could be
packed between two
covers. You'll not only
read it and enjoy it
BUT YOU'LL PROFIT

J. I. JEFFERS, JR.,
1308

Tarbutt St.,

Fort William, Ont., Canada.
(Yea, we've had quite an avalanche of
letters from enthusiastic readers who built
the Binneweg "2- tuber," and got fine re-

-a

sults with it. Mr. Binneweg "knows his
onions" -and when he designs a short -wave
set, it works! Let's hear from some more
Binneweg set builders. Editor.)

LETTER WE PRINTED BRINGS 30
NEW MEMBERS
Our Short -wave Club finds that it would

be useless to go to the trouble of publishing
a club magazine, when we have SHORT
WAVE CRAFT to help us out. We have had
several letters published in SHORT WAVE
CRAFT and one of the letters by Mr. Stanley J. Yurek brought in thirty new members! So thanks to SHORT WAVE CRAFT,
and I hope that you will publish other letters from time to time in benefit of our
club.

OLIVER AMLIE,
56th City Line Ave.,
Overbrook, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Glad we were able to help you, Oliver,
and that your worthy club gained thirty
new members. We shall be glad to hear
from the officers of other short wave clubs.

/1
RC

FROM EVERY ISSUE.
Available to bona
fide service men only.

11'

RESISTORS

Don't miss it!
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
2006 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

In

Canada,

Wellington St.,
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LEARN AT HOME TO BE A

Good
Mr. Ingram Provides a Power. Pack
(Continued from page 9S)

each should be tried in turn and the one
selected which provides most satisfactory

results.
An innovation incorporated in the receiver is the provision of Eby tube sockets in the R.F. and detector stages which
will take either five or six -prong tubes.
This permits comparison between the 35
and 58 types of tubes, and also makes
possible the use of the 6.3 volt automobile
type tubes when "all- battery" operation
is desired. In this socket there are two
screen -grid prongs which must be tied
together and the suppressor grid prong
must be connected to the cathode.
With the changes outlined the performance of the little receiver has exceeded
all expectations! Given reasonably good
reception conditions, GSA, Daventry, on
49.58 meters, will operate a cone speaker
so that it can be heard all over the house
and it is impossible to stand the ear
phones on without reducing the volume!
Many who have heard this station in the
evening report they cannot get GSC on
31.29 meters, which operates simultaneously with GSA.
This is not surprising, for the 30 meter
band is unfavorable for evening reception
during winter. Nevertheless the receiver
has frequently brought in GSC loud
enough to be heard with phones.
On Inauguration Day the President's
address was received through a German
short -wave station with perfect clarity!
Some claim there is practically no gain
obtained from an untuned R.F. stage.
Definite proof of the fallacy of this idea
can be obtained by shifting from the 35
to the 58 R.F. tube. With the latter tube
the
-used, of course, in conjunction with
proper coil -the gain in volume is startling, even at the higher frequencies. The
type of tube used would make no difference if there was no gain in the R.F.
stage. So far as the writer is aware this

is the first receiver to be described having an untuned R.F. stage with a 58 tube.
While the old type coils can be used
with the new type tubes with some increase in sensitivity, much better performance will be obtained with the coils

designed for the 58 tube.
Many have requested coil- winding data.
As was stated in my original article, this
information was published in the April,
It
1932, issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
should be pointed out, however, that the
experimenter will find these coils difficult
to construct. The primary turns are
wound between the secondary, heavier
gauge wire being used for the latter. The
wire gauge and spacing is different for
each coil. Grooves for both windings are
provided in the special bakelite forms so
they will not slip and change the inductance. The tickler coil is wound in a
special groove at the bottom of the form.
Fairly good results may be obtained
with less complicated design, but it is
important to wind the primary between
the secondary turns. Variations in the
wire gauge and spacing will affect the
band coverage. He who makes such
changes must experiment until satisfactory results are obtained.
Changing to a tuned R.F. stage requires
complete shielding of stages and more
space than is available in the receiver as
laid out.

Where extreme loud speaker volume on
loud signals is required, the new 59
power pentode, which unlike the 47 pentode, is of the heater type, offers intereating possibilities. With proper changes
it might be used in place of the present
audio tube so that the number of tubes
in the set would not be increased. It has
a high amplification factor and undistorted output, but requires more plate
current than a small power-pack could
supply and additional filtering in the
latter unit to control residual hum.
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Radio
Operator
It's Easy
The

NXW

ep e

a

Gode Teaching Machine
Pleasant. interesting work.

No experience neres-

We guide you step by step-furnish you
Complete Code Course and lend you The New
Master Teleplez. Teleplez has Instructed more students In the rode In the past ten years. than all
td her systems combined.
It Is the only Instrument
r produced that will record your own Bending
in e visible dots and dashes. and then repeat It to
u audibly on headphones.
l'sed by C. S. Army
and Navy. R. C. A.. A. T. & T. Co. and others.
Gel started NOW.
Low cost. easy terms.
Write
for folder SW6 giving full details.
ry.

TELEPLEX COMPANY
St.
New York, N. Y.

76 Corttandt

New Short Wave D -X

Sensational Converter

simple amazing D -X device is being
offered on trial to users by J. H. Miller,
513 Kirkwood Building, Kansas City, Mo.,
with which any radio set can be converted
into short wave frequency, bringing in
police, amateur and air plane stations at
full loud speaker volume. Enjoy thrills
of short wave reception. Easily attached
without charge by anyone. Mr. Miller
wants local agents and is willing to send
you a no -cost sample. Write him today
A

SUPER TESTING
KIT!
WITH PENCIL TYPE HANDLES
.md interchangeable Tip End. K It
Pcomplete with 2 Plug -In-

rongs. 2 Alligator Clips.
Needle Point Phone
Tips. and 2 Spade Lug,
Long. Thin Pencil -Type
handle, for easy testing
in tight places. Ideal for
testing Long and Shortwave Rets. Coils, Condensers, Etc.
Complete
kit.
I ntroduetory
Price
2

Now $1.00 Prepaid.
AMERICAN RADIO HARDWARE CO.
S
York, N. Y.
137 Grand
o Erdu.i,e Tee, ,,w ,
Avenge
w Writefr
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League of Nations Station
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AERO

INTERNATIONAL
ALL WAVE 11 -TUBE
SUPER- HETERODYNE DE LUXE
Completely
With

2

Dynamic
Speakers

Assembled
Matched F u II

$29.75

At last!

World wide reception at a sane price.
15 to 550 meters. Besides
the
regular
broadcast
band, it brings in foreign programs, amateurs,
police calls, ships at sea and aeroplanes. One
dial control. No plug in coils. Latest super phonic tubes.

AERO 4 -TUBE MIDGET
$10.95 less tubes
$2.95 kit of tubes
The lowest priced quality
Midget Receiver on the market today. Very selective,
brings in long distance like
local stations.
AERO
AERO

MIDGET _$11.90
6 -TUBE
MIDGET._. IBM
5 -TUBE

AERO WORLD WIDE

g

7RI.._
__...-..

-Tube

SHORT WAVE
SET for Headphone Operation
Listen in DIRECT to London, Part.. Berlin, Buenos
Aires and other broadcastI

;áQ5

ing stations throughout the
world via short waves. Your
ordinary receiver cannot tune
In these low wave stations.
WORLD -WIDE RECEIVER gets 15 to 500 meter..
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(Continued from page 71)
The receivers of the first and second
groups are connected to an aerial changeover switch, enabling any receiver to be
coupled to any aerial. The receivers of the
third group are connected to two radio goniometric aerials (Bellini-Tosi system).
On the ground outside the building there
are four aerial groups, of which three with
beam aerials (i.e., one group) are directed
towards South America and the Far East,
a second group towards the West Indies
and Central America, and a third group
towards North America and British India.
A fourth group comprises several simple
omni -directional aerials, enabling reception
of waves between 10 and 30,000 metres to
be carried out from all directions.
Radio- Nations was erected at. a cost of
nearly four million gold francs, of which
about 2,500,000 was borne by the League
and about 1,500,000 by Radio- Suisse, owned
and operated by the Swiss government. In
normal times, it is Radio- Suisse, in collaboration with the League's Transit and
Communication Section, which operates the
station, while in times of emergency, such
as during the Shanghai crisis, the League
has complete control.
In normal times, the station is in constant use for the exchange of telegraphic
messages between the League Secretariat
and delegations at various conferences at
Geneva, and the greatest possible number
of extra -European governments, either direct or by means of re- transmission. Apart
from this, the plant can be employed for
transmitting circular messages from the
League Secretariat to member States, and
for rapid conveyance of important documents to distant points, thereby insuring
a nearer connection between the League
and extra -European countries. An example
of such functioning was the transmission
in Morse code of the League's 15,000 word
report on the Manchurian question in
February which was picked up by official
government stations all over the world.
(See May, 1933, issue of SndRT

CRAFT.)
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ALDEN PRODUCTS CO.
Dept. awe.

BROCKTON,

715 Cent« St.

MASS.

IN 1936
You will be interested in tracing

the early developments of Short
Waves. Your best source of information will be SHORT WAVE
CRAFT. Back numbers may be
had at 25c per copy. Address:
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 96 Park
Pl., New York.
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Park Place, N. Y. City

Entire Block
On the Boardwalk

A

T L

A N

T

I

C

C

I

T Y

turns
turns
turns
turns

No. 24 DSC
No. 24 DSC
No. 24 DSC
No. 24 DSC
OSCILLATOR COILS (Det.)

25e
35e

socket.

"aoft
aloft

ref.l

.

An

COIL DATA
The IF. Coils are wound on bakelite
forms Ty4" in diameter by 2" high. The primaries have 61 turns No. 30 Enamel, the
secondaries 130 turns No. 30 Enamel. If
one desires to wind the Detector and Oscillator Coils he may do so. The "dope" on
these coils follows:
DETECTOR COILS (RF)

Meters

Here

St. Charles

45Super"

(Continued from page 89)

14.5- 27.0- 4%
26.0- 50.0- 9%
48.0 -100 -20%
100.0 -200 -46%

for You!
rin .d:e,'
n.< (0
úal

WAVE

Super -Wasp Becomes Real

FOR BASEBOARD MOUNTINGS
401X 4- contact rocker. List price.... 25e
k. 6-contact

REE
CONDENSER

Grid

Plate

3%
7%
17%
45%

No. 24 DSC
4 No. 24 DSC
No. 24 DSC
6 No. 24 DSC
No. 24 DSC
7 No. 24 DSC
No. 24 DSC
15 No. 24 DSC
Coil Form 1%" diameter
Antenna winding, shown in dotted lines,

not used.

POWER -PACK

Lc-Field coil on Lafayette "MB" Dynamic
Speaker
I,_ Trutest center-tapped 30 H. choke; CT

s

not used

Trutest triple -anode 8 mf. dry detector condenser
T5-Trutest power transformer for 7 -8 tube
receivers (4C1507)
1-4 -prong socket
1-Lafayette 280 type rectifier tube
Trutest Vitreous 20 Watt. 10,000 -ohm
Resistor
R_ Trutest Vitreous 20 Watt. 800 -ohm Resistor
Trutest Vitreous 20 Watt. 10,000 -ohm
Resistor
R,-Trutest Vitreous 20 Watt. 750 -ohm Resistor
Cl,

rr

Ri
R-
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A Smart Hotel in
America's Smartest Resort

-

Atlantic City -Healthful Restful
-Affording complete relaxation
so welcome after intensive work
Where the St. Charles offers the
maximum in hotel comfort and
service-Spacious Sun -Deck occupying one entire block overlooking
Boardwalk and Sea -Ocean view
Lounge -High standard of French
and German Cuisine. Garage.
European or American Plan
Rates Greatly Reduced

-
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radio is known as "wireless."
THE KING'S ENGLISH A IntubeEngland
a "valve." Radio frequency
as
called

By

Arthur J. Green

President. International Short Ware Club

IF an American radio experimenter who
is not acquainted with British radio
terms and a British experimenter who
is not acquainted with American terms were
to meet, a conversation on their favorite
subject would probably be hard to carry
on because the terms are so different. Let

us suppose that two do meet and start
talking things over. The American experimenter might say,
"Boy, I am working on a real outfit now.
It has five tubes with two stages of radio
frequency, a regenerative detector and two
stages of audio frequency amplification. It
uses AC electric on the filament and a 'B'
battery for the plate supply."
The British fan would probably say to
himself, "What sort of talk is this ?" and
then out loud say,
"I am working on a new wireless myself.
It has five valves, with two in the high
frequency, a reactive detector and two low
frequency stages. It uses mains for filament and HT battery for the plate."
And while the two of them would walk
away muttering to themselves about the
mysteries of radio and people, they would
both have been talking about the same

thing.

is known is "high frequency" and audio
frequency is "low frequency." An all -electric set is known as an "all- mains" receiver.
An antenna is called an "aerial" which is
oftimes used in America, but they never
speak of a ground. It is always "earth."

A

ground

connection

is

an

"earth

con-
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RCA INSTITUTES
Recepniud Standard in Radio Instruction Since ISO

Technical Training Courses
in Radio and Associated
Electronic Arts
Practical Radio Engineering
Sound Engineering
Broadcast Transmission
Radio Servicing
Commercial Radio Operating

A tube base is a "valve holder"
and a binding post is a "terminal."
An A battery is known as an "LT battery" and a C battery as a "GB battery."
A B battery is an "HT Battery." A tickler
nection."

coil is

a "reaction" coil and a regeneration

condenser is always a "reaction" condenser.
Of course, regeneration is always spoken
of as "reaction" and a regenerative detector

is known as a "reactive" detector. A dynamic speaker is called a "moving coil"
speaker.

And so it goes. There are many other
technical terms used by the British that
may sound very odd to us, although we are
both using the English language. And
there are other things besides

Resident sekeets et UewYerk amid amuse
EXTENSION COURSES for HOME
STUDY under new "no obligation" plan,
with privilege upon graduation of 2 weeks'
intensive practical training without charge
at either Resident School.

Mail Coupon for Illustrated Catalog

radio terms

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.,

that make the British laugh at us. Don't
ever say that "Big Ben gonged midnight"

unless you want to be laughed at. I did
once and as Walter Winchel says, "Is my
face red ?"

Don't say

"radiating" and

"broadcasting" but

don't write
"meter" but "metre."

the word

4.Tube "Mas ter Composite"

Dept. SW6

Variak Street, New York, N. Y.
1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago. 111.
Please send with no obligation to m
tratieed catalog and information about resi) Illustrated
(
iS75

t

)

extension courses
Information
eä
hone latogethert with

Name

-

g.

study

Age.........._..

(Continued from page 83)
Address..._ _._._------.__..---- -..._..._...._..__..._.
results. Make sure that the solder flows power sensitivity. Do not connect a magthrough the joint thoroughly. The iron netic type speaker to the output terminals
transoutput
must be kept clean, well tinned and hot! of the set, without using an
City
former. Generally the magnetic speaker
Tuning Frequency Range
will not match the tube impedance and it
Coils can be obtained ready wound to may be damaged by the strong plate curGuild
cover the wavelengths from 9 to 850 meters rent flowing through the speaker windings. FREE -C. S. C. Code
S. practice
Sksd. Daily
very efficiently. The following coils and the
Hints
Wiring
and
Construction
programmas on amateur
ranges covered were tested in SHORT WAVE
So much has been written about the bands.
CRAFr's Composite Receiver and give the
little
that
receivers
of radio
maximum of efficiency for their respective construction
need be said at this time; study the phobands.
the electrical circuit -then
and
tographs
Coil Number
care in the con(National) go ahead and build.thatUse
Range
everything is fastNo. 60 struction and see
... ".._
9 to 15 meters
No. 61 ened firmly in place. Loose parts result
13.5 to 25 meters
No. 62 in noise and noise is especially to be
23 to 41 meters
No. 63 avoided in a short -wave receiver.
40 to 70 meters
Make all connections in a direct manNo. 64
65 to 115 meters
and
No.65 ner. Do not have loops in the wiring
116 to 200 meters
be sure that every lead from the tuned cirYou Can Become a Fast, Capable
Those interested in band spread coils cuits of the radio frequency and detector
are wired by connecting wires. Do not dehave a choice of the following coils:
RADIO OPERATOR at Home
connecCoil Number pend on the chassis for common
Band
No. 61A tions! This will increase the stability of the
20 meter
With the Famous
No. 63A receiver and result in smoother operation.
"Candler training en40 meter
64A
No.
abled me to copy 56%
80 meter
Conclusion
the all -time
worn
No. 65A
160 meter
System
Scientific
This receiver was designed in accord with
record. "-T. R. McIn the photographs showing the S -W -C the votes of readers of SHORT WAVE CRAFT FREE short wave press Elroy. Official ChamLearn to copy
pion Radio Operator
"Composite" receiver the extra coils not and represents the majority opinion of the schedules.Candler
trained of the World. 46 Ever
from
in use are placed in a neat metal coil readers. Some of you may have wished PE
of
prinsending
out
ope,
dean St.. Boston.
of
cabinet. This offers a convenient way
that the set were a super -het and many
cipal pa stations. Amazkeeping the coils from being misplaced may not like the method of regeneration ing results in short Mau.
and preventing damage when not in use. control (for example) but the majority time FREE ADVICE IF
"STUCK." Write Candler. No
The cabinet will bold 20 coils.
wins. So, here is YOUR set.
Junior Course for
obligation.
Parts List
beginners. Advanced Course for
Antenna Recommendations
100
tuning
speed
of 10 wpm or
opa with
One National Co. Type 2 -SE
World -wide reception can be obtained
who want to get in 30 to
(Cap. 100mmf. each section). over
under half -way decent conditions with an condenser
class
and
copy behind.
45 wpm
C3.)
Also Radio Typing Course. Save
ordinary broadcast antenna at loud (C2,
Chokes,
Wave
Short
Co.
National
Two
recomby
sending for
time and money
speaker volume. Nevertheless, it is
(RFC1, RFC2) (2.5 M. H.)
FREE BOOK today.
mended that one of the newer transposition Type 100,
Choke,
Frequency
Radio
CANDLER SYSTEM CO., Dept. A -2
One National Co.
lead -in types of antenna be employed, such Type
6343 S. Kedrie Ave., Chicago
90 (RFC3) (90 M.H.)
as the system recommended by Arthur H.
Grid
Coupling
Screen
Co.
National
One
on
Lynch in the article "Reducing Noise
World's
Only Code Specialist
Impedance Type 5101 (AF1)
Short Wave Aerials," (See SHORT WAVE
(V1,
Grid
Clips
Screen
National
Two
An"Good
and
1932,
CRAFT for August,
type 24.
tenna Design" in SHORT WAVE CRAFT for V2)
Two National Coils Sockets, Isolantite 6
September, 1932).
for National Coils (L1, L2)
Tests with this receiver in a suburban prongs National
Isolantite Tube Sockets for
BRING IN NEW and DISTANT
location shows marked improvement in the 68 Two
tubes (V1, V2)
Stations with this
type
the
when
strength
signal
and
noise level
Compensating
Antenna
Co.
National
One
transposed lead -in was used with a 75 Condenser,
AMERICAN
(Cl)
(Cap. 59
-60
ST
Type
foot flat -top.
ALL DIRECTION
mmf.)
ANTENNA
One National Coil Cabinet (optional)
Speaker Considerations
Two National Co. Tube Shields Type
Most every set builder has a dynamic
Coast to coast reetptiek la possible. Givet clearer
V2)
(VI,
T58
end louder reception. Gets greater distance and
speaker on hand and for that reason the
volume. Made of topper. Neat and durable.
One pair of the following National S.W.
choice of the loud speaker was left to the Coils,
Guraateed.
Easily and flulekly Installed.
Nos. 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 (Ll, L2).
PRICE NOW $1.00 PREPAID
individual. Be sure that the loud speaker
Dial,
Tuning
Vision"
"Full
National
One
a
primary
CO.
with
HARDWARE
RADIO
transformer
AMERICAN
voice
coil
has a
is '7,000 Type VKE
137 Greed Street, New York, N. V.
that will match the tube' this set.
for exclusive territory
condensers
write
mica
Agents
mf.
.01
Micamold
Three
he
ohms when used as it is in this
tube is used as a pentode for greater (C4, C6, C12)

CANDLER

-
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an old timer says-

One Micamold .0001 mf. Mica condenser

(C15)

One Micamold .00025 mf. mica condenser

(CS)

On`C Flechtheim Tubular Condenser

San Francisco, Calif.

Gentlemen:

Allow me to congratulate you on Myron F. Eddy's "How to
Become an Amateur
Radio Operator." I have been a "ham" since 1909 and
have worked up from the
open crashing sparks of "Old Betsy's" and
sullenly to these new tangled gadgets
and had to park "Betsy" in the junk heap took
under
eaves to go in for tubes. I'm
too old now to dabble in the game very much butthe
in my teaching s bunch of ether
disturbing young squirts here -all Boy
Scouts, I still get a certain "kick" out of it.
I purchased nine copies for my gang and I
suppose five or six others got them because they saw ours -had to send to Oakland
for three additional copies. They're
GREAT!
One of the "Old Men" of Radio
Ex. Lieut. AI. A. Weber (Retired)
1153 Capp St., San Francisco, Calif.
is not a radio man in the field,
THERE
menter, service man or dealer who will notexperiwant
to read

these two books. Right up to the minute
with outstanding developments
in short -wave radio
-new methods and apparatus for
quickly learning
how to become a practical radio operator. Each
is authoritative, completely illustrated and notbook
too
highly technical. The text is easily and quickly
grasped.

How to *egome an Amateur Radio Operator
We chose Lieut. Myron F. Eddy to write
book because his long years of experience in this
amateur field have made him pre -eminent the
in
this line. For many years he was instructor of
radio telegraphy at the R.C.A. Institute. He
rs a member of the I.R.E. (Institute of Radio
Engineers), also the Veteran Wireless Opera-

tors' Association.

If

you intend to become a licensed code operator, if you wish to take up phone
work
eventually, if you wish to prepare yourself
for this important subject -this is the book
you must get.

Partial Lint e1Cententa
of learning

Ways
the code. A system of
sending and receiving with necessary drill
words is supplied so that you may work
with approved methods. Concise, authoritative definitions of radio terms, units and
laws, brief descriptions of commonly used
pieces of radio equipment. This chapter
gives the working terminology of the radio
operator. Graphic symbols are used to indicate the various parts of radio circuits.
General radio theory particularly as it applies to the beginner. The electron theory
is briefly given, then waves -their crea.
tion, propagation and reception. Fundamental laws of electric circuits, particularly those used in radio are explained next
and typical basic circuits are analysed.
Descriptions of modern receivers that are
being used with success by amateurs. You
are told how to build and operate these
sets.
Amateur transmitters.
with specifications are furnished Diagrams
so construction is made easy. Power equipment
that may be used with transmitters and
receivers, rectifiers, filters, batteries, etc. Regulations that apply to amateur operators.
Appendix. which contains the International
"Q" signale. conversion tables for reference
purposes, etc.

Hew to Build and Op
Shen Wave Reeei rem

is the best and most up -to -date book on
the
subject.
is edited and prepared by the

It

.01

One Flechtheim

Electrolytic Condenser
Type LT1000 (C11) 10 mf. 30 Vts.
Two Flechtheim .25 mf. Bypass condensers (C6, C7) Type GF25

Acratest Wire Wound Resistor, 5
(R6)
One Acratest Wire Wound Resistor, 5
Watt, 400 ohms Cat. No. 5900 (R10)
One Acratest Carbon Resistor, .5 Watt,
300 ohms Cat., No. 5860 (R2)
One Acratest Carbon Resistor, .5 Watt,
2000 ohms Cat. No, 3500 (R7)
One Lynch Mfg. Co. .5 Watt resistor .5
meg. (R9)
One Lynch Mfg, Co. .5 Watt resistor .1
One

Watt,

7000 ohms Cat. No. 5900

meg. (R8)

Mfg, Co. .5 Watt resistor 5.
meRne(Lyn h
One Lynch Mfg. Co. 1. Watt resistor
2000 ohms. (R5)
One Lynch Mfg. Co. 1 Watt resistor 3000
ohms (R4)
One Frost 40 series potentiometer Cat.
No. 6182 (Rl) 3000 ohms.
One Frost 40 Series Potentiometer Cat.
No. 6186 (R3) 50,000 ohms.
One Wafer Socket Type 59, 7 prong (V4)
One Wafer Socket 5 prong Type 56 (V3)
One Yaxley S.P.D.T. rotary jack switch
(S)

One

speaker
One

Wafer socket and male plug for
Eby Ant. Ground terminal strip

(Ti, T2)

One four-prong chassis mt'g plug
socket cable connector Type 7A -11 and and
11A
(T5, T6, T7, T8)
Two Eby Insulated Binding Posts (for
phones.) (P)
One Steel Chassis

drilled and
specifications- Korrol Mfg. Co. orfolded to
One Aluminum Chassis drilled and folded

to specifications Blan- the -Radio -Man
NOTE -The builder has a choice of chassis material
One Drilled panel. Aluminum panel is
dipped and the steel panel is cadmium
plated.
Two Blan- The -Radio -Man, special aluminum shields for the coils
Two Blan- The -Radio -Man "Hand- Hole"
Covers for the coil openings
Two Blan- The -Radio -:Kan flexible cou-

plings

Two 6 inch lengths of bakelite 24 inch
in diameter
Four small brown knobs
Four 5 inch lengths of 6/32 threaded
brass rod
Two Raytheon 58 type tubes (R.C.A.)
One Raytheon 59 type tube (R.C.A.)
One Raytheon 56 type tube (R.C.A.)
Wire, soldering lugs, machine screws, etc.

editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and conParta List of the Power Supply
tains a wealth of material on the building
and operation, not only of typical short -wave
One Jefferson Power transformer. Type
receivers, but short -wave converters as well.
463 -934. (P.T.)
Dosens of short-wave sete are found in this
book, which contains hundreds of illustraFederated Purchaser Cat. No. 2532
tions; actual photographs of sets built, hookTwo Jefferson Filter Chokes, Type SA2071
ups and diagrams galore.
Federated Purchaser No. 2503 (CH1,
The book comes with a heavy colored cover,
CH2)
and is printed throughout on first -class
paper.
No expense has been spared to make this
Three Flechtheim Electrolytic Condensthe
outstanding volume of its kind.
The book ers. 8 mf., 500 volts peak. Type JW800
measures 7% x10 inches.
(C1)
This book is sold only at such a ridiculously
One Flechtheim Dry Electrolytic Conlow price because it is our aim to put this
valuable work into the hands of every short- denser 8 mf., 500 peak volts Type
KL800
wave enthusiast.
(C2)
We knew that If you are at all Interested le short
waves
One
Korrol
Mfg.
Co.
you will not wish to do without this book. It is
Steel, cadmium
most
plated chassis drilled and welded as
important and timely new radio publication.
draw-

rSHORT WAVE CRAFT
96 -98 SWC Park Place,
New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith i
for which please send me, prepaid

a copy
of the book checked.
(
) HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE
SHORT W AVE
) HOW TO BECOME ANI AMATEUR
RADIO OPERATOR -50c.
Send money order, check, cash
new
U. S. stamps. Register letter if or
it contains stamps or currency.

Over 150 Illustrations
in Each Book
72 Pages
7x10 Inches

(

Heavy Colored Covers

Not Sold on Newsstands

Name
Address
L City

mf.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

State
J

ee -ee

Park Place, New York,

N. Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com

ings

Aluminum chassis by Blan, The- Radio-

Man

One Federated Purchaser power switch
No. 4112 (S)
One Federated Voltage Divider Cat. No.
3915. 25,000 ohms with taps (R)
One Five Wire Cable (Use No. 16 wire
in cable if possible)
One Rubber Grommet
One Four prong wafer socket. Marked
280 (80)
One Raytheon 80 rectifier tube (R.C.A.)
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Details of Parts for "Master Composite"
PANEL LAYOUT
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COMPASS
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instrument. the StoppanI Conroe..+
itself admirably for use In the 14,010 EvpertIt affords an ideal means Of
ienter's test laboratory.
determining the polarity of magnets, elettro- magnets
and solenoids carrying current. Since the tontpaas needle
itself a magnet haring a North.seeking pole (which
I. actually the South Idle) and South - seeking pole
(n ldch
h actually the North polei; and since. as we
all know. like lades repel each other and unlike poles
each
other. it is merely necessary to bring the
attract
The
mPass in the vicinity of the magnet under test.
North pole of the compass needle will then point to
South
or
the
under
test
magnet
of
the
the North tole
pole of the needle will point to the South pole of the
magnet depending. of course. upon their relative positions.
Thing

Precision

a

lends

May Be Used As a Galvanometer

Beeause of Its uniform magnetic properties. high senslthe Stoppant
tivity, and delicate frictionless bearings.
compass may he utilized to advantage as a highly precise
currents
in experielectric
detecting
for
galvanometer
The Compass is
mental or conventional radio circuits.
by
easily and readily converted into said galvanometerwire
metely winding several turns of ordinary radio
completely around the face and loner case of the comall .paces between turns to observe the
pass; leaving
hrusht
^
"l the needle. The enae of the whe .re
th..
A denrc;Tot.
t.
end. to he inured in cries in circuit. under
Imtrk
,t',a.o-^ th. Wamee t
complies n dl. in either lientinn
re
n.m., M
incident try d,e itnemsty the
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Instrument.

OUR PRICE $4.50

Company
ProductsNew
Gold Shield
York, N.Y.
Street SWC
112 Chambers

Be _a TELEVISION

XPERT

-C-

ANTENNA

DETECTOR- COIL SHIELD
BACK

COIL SHIELD

LOWER SIDE

During the next few years, thousands
the
will become rich In Television, Will
amazing new major Industry
you be one of these? There is only
one way for you to gettnto Television
and that is with specialized trainingg
Television expert.
now and this arvelous new businees
has hardly started. If you are over
17 year. of age. send your name and
address for full information about our
whereby you may step out of the
plan
orld'e greatest Televison Schooloccupying the three top floors of Mishigh
s tallest skyscraper-into
pay paition. Write Today.

LOWER. SIDE

BACK

Neel,

lM.ldsel

FIRST NATIONAL TELEVISION
2911 Power a Light Bldg.

Mans. City. Mlseemi

--

A CLEAN, SMOOTH
SHAVE AND SAVE VALUABLE TIME

ENJOY

I

4 t/2'

--'1

ALL HOLES

No_

2.5

-F-

Order

31/2"
19

DRILL

N4.8-32

V.

1.5A.

SCREWS
13/4 LONG

Cl

PRFIN.

.

700V
60MA

60CY. TAP
I

S10E VIEW OF
COIL AND 5HIELD

PANEL

-E-

SHIELD WIRE
AND C.T. 2.5V.

7A. GROUNDED

trial package of

RUBY

10

XTRA
SHARP
E

BLADES
prepaid
25c
postage
for

We GUARANTEE FULL SATISFACTION or money
will be cheerfully refunded.
Package of 100 for $2.00 prepaid.
and
You can sell a package to EVERY FRIEND
KEEP HIM AS A FRIEND.

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CO.

ST.

4.9V.

2A

COIL
SHIELD

a

2

%L
POWER.

TRANSFORMER_

112

Chambers St., New York City

FORADI000,6
OUT
WORLD'S FAIR ISSUE JUST
today. Most complete
replacement
supplies.
men'
el
.ere at lowest wholesale prices. mt
aia se ßEEvi
ofor rd
part.. test equipment.

ALLIED RADIO CORP.

Composite" Receiver.
Details of chassis and other parts used in building the "Master

533 W. Jackson Bled.

CHICAGO
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Improved Doerle ReceiversAbsolutelg Fool Proof
IS TO 200 METERS

THERE have never been produced short-wave receivers which have taken
the whole country by storm ae much ea the now famous DOERLE Receivers.
Mr. Doerle described his first receiver, the now famous TWO TUBE
12,500
MILE RECEIVER in the December-January issue of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT.

Panels are polished aluminum on which
the condensers and other parts are mounted.
panels do away with hand
d
The plug -in rib are of Bakelite, wound with
enamel wire for low lomee. In short. despite
ehere
exceedingly low urice of these sets, we
give you quality. Bakelite corbea only ere used.theEven
the aerial condensem are of the
Miamold Equatixgng Lyle. We have even included
pin -tip lacks, rheostats with "off"
p In short, you will
ill be pleased not
lonlylh
with
the
businmm
-like appearance, but with the
performance as well.

pacity,

You have seen the many letters published in SHORT WAVE CRAFT
lauding this receiver
to the skies. and for a Rood reason. It is a low -priced receiver, yet,
pulls in short-wave stations
from all over the world, REGULARLY, in prutically any location,
not only in this country,
but anywhere. Thousands of experimenters have built their own, and
coleus rmult, a, hundreds of glowing testimonial letters from radio fanshave obtained m bra
Only by
Recently. Mr. Doerle brought out another receiver, the THREE TUTU:testify.
In
SIGNAL GRIP PER, which already ham started to make history. There
seL
lot ill also make its triumphant tour all over the world. in no question that the three tube
Note the testimonials printed on this
Despite the remarkable performance of Were two re
They will give you an idea what can be
page.
expected from these great seta,
technical staff felt that
they could obmin even letter resulta with slight modificationsof ourcircuit.
This is pecially
true of the Three-Tide Signal Gripper. The first type 30 R. the
F. tube
DO
type 34 which is a high gain Screen -grid It. F. amplifier. This has increasedreplaced with a
the sensitivity
The TWO TUBE 12,500 MILE SHORT -WAVE
d selectivity of these receivers considerably. Yet despite these changes,
we have not raised
SET is intended to be used with headphones, although it is bringing in right
the pries of these instruments to YOU.
not make such claim. Fur instance, along, stations on the loudspeaker. We, however,
e ern
In the course of the year, we have received many reutate
cl
on headphones. This set uses two 230 ?moose 5.000 and 10,000 miles away come in only
sold a great many wart for both receivers, but not until re- fu these receivers, and we have
two-volt battery tree wbee.
centlyy have we concluded our to a which now places us in
The
Improved
position to supply the two complete receivers so that you
THREE TUBE SIGNAL GRIPPER, as
t
l' is '
can either buy them completely wired or in kit forn.
tl
t I
t It u
a type 34
s
screen
grid It. F. amplifier followed by a Types
30
By special arrangement with the puhibhern f SHORT
alive
and
finally a type 30 A. F. Amplifier. It ie
WAVE CRAFT, we are now in a position to sell you these
great
deal more Iwerhd
s'
All Yeu Say.
than the smaller et and will
official r
vere so that all short wave enthusiasts who
I have built the Dewls'Dom
short wave receiver and went to Bay it tires
bring in stations from great distances
all you ay it will.
the loudspeaker.
ever wished to own either of these fine
a
now be
A tool magnetic loudspeaker should on
J. Joseph Whalley, 401 Sprinedele Steer
h. used. Thus, for
sure to bus them without
Cumberlsod, Md.
question in their minds that
instance.
stations
front
all over the country come in on
they will per form 100'.';.
the
Some
loudspeaker, but, of course,
Have
disy
Deer). two-tuber.
tant require the use of earphones.stations 12,000 n
It took lot of labor, and much ingenuity to collect the
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INSPECT,

COMPARE
We are confident of your approval
This new 7 -tube short -wave super- heterodyne, designed originally for amateur phone reception, with
professional design details, offers the short -wave
broadcast listener and the experimenter exceptional
distance, selectivity, stability and tone quality in the
reception of short-wave broadcasts. From such a
receiver, National-built, one expects remarkable performance, and gets it. With its strictly single control tuning, front-of -panel coil changing, full vision
dial and single-hand control of tuning and volume,
the National FB -7 gives you a simplicity and convenience of operation heretofore not available at
such a reasonable price.
SINGLE SIGNAL OPERATION
Roth the circuit and the chassis layout have
been designed for ready addition of mechanical

FB -7

filter (quartz crystal) when desired for full
"single signal" operation.

SPECIFICATIONS

-l's, two 5S's. one
7 tithes ; one 57. two ^
Sepaand
50
Electron Coupled Oscillators
rate Oscillator for CW beat frequency giving "semi- single signal" or "offset" tuning
High efficiency Litz wound IF
.
'transformers
.
.
('bass A Power l',nt.ele Output . .
it -39
Coil Forms with g
led metal shield bandies
.
Band
Spread Cools available for 20. 40. SO and 1110 meter amateur
hands. each en'ering 100 full dint divisions
.
Standard
coils for continuous coverage from 20 MC to 1500 till
No frequency drift .
.
Double Shielding
.
May be used
with eiti- cr conventional antenna or "doublet" with transposed
transmission -line lead -in.
.
Single Control Tuning.
THE CHASSIS
(No trimmers)
Full Vision Dial with SFL 270° condenser .
, Front of-panel coil changing. without disturbing shielding
('W
Bent Oscillator Swi tai, IM mine] . . . Front-ol -Panel Switch
for "cutting" B voltages during transmission .
.
Phone Jack,
connecting ahead of final audio stage
t'atii,rnted Volume
control located under tuning knob. for one-hand operation- gain control calibrated In It units .
. All
fixed adjustments.
such ns 1.1'. leaking, accessible from top wllhout removal of
chassis from cabinet.
THE CIRCUIT

.

.

MADE FOR AC POWER- SUPPLY

511.

.

The Flt -7

is designed to be operated by filament
transformer and B- batteries. or the National
5887 or 5880 Short -Wave Power Units.
Where
the maximum undistorted power output is desired for short-wave broadcast reception, the
National 5897 is recommended, which furnishes
voltages sufficient to drive the type 59 power
output pentode at full rating. R. C. A. Licensed.

.

AIR TUNED

.

NEW

aaTuoaQa

I. F.

The new National air -dielectric -tuned intermediate frequency transformers are also now
available for use in the FB -7 receiver.

.

NATIONAL COMPANY. INC.

hl

Sherman Street,

Malden. Mass,

!airmen:-

FB -7

Hoolose send me your new catalogue sheets giving full deriptIon of the new Flt-7 Short -Wave Super and your new
Shart -N'axe Parts. I enclose Oc in stamps to rover mailing Costa,
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9-200 MtTERS

The Lincoln Super Powered R-9 strictly short wave receiver is tested on the air; not simply by tuning in to
distant stations but by actual two -way communication
where every word is absolutely necessary; no waiting
over long periods for call letter identification, it must be
positive and clear the first time, and all of the time.
Tests of this kind in actual work with a powerful shortwave transmitter guarantee to you the ultimate in world
wide reception. Just remember! Commercial radio must
have consistent dependable performance. Lincoln's dependable performance was proved on the last MacMillan
Arctic Expedition when two -way communication was held
between W9ABD Chicago and WDDE -Bowdoin Schoon
er, without missing a day; 348 messages were handled
with Lincoln receivers at both ends of the transmission.

SHORT WAVE CONSULTANT ENTHUSIASTIC OVER R -9
The short wave consultant for the International DX'ers
Alliance of Bloomington, Ill., writes: "I have never in
all my years of radio seen anything to compare with it in
operation. The quietness of operation, the marvelous
tone quality, and the simple tuning. I am sure sold on
the idea of band spread. To the eye it presents a wonderful piece of workmanship. Yesterday morning I received DJB, 12R0, Pointoise, DJA, Hilversum, LSG,
Rabat, RXA, HJB, FTM and KGBAZ (20 meter amateur
in Honolulu). Believe you me the oscillator sure handles
the weak signals. The more I tune it the more I am convinced what it sure will do with the amateurs. I have
spent more time on the 75 meter phone band than I

have heretofore, in order to just see how the stations are
spread on the dial, and I have heard many' operators complain of the QRM on the stations which they were working, while at the same time I could get both stations
without any QRM whatever. I have never experienced
an automatic volume control as effective as the system
in the R -9. It is a great pleasure to tune a program without the customary fading on high frequencies."

FOREIGN RECEPTION WITH A "BANG"
THROUGH HEAVY INTERFERENCE
"I was remarkably surprised with the operation of the
receiver. It was a real pleasure to hear the carrier wave
push to one side the background noise generated by
trucks and busses. I live at the foot of the George Washington Bridge and the stream of busses and trucks with
heavy ignition is constant. Foreign reception comes in
with a 'bang' even though the location where the set is
installed is anything but favorable for international short
wave reception. I picked up with good signal strength,
England, Spain, France, Switzerland, Germany, Venezuela,
the first afternoon the set was installed.
"C. Lea, N. Y. City."
Why not put one of these receivers in your den where
you can enjoy this kind of performance, and let friend
wife tune the broadcast receiver to her heart's content?
The price is very moderate in comparison; and full information "why" Lincoln receivers give dependable performance is yours for the asking.
Amateur station operators and servicemen write for information on how you can represent Lincoln in your city.

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION, Dept. J, 333
LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION
Dept. J, 333 S. Wood St., Chicago
Send free information and prices on
Name
Street
City
Amateur Call Letters....
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SW -33
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WoodrSt., Chicago
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